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REGULAR MEETING OF THE  
LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE 

Notice is hereby given of the following Land Use and Planning Committee: 

December 7, 2015 at 12:00 p.m. 

Rooms 401/403, Anvil Centre 

AGENDA 

Call to order. 

ADDITIONS / DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA 

MOTION to amend the Land Use and Planning Committee agenda. 

ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

1. Motion to adopt the minutes of the Land Use and Planning Committee

meetings held:

a. October 20, 2015

b. November 2, 2015

PRESENTATIONS 

2. Queen's Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study - Update on "Speak Out About

Heritage" Public Consultation

a. Staff report

b. Queen’s Park Working Group presentation

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

3. No Items
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REPORTS FOR ACTION 

4. New Westminster Street Food Policy

5. 1407 Sixth Avenue Proposed Heri tage Revitalization Agreement and Heritage

Designation Bylaws - Consideration of First and Second Readings

6. 335 Buchanan Avenue Proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement and

Heritage Designation Bylaws - Consideration of First and Second Readings

CONSENT AGENDA 

7. 325 and 329 Ewen Avenue Proposed Zoning Amendment Bylaw - Preliminary

Report

DIRECTOR’S / MANAGER’S REPORT (Oral Report)

8. 

NEW BUSINESS 

9. No Items

CORRESPONDENCE 

10. No Items

ADJOURNMENT 



 
 

REGULAR MEETING OF THE  
LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE 

 
October 20, 2015 at 3:30 p.m. 
Committee Room 2, City Hall 

 
MINUTES 

 
PRESENT: 
Mayor Jonathan Coté 
Councillor Patrick Johnstone 
Councillor Chuck Puchmayr 
 
GUESTS: 
Robert Renger   -Planning Consultant  
 
STAFF: 
Ms. Bev Grieve   - Director of Development Services 
Ms. Jackie Teed  - Manager of Planning  
Ms. Julie Schueck  - Heritage Planner  
Mr. Jim Hurst  - Development Planner 
Mr. Barry Waitt  - Planner 
Ms. Lauren Blake   - Committee Clerk 

 
The meeting was called to order at 3:32 p.m. 

 
ADDITIONS / DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA 
 

MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the agenda be amended by adding Item 2: Twenty-Second Street SkyTrain 
Station Study Area Presentation. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion. 

 
The Consent Agenda - members may adopt in one motion all recommendations appearing 
on the Consent Agenda or, prior to the vote, request an item be removed from the 
Consent Agenda for debate or discussion, voting in opposition to a recommendation, or 
declaring a conflict of interest with an item. 
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MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT item 6 be removed from the Consent Agenda.  

CARRIED. 
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion. 
 
MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the remaining items on the Consent Agenda be approved. 

CARRIED. 
All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion. 

  
ADOPTION OF MINUTES 
 
1. No Items 

 
PRESENTATIONS 
 
2. Twenty-Second Street SkyTrain Station Study Area Presentation (On-Table) 
 
 Jackie Teed, Manager of Planning, and Robert Renger, Planning Consultant, 

provided an On-Table PowerPoint presentation regarding the Twenty-Second 
Street SkyTrain Station study area. 

 
 In response to questions from the Committee, Bev Grieve, Director of 

Development Services, Ms. Teed and Mr. Renger provided the following 
information: 

 • It has been suggested that there could be difficult consolidating lots located 
near Twenty-Second Street SkyTrain Station, which has resulted in a lack 
of high density developments in the area;  • Staff have been in discussion with TransLink regarding potential 
improvements to the Twenty-Second Street SkyTrain Station and bus loop;  • A new community centre could possibly be implemented in the proposed 
Grimston park expansion area; • BC Hydro owns the lots located diagonally northeast between Twenty 
Third Street and Twenty Second Street; • There would be high costs associated with relocating BC Hydro power 
lines underground; and,    • Staff have been working towards alternative entrance routes to the 
neighbourhood due to existing traffic issues along Twentieth Street. 
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 Discussion ensued, and the Committee noted the following comments: 
 • There are challenges to redeveloping the area, as there are many homes that 

are newer or not in a state of disrepair;  • While the area requires additional density, it was suggested that the City 
not pursue the highest density option;  • As the neighbourhood has river views, it was suggested that fewer and 
narrower towers be implemented;  • Density workshops may not express the full impacts on the neighbourhood; • It was suggested that options be presented to the community that do not 
cross Twentieth Street;  • Support was expressed for implementing a high rise buffer area;  • It was suggested that an exercise demonstrating the potential amenities that 
the community could receive with additional density be completed at 
density workshops; • It was suggested that a new community center could implemented on the 
triangle-shaped property located between Sixth Avenue and Twentieth 
Street;   • It was suggested that access to the Queensborough Bridge could be 
provided from Southridge Drive to alleviate traffic congestion along 
Twentieth Street.  
 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
 
3. No Items 
 
REPORTS FOR ACTION 
 
4.  228 Nelsons Crescent (Brewery District) 
 Master Development Permit Amendment and Development Permit for 
 Second Tower 
 
 Jim Hurst, Development Planner, provided an On-Table PowerPoint  presentation 
 regarding 228 Nelsons Crescent (Brewery District) and summarized the report 
 dated October 20, 2015. 
 
 In response to questions from the Committee, Mr. Hurst provided the following 
 information: 
 • The proposed office space that is required as part of the Master 

Development Permit would be private office space to support the Royal 
Columbian Hospital expansion;  
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• The applicant would likely request additional height on buildings six, seven 
or eight; and, • Without a rezoning, the applicant could proceed with building five as per 
the current existing plan. 

 
 MOVED and SECONDED 
 THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council direct staff 
 to process the application for the Brewery District site as outlined in the report 
 dated October 20, 2015. 

CARRIED. 
 All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion. 
 
5. Proposed Rezoning – Brewery District  
 

a) Staff Oral Report 
 
Bev Grieve, Director of Development Services, provided an On-Table 
presentation regarding the proposed rezoning for the Brewery District site.  
 
In response to questions from the Committee, Jim Hurst, Development 
Planner, advised that the provision of additional parking is a result from the 
request for additional larger units.  Mr. Hurst further advised that the definition 
of a brew pub and commercial school have been amended in the Master Plan. 
 
Discussion ensued, and the Committee suggested that an actual rendering of 
the building be utilized during public consultation, as cross section drawings 
may not be completely reflective of the final project.   
 

b) Wesgroup Presentation  
 
Evan Allegretto, Wesgroup, provided an On-Table PowerPoint presentation 
regarding the proposed rezoning of the Brewery District site. 
 
In response to questions from the Committee, Mr. Allegretto provided the 
following information: 
 • All additional parking would be underground, and the Brunette Avenue 

profile would remain the same;  • The developer would be obligated to disclose the results of the acoustic 
report due to the site’s proximity to the railroad;  • Wesgroup has expressed an interest in utilizing District Energy for 
buildings six, seven or eight, depending availability and cost; and, 
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• Buildings six and seven would most likely have a hydronic based 
system, which could be District Energy compatible and accessible.  
 

In response to questions from the Committee, Ms. Grieve advised that a formal 
application for the project has not yet been received at this point. 

 
 Discussion ensued, and the Committee noted the following comments: 

 • It was suggested that the podiums be made smaller so the towers are 
taller and narrower;  • The project could provide an amenity contribution towards a better 
connection to the SkyTrain Station, as it was noted that this connection 
would be important for the employment area, as well as a connection to 
the waterfront; • The project could provide a contribution towards whistle cessation in 
the area;  • The additional proposed density could exacerbate existing traffic issues 
in the neighbourhood;  • The office space provided with this application is an important 
component of the development and should be made as attractive as 
possible;  • The Federation of Canadian Municipalities Railway Proximity 
Guidelines should be implemented, as the development is located in 
close proximity to the railroad; and, • It was suggested that Council could be advised of the proposed rezoning 
before the application moves forward with public consultation. 

 
MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the presentations regarding the proposed rezoning of the Brewery District 
site be received for information.  

CARRIED. 
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion. 
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CONSENT AGENDA 
 
7. Heritage Register Update - Addition of Properties 
 
 MOVED and SECONDED 
 THAT The Land Use and Planning Committee recommends that Council direct 

that the following property addresses be added to the City’s Heritage Register: 
 • 223 Queen’s Avenue; • 327 Fourth Street; and • 420 Saint George Street. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion. 

 
8. Official Community Plan Text Amendment to (UC) Uptown Commercial 
 Land Use Designation 
 
 MOVED and SECONDED 
 THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee request that staff proceed with the 

consultation process outlined within the report dated October 20, 2015. 
CARRIED. 

 All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion. 
 
9. Development Variance Permit Application for 109 Third Avenue - 
 Preliminary Report 
 
 MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT staff proceed with the processing of the Development Variance Permit 
application for 109 Third Avenue; and, 
 
THAT the Land Use Committee recommends that Council issue notice that it will 
consider a resolution to issue Development Variance Permit DVP00601 to permit 
the installation of a 36 foot wide driveway crossing at 109 Third Avenue at the 
Regular Meeting of Council on November 30, 2015. 

 CARRIED. 
 All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion. 
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ITEMS REMOVED FROM THE CONSENT AGENDA 
 
6. 805 Boyd Street Text Amendment to Zoning Bylaw to Allow Automobile 
 Repair Facility 
 
 In response to questions from the Committee, Jim Hurst, Development Planner, 
 advised that there is a lot of M1 zoning in Queensborough, which allows for 
 automotive repair establishments in light industrial areas of Queensborough.   
 
 MOVED and SECONDED 
 THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee request staff to proceed with 

processing this Rezoning and Development Permit application as outlined in the 
report dated October 20, 2015. 

CARRIED. 
 All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion. 
 
DIRECTOR’S / MANAGER’S REPORT (Oral Report) 
 
 There were no items. 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
10.  No Items 
 
CORRESPONDENCE 
 
11. No Items 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 

ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 5:21 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 
      
JONATHAN COTÉ  LAUREN BLAKE 
MAYOR  COMMITTEE CLERK 
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REGULAR MEETING OF THE  
LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE 

 
November 2, 2015 at 12:00 p.m. 
Committee Room 2, City Hall 

 
MINUTES 

 
PRESENT: 
Mayor Jonathan Coté 
Councillor Patrick Johnstone 
Councillor Chuck Puchmayr 
 
STAFF: 
Ms. Bev Grieve   - Director of Development Services 
Ms. Jackie Teed  - Manager of Planning  
Mr. Rupinder Basi  - Senior Planner 
Mr. John Stark  - Senior Social Planner 
Ms. Lauren Blake   - Committee Clerk 

 
The meeting was called to order at 12:07 p.m. 

 
ADDITIONS / DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA 
 

The following items were added to the agenda: 
 

 Item 7: Royal Columbian Hospital Project Update; and, 
 Item 8: Temporary Use Permit for Cliff Block Residence  
  
ADOPTION OF MINUTES 
 
1. October 5, 2015 
  

MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the October 5, 2015 Land Use and Planning Committee minutes be 
adopted. 

CARRIED. 
All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion. 
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PRESENTATIONS 
 
2. No Items 
 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
 
3. No Items 
 
REPORTS FOR ACTION 
 
4.  228 and 232 Sixth Street - La Rustica Site Redevelopment - Preliminary 
 Report 
 
 Rupinder Basi, Senior Planner, provided an On-Table PowerPoint presentation 
 summarizing details of the report dated November 2, 2015. 
 
 In response to questions from the Committee, Bev Grieve, Director of 
 Development Services, and Mr. Basi provided the following information: 
 • The proposed front setbacks are to ensure there is adequate space for patio 

furniture and landscaping within the development;  • 10 foot setbacks are generally preferred;  • Some units would require stairs down from the sidewalk due to the grade, 
and would therefore not be accessible;  • The property located at 610 Welsh Street is currently zoned for parking, 
and would likely require consolidation with another property in order to be 
redeveloped; and, • The current zoning requires commercial on the lower levels, however, 
commercial spaces have not been successful in this area. 

 
 Discussion ensued, and the Committee noted the following comments: 
 • It was suggested that all lower units, including single level units, could be 

provided with an individual front door;  • The townhomes could be provided with additional distinction from the 
apartment tower; and, • The two-level units could be continued from Sixth Street onto Welsh Street. 
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 MOVED and SECONDED 
  THAT the Land Use Planning Committee request staff to work with the applicant 

to address the following urban design issues and report back to the Committee 
before this proposal moves forward to public consultation: 

 • Front yard and Side Yard setback of the proposed building to allow for 
adequate useable open space for ground-oriented units and provision of a 
suitable landscape buffer within the property boundary to screen the 
outdoor patio areas for ground-oriented units from vehicular traffic; 

 • Building separation between the proposed building and the existing mixed 
use tower to the north;  

 • Provision of two additional parking spaces for disabled persons and 
fourteen additional long-term bicycle parking stalls; 

 • Provision of Adaptable Housing Units equivalent to 40% of the total 
number of units; and, 

 • Attention paid to the design of the City Homes and bottom level of the 
development. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion. 

 
5. New Westminster Child Care Needs Assessment  
 
 John Stark, Senior Social Planner, summarized the report dated November 2, 2015 
 regarding New Westminster’s child care needs assessment.  
 
 In response to questions from the Committee, Bev Grieve, Director of 
 Development Services, and Mr. Stark provided the following  information: 
 • There are multiple childcare options for children between three and five; • There are very few infant childcare option;  • It is challenging for the City to attract affordable or not-for profit childcare;  • Childcare grants allow childcare facilities to keep their costs lower;  • Major capital grants are required to provide cost friendly childcare; and, • Ensuring that quality service is provided in both for and not-for profit 

childcare facilities is an issue that is addressed by Provincial regulations, 
and could be achieved by providing fair wages, reducing staff turnover, 
requiring that staff receive an early childcare certificate. 
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DIRECTOR’S / MANAGER’S REPORT (Oral Report) 
 
6. Suggested Dates for Official Community Plan Infill Housing Tour 
 

Bev Grieve, Director of Development Services, suggested that an infill housing 
 tour of North Vancouver for Council be scheduled for Monday, December 7, 2015 
 between 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m.  

 
Discussion ensued, and the Committee advised that a Monday morning prior to a 

 Council meeting would be the preferred option.  The Committee suggested that a 
 builder or developer could be invited for the tour to discuss the challenges and 
 opportunities for various types of housing.   

 
7. Royal Columbian Hospital Project Update 
 
 Bev Grieve, Director of Development Services, advised that Royal Columbian 
 Hospital has requested a temporary emergency tower for helicopter landing. 
 
 In response to questions from the Committee, Ms. Grieve advised that the request 
 would be brought forward to residents of the Anvil Tower development. 
 
 Discussion ensued, and the Committee advised that the request should be 
 forwarded to Council for consideration. 

  
8. Temporary Use Permit for Cliff Block Residence  
 
 Bev Grieve, Director of Development Services, advised that the temporary use 
 permit for the Extreme Weather Shelter located at Cliff Block Residence would 
 expire at the  end of 2015.  John Stark, Senior Social Planner, further advised that 
 the community has expressed minimal concerns from the community regarding the 
 shelter.   
 
 Discussion ensued, and the Committee recommended that the renewal of the 
 temporary use permit be forwarded to Council for consideration. 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
9.  No Items 
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CORRESPONDENCE 
 
10. No Items 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 

ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 1:03 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 
      
JONATHAN COTÉ  LAUREN BLAKE 
CHAIR  COMMITTEE CLERK 
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R E P O R T  
Development Services 

To: Land Use and Planning Committee Date: 12/7/2015 

From: Beverly Grieve 

Director of Development Services 

File: 13.2510.12 

Report #: 435/2015 

Subject: Queen's Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study - Update on "Speak Out 

About Heritage" Public Consultation 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT the Land Use Planning Committee recommends that Council receive this 

report for information. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study Working Group is nearing completion

of the study and has shared their final draft principles and strategies for retaining and 

enhancing the character of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood at a “Speak Out About  
Heritage” public consultation on November 21, 2015. There was s ignificant support for

strong heritage retention options with indications that the neighbourhood would like work 

on these options to begin soon. With some minor editing, based on the “Speak Out” 
event, the Working Group is ready to provide Council with their final report. The purpose 

of this report is to provide the committee with a summary of the public’s feedback.

1.0 PROPOSAL 

The Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study will provide Council with

recommended approaches for retaining and enhancing the character of the Queen’s Park 
neighbourhood through a combination of incentives and regulations.  

2a
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2.0 POLICY  

 

2.1 Official Community Plan 

 
The Official Community Plan (1998) has ten heritage conservation goals for the City, of 

which the most relevant for this study are summarized as follows: 

 

 Preserve or enhance historic assets in both residential and commercial areas;  

 

 Promote the conservation and enhancement of buildings and sites which have 

historic or cultural significance to the community; and 

 

 Protect the existing scale and character of heritage buildings and sites. 

 

3.0 BACKGROUND 

 

3.1 Previous Reports 

 

On November 4, 2013, Council endorsed the work program for the Queen’s Park 
Neighbourhood Heritage Study regarding exploring options to support heritage 

conservation in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. On January 13, 2014, Council endorsed 

the Purpose, Terms of Reference, and Membership of the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood 

Heritage Study (QPNHS) Working Group. 

 

3.2 Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study Working Group 

 

On May 12, 2014, 13 people were appointed by Council to the Working Group, including 

the Chair of the Community Heritage Commission. Early in the process, one community 

member had to leave the group, resulting in a total membership of 12 people.   

 

The Working Group and staff have been meeting monthly for the past 18 months, 

advancing through the work program. Once the final set of comments from the “Speak 
Out About Heritage” event has been incorporated into the draft set of principles, 

strategies and actions, the Working Group proposes to present the final document to 
Council for their consideration.     

 

4.0 PROCESS 
 

4.1 Stages of Process 

 

The process for the QPNHS has included five stages:  

 

1) Background work/understand the existing situation and context (complete);  

2) Identify/research heritage conservation issues (complete);  

3) Identify and analyze innovations and solutions (complete);  
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4) Identify implementation strategies (complete); and 

5) Provide Council with a document of implementation strategies.  

 

Study themes were derived from the research and analysis stages and informed the 

development of draft principles, strategies and actions that the Working Group took out to 
the community for comments and questions at the “Speak Up” event. 
 

See Appendix A for draft principles, strategies and actions discussed at the “Speak Up” 
event. 

 

4.2   Public Consultation “Speak Out About Heritage” 

 

The Working Group conducted a public consultation at the Centennial Lodge on 

November 21, 2015 in order to engage the neighbourhood and to elicit feedback on the 

final draft principles, strategies and actions.  

 

Over 80 people attended the event, listened to presentations by the Working Group, 

participated in a dotmocracy exercise, and provided written comments on the information 

boards. For the dotmocracy exercise, the scale was from “Don’t Agree” to “Somewhat 
Agree” to “Strongly Agree”. 
 

5.0  FEEDBACK  

 

5.1 Feedback on Draft Principles 

 

Most of the attendees strongly agreed and a few somewhat agreed with the three draft 

principles. The comments indicate that there is a perception that City Hall does not value 

or support heritage. There was an interesting suggestion that we quantify and commodify 

how the region values heritage in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. 
 

5.2 Feedback on Draft Strategies 

 

Of the dotmocracy participants, 100% strongly agreed with Strategy #1 to identify and 

define the heritage character of the neighbourhood. 

 
The majority of dotmocracy participants, 74%, strongly agreed and 26% somewhat 

agreed with Strategy #2 to provide a variety of financial and non-financial incentives to 

encourage the retention and restoration/renovation of existing buildings and landscape 

elements that contribute to the heritage character of the neighbourhood. Comments 

included concerns about insurance rates for homes identified as ‘heritage’, about the 
challenge to make homes energy efficient while at the same time retaining heritage 

character defining elements, and perception that there are not enough demolitions in the 

neighbourhood to warrant such action. 

 

Of the dotmocracy participants, 100% strongly agreed with Strategy #3 to develop 

mechanisms, including regulations that prevent, or policies that deter the demolition of 

existing buildings and landscape elements that contribute to the heritage character of the 
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neighbourhood.  28% supported the comment that the City should impose a “heritage 
demolition tax”. 
 

Of the dotmocracy participants, 93% strongly agreed and 7% somewhat agreed with 

Strategy #4 to encourage support for heritage conservation by providing easy-to-access  
information and enhanced communication for residents and other interested parties. The 

comments were mostly concerned with ensuring the process for heritage conservation 

projects is clear. 

 

5.3 Feedback on Draft Actions and Next Steps 

 

The majority of dotmocracy participants agreed or strongly agreed with the actions and 

next steps in the four strategies.   

 

Comments included: 

 

Strategy #1 (Identify and define the heritage character of the neighbourhood.)  

 some confusion over how this inventory would be different from the one carried 
out in the 1980s; 

 there is a need to have clear language, particularly regarding the terms “guidelines” 
versus “regulations”; and 

 incentivising retention through an increase in floor space ratio needs more detailed 
work, but most people seem comfortable with this idea. 

 

Strategy #2 (Provide a variety of financial and non-financial incentives to encourage the 

retention and restoration/renovation of existing buildings and landscape elements that 

contribute to the heritage character of the neighbourhood.) 

 no consensus on encouraging properties with buildings over 50 years to apply for 
increased densification; 

 do not want extra density in the neighbourhood unless it is aligned with heritage 
conservation and has strict design guidelines/regulations; 

 overall support of design restrictions; and  support for working with the owners of existing multi-family buildings to find 
incentives for retaining or rebuilding the same number of units. 

 

Strategy #3 (Develop mechanisms, including regulations that prevent, or policies that 

deter the demolition of existing buildings and landscape elements that contribute to the 

heritage character of the neighbourhood.) 

 support for implementing a Heritage Conservation Area as soon as possible;  see what other local governments are doing to encourage retention of existing 
buildings; and 

 emphasis on the importance of trees and the landscape in the neighbourhood from 
both an environmental and an historic perspective. 
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Strategy #4 (Encourage support for heritage conservation by providing easy-to-access  

information and enhanced communication for residents and other interested parties.)  

 support for a ‘renovation road map’;  support for providing a source of experienced trades people; and  less support for the provision of heritage workshops and other heritage informative 
events. 

 

See Appendix B for complete set of comments and Appendix C for record of the 

dotmocracy boards. 

 

6.0 NEXT STEPS 

 

Staff will share the principles, strategies and actions with other City departments to 

ensure that the recommendations align with other City priorities and policies before 

preparing the final report. The final report would include the comments and suggestions 

received from the recent consultation process as well as comments and suggestions from 
other City departments and would be presented to Council in early 2016.  

 

 OPTIONS 

 

The Land Use Planning Committee has the following options to consider:  

 

1. That the Land Use Planning Committee recommends that Council receive this 

report for information. 

 

2. That the Land Use Planning Committee recommends an alternative feedback. 

 

Staff recommends Option 1. 

 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS: 

 

Appendix A: QPNHS "Draft Principle, Strategies and Actions" 

Appendix B: QPNHS "Speak Up About Heritage" Notes 

Appendix C: QPNHS Dotmocracy Boards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Julie Schueck 

Heritage Planner 

 

 Jackie Teed 

Manager of Planning 
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Beverly Grieve 

Director of Development Services 

  

 

 



Appendix A

QPNHS "Draft Principles, Strategies 

and Actions



Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study  
Draft Principles, Strategies and Actions 
 
Principles: 
 

A. The heritage character of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood is highly valued by the 
neighbourhood, the City and the region. 

 
B. Most of the existing buildings and landscape features contribute to the heritage 

character of the neighbourhood and should be retained insofar as it is practical to 
do so. 

 
C. New construction or renovations that replace or alter existing buildings or causes 

change to the existing landscape should be conditional on its compatibility with 
the heritage character of the neighbourhood.  

 
The following are the strategy recommendations being proposed by the Working Group.  
 

Strategy #1.  Identify and define the heritage character of the neighbourhood. 
  

Strategy #2.   Provide a variety of financial and non-financial incentives to encourage 
the retention and restoration/renovation of existing buildings and landscape elements 
that contribute to the heritage character of the neighbourhood. 
 
Strategy #3.  Develop mechanisms, including regulations that prevent, or policies 
that deter the demolition of existing buildings and landscape elements that contribute 
to the heritage character of the neighbourhood: 
  
Strategy #4: Encourage support for heritage conservation by providing easy-to-access 
information and enhanced communication for residents and other interested parties. 

 

 Strategy #1 Actions: 
 

Next Steps: 
 

a. Develop an informal inventory of 
neighbourhood buildings and 
landscape features. 

i. Engage university planning students 
to conduct a neighbourhood building 
and landscape features photographic 
survey and to identify year of 
construction and style for each 
building/landscape feature. 

ii. Publish final version on the City’s 
website and invite the public and 
heritage groups to view it. 



 
 

 

 
b. Create a brief summary statement of 

the Queen’s Park Heritage context. 
 

i. Incorporate information from the 
neighbourhood heritage definition. 

ii. Summarize the key messages from 
the revised Queen’s Park Heritage 
Context Statement. 

c. Create a summary statement 
defining the heritage of the 
neighbourhood. 

i. Incorporate suggestions from 
residents and other stakeholders 
obtained through the survey, open 
houses and other public engagement 
activities. 

d. Update the Queen’s Park Heritage 
Context Statement every five years. 

 

i. Include an update schedule in 
Heritage Planner’s long range work 
plan. 

Strategy #2 Actions: 
 

Next Steps: 
 

Revise the existing Queen’s Park Design 
Guidelines and use them as an incentive 
for the retention of buildings older than 
50 years. 

i. Develop a non-financial incentive 
program that is tied to updated 
residential design guidelines. 
For example:  
- If a house that is older than 50 

years is retained, it may achieve 
a higher floor space ratio than 
currently allowed. 

- If a house that is older than 50 
years is demolished and the 
new house meets the revised 
design guidelines, it may 
achieve the same floor space as 
currently allowed. 

- If a house older than 50 years is 
demolished and the new house 
does not meet the revised 
design guidelines, then the 
house may only achieve a floor 
space ratio less than what is 
currently allowed.  

Give consideration to the 
requirement that all renovations 



and new-builds must meet the 
revised design guidelines. 

Provide the opportunity for properties 
with a building older than 50 years to 
apply for increased densification through 
infill housing, stratification, or 
subdivision. 

i. Collect and map data on properties 
regarding lot size, house size and 
construction date. 

ii. Develop criteria for infill housing, 
stratification, or subdivision based 
on the data results and in 
conjunction with the current 
review of the Official Community 
Plan. 

iii. Investigate using a 2-tier system, 
where some proposals apply for 
infill through Heritage 
Revitalization Agreements and 
some through agreeing to Heritage 
Designation. 

Consider mechanisms for reviewing the 
designs (renovations and new) of single 
family dwellings. 

i. Investigate if the Community 
Heritage Commission mandate can 
be changed to include a design 
review component. 

ii. Investigate if a Development 
Permit Area would allow for the 
creation of a design review body 
for single family dwellings. 

iii. Identify other options. 
Make applying for renovations easier, 
quicker and less expensive. 

i. Reassess triggers for automatic 
servicing upgrades. 

ii. Reconsider the requirement that a 
full set of architectural plans be 
provided for small renovations. 

Develop a system of fee rebates for work 
that retains existing buildings 

i. If the minimum requirements of 
the revised design guidelines are 
met, applicants may apply for a 
50% rebate on building and 
engineering fees. 

ii. If a registered architect is retained 
for the duration of a Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement 
proposal, the applicant may apply 
for a 50% rebate on the rezoning 
fee. Work must be completed 
before a rebate can be requested. 



 
 

Lobby for official codes to acknowledge 
and respect heritage buildings. 

i. Continue to lobby the provincial 
and federal governments to 
provide relaxations in official 
codes for buildings identified as 
heritage (with the definition of 
‘heritage’ being as broad as 
possible). 

Support the BC Building Code Alternate 
Compliance Section. 

i. Continue to promote the BC 
Building Code Alternate 
Compliance Section for 
applications involving recognized 
heritage buildings. 

Continue to utilize available heritage 
conservation tools. 

i. Promote the use of Heritage 
Revitalization Agreements and 
Heritage Designations. 

ii. Consider using other existing tools 
(such as heritage inspections) from 
Part 27 of the Local Government 
Act. 

iii. Identify and assess how other local 
governments promote and utilize 
heritage conservation tools. 

Develop incentives for existing multi-
family buildings. 

i. Identify and collect data on 
existing multi-family buildings. 

ii. Consider simple ways for allowing 
these buildings to be rebuilt with 
the same number of units in the 
event the buildings are destroyed. 
(The City could consider carrying 
out rezoning of these properties in 
consultation with the affected 
property owners.) 

iii. Consult with affected property 
owners. 

Support the New Westminster Heritage 
Foundation. 

i. Consider increasing and 
regularizing the City’s existing 
annual financial contribution. 

ii. Identify and assess how other local 
governments provide financial 
incentives to identified heritage 
buildings. 



Strategy #3 Actions: 
 

Next Steps: 
 

a. Establish, for the entire 
neighbourhood, a Heritage 
Conservation Area, a Development 
Permit Area, or a new zone with a 
lower allowable floor space ratio. 

i. Assess and compare the benefits 
and obstacles of each approach. 

ii. Assess and compare the legal 
obligations of each approach (ie: 
can demolitions be prevented in a 
Development Permit Area?). 

b. Identify the reasons why 
demolitions occur. 

i. Conduct an economic analysis of 
key drivers for demolition. 

ii. Compare results with data 
developed in other strategies to 
identify which properties are most 
likely to seek demolition. 

iii. Determine if there are mechanisms 
available that would directly 
influence and deter demolitions. 

c. Establish mechanisms to deter 
demolitions. 

i. Develop a policy that requires a 
high percentage of deconstruction. 
(City already has this underway). 

ii. Develop a policy that requires a 
higher level of recycling than 
currently identified in the 
MetroVancouver recycling 
program (ie: banisters, trim, 
frames, etc.)  

iii. Refer both policies to the City’s 
Environment Committee. 

d. Protect trees on both public and 
private property. 

i. Develop an Urban Forest 
Management Plan and Bylaw (City 
already has this underway). 

 
 

Strategy #4 Actions: 
 

Next Steps: 
 

a. Promote the heritage brand of the 
City. 

i. Include a concise statement about 
the value of the City’s history and 
heritage in formal communication 
material. 

ii. Include heritage conservation in 
the City’s strategic planning goals. 

iii. Include the consideration of 
heritage value in land use 



management decisions. 
b. Provide innovative learning 

opportunities. 
i. Expand the City’s practice of 

providing workshops by targeting 
specific groups such as the building 
industry and the real estate 
industry. 

ii. Organize large events with world-
class speakers and local experts on 
heritage conservation. 

c. Develop informational material 
that is easy to access and follow. 

i. Develop a ‘renovation road map’ 
and other material that provides 
information on making renovations 
easier, quicker and less expensive. 

ii. Develop a brochure about heritage 
conservation for real estate agents 
to provide at their open houses. 

iii. Make information on the City’s 
heritage conservation program 
more prominent on the website, 
with links to other resources and 
access to above hand-outs. 

iv. Identify and address common 
myths about heritage programs and 
tools. 

v. Post the neighbourhood inventory 
on the City’s website. 

vi. Determine methods for reaching 
potential buyers before they 
purchase a property with an 
historic building on it and outline 
retention options and benefits. 

d. Develop a communication strategy 
for the implementation of 
recommendations a–c in Strategy 
#4. 

i. Work with the Communications 
Division to develop the 
communication strategy and 
timing. 
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Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study 

“Speak Up About Heritage!” 

November 21, 2015 

Board:  Draft Principles 

A. The heritage character of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood is highly valued by the 
neighbourhood, the City and the region. 

Dotmocracy results: the majority strongly agreed with this principle; two people 
somewhat agreed. 

Comments: 
 Can we quantify how the region values heritage; how the City values heritage, and

compare? Ex: BC Film Commission confirmed to QPRA that we are the #2
neighbourhood for fil production based in part on our ‘look’. This represents at
least one outside and regional perspective. It is also a way of commoditizing the
value. What other ways is value placed on our neighbourhood? Neighbourhood, yes. City, not always evident. Region??? Not sure whether the City or Region supports heritage. City does not value the Heritage character. Value by the many in the neighbourhood but not by City Hall. Developers don’t value heritage and the City supports them. Queen’s Park residents value the neighbourhood. Other areas feel they are
undervalued. Home owners value the heritage in the area. City does not seem to care nor do the
realtors based on how they advertise. City should be able to see each development on a case by case basis; each
home/lot is unique and needs a unique solution.

B. Most of the existing buildings and landscape features contribute to the heritage 
character of the neighbourhood and should be retained insofar as it is practical to 
do so. 

Dotmocracy results: all strongly agreed with this principle. 
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Comments: 
  Absolutely!  Yes! We must encourage retention and strongly discourage demolition.  Yes!  Encourage more shade trees that are healthy; urban forest needed throughout New 

Westminster.  I’m tired of hearing City staff say that architectural ‘best practice’ for new builds 
in a heritage area is to not have sympathetic design “mimic” original buildings. 
Why not? Some architects agree because it is cheaper to build a box without 
character. 

 
C. New construction or renovations that replace or alter existing buildings or causes 

change to the existing landscape should be conditional on its compatibility with the 
heritage character of the neighbourhood.  

 
Dotmocracy results: the majority strongly agreed with this principle; one person 
somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 No perfectly good house (should be) demolished just due to size. 
 
Boards: Strategies 
 
Strategy #1.   
Identify and define the heritage character of the neighbourhood. 
 

Dotmocracy results: all strongly agreed with this strategy. 
 
Comments: there were no comments. 
 
Actions and Next Steps:  
 
Action A. Develop an informal inventory of neighbourhood buildings and landscape 
features. 
 
Next Steps: 
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i. Engage university planning students to conduct a neighbourhood building and 
landscape features photographic survey and to identify year of construction and style for 
each building/landscape feature. 
ii. Publish final version on the City’s website and invite the public and heritage groups to 
view it. 

 
Dotmocracy results: a strong majority strongly agreed with these actions and next steps; 
three people somewhat agreed and one person did not agree. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Wasn’t this done before?  Photos should include clear examples of building going against heritage: not 
meant to single out homes but we need examples.  We did this in the 1980s. It is called the Heritage Inventory.  We’ve done this before. When are we going to start valuing it? Heritage 
neighbourhoods are unique. Unique = Brand Power.  However, more could probably (be) added.  The accessibility and promotion of this inventory is key, and should also be 
considered by prospective commercial developers.  

 
Action B: Create a brief summary statement of the Queen’s Park Heritage context. 
 
Next Steps: 

i. Incorporate information from the neighbourhood heritage definition. 
ii. Summarize the key messages from the revised Queen’s Park Heritage Context 
Statement. 
 

Dotmocracy results: a strong majority strongly agreed with these actions and next steps; 
one person somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments:  
 

 Look at what other heritage neighbourhoods/cities are doing. 
 
Action C: Create a summary statement defining the heritage of the neighbourhood. 
 
Next Steps: 
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i. incorporate suggestions from residents and other stakeholders obtained through the 
survey, open house and other public engagement activities.  

 
Dotmocracy results: a strong majority strongly agreed with these actions and next steps; 
one person somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments:  
 

 7-10 years? 
 
Action D: Update the Queen’s Park Heritage Context Statement every five years. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Include an update schedule in Heritage Planner’s long range work plan. 
 

Dotmocracy results: a majority strongly agreed with these actions and next steps; one 
person agreed, five people somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments:  
 

 5 years seems often for something that is to remain fairly stable?  I agree with this (comment) also.  Five years may be too short, it will take 5 years to do! 
 
Strategy #2.    
Provide a variety of financial and non-financial incentives to encourage the retention 
and restoration/renovation of existing buildings and landscape elements that 
contribute to the heritage character of the neighbourhood. 
 

Dotmocracy results: the majority strongly agreed with this strategy; ten people somewhat 
agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Where does the money come from?  What about insurance? Insuring heritage designated building can double 
insurance costs. 
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 I have been told by insurance company (that) premiums would increase if house 
(had) heritage status.  How can home be energy efficient under (heritage) designation?  Encourage more understanding and development of tree/greenery.  Allow tiny lots/laneway type housing.  Densification is a future reality, but this should not hinder heritage preservation.  Trading off demolition for an HRA/Designation density bonus option may win 
less demolition but it presumes demolition pressure is high in Queen’s Park when 
statistically it is low, so why the increase density to heritage ‘wins’ at all? If 
growth is perceived to be the leading pressure, which stimulates market increases, 
what are the tools we are using to manage growth in a city with 5 SkyTrain 
stations?  Something like the California Mills Tax Incentive. 

 
Actions and Next Steps:  
 
Action A: 
Revise the existing Queen’s Park Design Guidelines and use them as an incentive for the 
retention of buildings older than 50 years. 
 
Next Steps: 
i: Develop a non-financial incentive program that is tied to updated residential design 
guidelines. For example:  
- If a house that is older than 50 years is retained, it may achieve a higher floor space 
ratio than currently allowed. 
- If a house that is older than 50 years is demolished and the new house meets the revised 
design guidelines, it may achieve the same floor space ratio as currently allowed. 
- If a house older than 50 years is demolished and the new house does not meet the 
revised design guidelines, then the house may only achieve a lesser floor space ratio than 
currently allowed. 
ii:  Give consideration to the requirement that all renovations and new-builds must meet 
the revised design guidelines. 
 

Dotmocracy results: the majority strongly agreed with these actions and next steps; one 
person agreed, six people somewhat agreed and one person did not agree. 
 
Comments: 
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 50 years? Why not 60 years or more? By the time this process is complete, 70’s 
houses will be ‘heritage’?!  Change the term ‘guidelines’ to ‘restrictions’. Guidelines are often not followed. 
Restrictions show more weight.  Note that two people agreed with this comment.  Homes should be permitted to increase modestly in size - i.e. 500 square feet. – 
through an addition or heritage-style rebuild.  Guidelines are mere suggestions. We need enforceable restrictions. Note that 
three people agreed with this comment.  All new development should conform to the design guidelines. Note that three 
people agreed with this comment.  Disagree with first bullet (increasing FSR) – it could encourage over-development 
on a site.  What about conforming to current bylaws in the case of an insurance claim?  Disagree with approach. Should be based on current FSR of home. Many on small 
lots (are) already over 0.6 so this benefits only large lots, over 5000 sq ft. So if 
(someone) retains house/heritage, allow +0.1 FSR. If (they) demolish, yes 0.4 
FSR is ok and un-heritage design 0.5 ok.  There is no incentive for small lot 
owners to retain heritage otherwise.  Houses on small lots should be granted a higher FSR, such as 0.7 and heritage-
style rebuilds should be permitted to have basements that are not included in the 
FSR, this will help maintain heritage and assist with density issue.  I’m a little concerned about new builds keeping (the) same FSR, even if it meets 
guidelines, as existing – maybe less incentive to keep heritage, unless existing 
heritage building is clearly beyond report. 

 
Action B: 
Provide the opportunity for properties with a building older than 50 years to apply for 
increased densification through infill housing, stratification, or subdivision. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Collect and map data on properties regarding lot size, house size and construction date. 
ii. Develop criteria for infill housing, stratification, or subdivision based on the data 
results and in conjunction with the current review of the Official Community Plan. 
iii. Investigate using a 2-tier system, where some proposals apply for infill through 
Heritage Revitalization Agreements and some through agreeing to Heritage Designation. 
 

Dotmocracy results: 11 people strongly agreed with these actions and next steps; eight 
people somewhat agreed and 15 people did not agree. 
 
Comments: 
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 As long as stratification is of heritage or heritage-style buildings. Note that one 

person agreed with this comment.  Queen’s Park does not need infill housing. It is a special area and should not be 
ruined. Note that one person agreed with this comment.  Do not allow narrow lot infill, i.e. 5th Street. Build sympathetic to adjacent 
houses.  Do we need infill in Queen’s Park? Why?  I don’t know how you’d make this universal. Same lots with a beautiful old home 
will look “cramped” with a driveway put in to accommodate a carriage house.   The area of New Westminster appears to have many other areas in need of 
development and possible densification, not Queen’s Park please.  Infill criteria are critical.  This is not a Queen’s Park-specific issue as some of the comments indicate. They 
do not hold a monopoly on heritage in this City.  Note that one person agreed 
with this comment.  Laneway houses are a great way to increase density and the stock of affordable 
housing. Walk down Oakland Street at night and see how safe and friendly a lane 
overlooked by housing feels. Then walk down a lane without. A big difference! 
Note that one person agreed with this comment.  Increased densification aligned with heritage values/guidelines/bylaws is okay.  Need to get process right for making this happen.  All neighbourhoods.  Not allowing infill means Queen’s Park is unreachable for under 40 year old 
homeowners. Queen’s Park already has much less young – under 10 years – kids 
than in the past. Can’t become an enclave for the rich! Note that one person 
agreed with this comment.  Clarify densification; don’t want house destroyed by a subdivision of lots; open to 
laneway houses on large lots that don’t destroy houses.  Use caution. Be very wary re: infill. We used to live in West Mount Pleasant in 
Vancouver by City Hall. Infill there = traffic chaos, loss of charm and decreased 
livability.  

 
Action C: 
Consider ways for reviewing the designs (renovations and new) of single family houses. 
 
Next Steps: 
I .Investigate if the Community Heritage Commission mandate can be changed to 
include a design review component. 
ii. Investigate if a Development Permit Area would allow for the creation of a design 
review body for single family dwellings. 
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iii. Identify other options. 
 
Dotmocracy results: The majority of people strongly agreed with these actions and next 
steps; two people somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Why would an investigation such as in i) not already exist? This committee has 
been around for 18 months.  As someone who has renovated a heritage house, we would have appreciated 
more resources and support. I worry about too string regulations of some areas, 
e.g. we were discouraged from putting in high quality, energy efficient double 
hung vinyl windows, but just couldn’t afford wood.  Most heritage houses have basements – (how about an) FSR credit? Perhaps only 
adding half the FSR if basement is 50% below grade, or (use) a sliding scale.  Make a review mandatory.  Agreed. 

 
Action D: Make applying for renovations easier, quicker and less expensive than it is 
now. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Reassess triggers for automatic servicing upgrades. 
ii. Reconsider the requirement that a full set of architectural plans be provided for small 
renovations. 
 

Dotmocracy results: The majority of people strongly agreed with these actions and next 
steps; three people agreed and three people did not agree. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Need a proper definition of ‘small renovation’ keeping in mind that extra cost 
could make necessary renovations untenable.  This must be balanced against cost.  Fear that fast tracking will miss renovations 
impacting heritage.  How are ‘small’ renovations to be defined? Dollar value? Cost of architectural 
plans could be quite onerous on a homeowner.  
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 Consider a ‘fast-track’ permitting process for all City departments for 
applications, i.e. renovations or HRAs that achieve the City’s heritage objectives. 
Note that two people agreed with this comment. 

 
Action E: Develop a system of fee rebates for work that retains existing buildings. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. If the minimum requirements of the revised design guidelines are met, applicants may 
apply for a 50% rebate on building and engineering fees. 
ii. If a registered architect is retained for the duration of a Heritage Revitalization 
Agreement proposal, the applicant may apply for a 50% rebate on the rezoning fee. 
Work must be completed before a rebate can be requested. 
 

Dotmocracy results: The majority of people strongly agreed with these actions and next 
steps; two people somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Renovations must be sympathetic to the original design of the house. Note that 
two people agreed with this comment. 

 
Action F: Lobby for official codes to acknowledge and respect heritage buildings. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Continue to lobby the provincial and federal governments to provide relaxations in 
official codes for buildings identified as heritage (with the definition of ‘heritage’ being 
as broad as possible). 
 

Dotmocracy results: all strongly agreed with these actions and next steps. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Develop some generic alternative solutions for common problems – perhaps the 
Province may incorporate them into the (Building) Code. 

 
Action G: Support the BC Building Coder Alternate Compliance Section. 
 
Next Steps: 
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i. Continue to promote the BC Building Code Alternate Compliance Section for 
applications involving recognized heritage buildings. 
 

Dotmocracy results: the majority of people strongly agreed with these actions and next 
steps, one person agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Heritage home assessment to today’s (Building) Code; maybe similar to energy 
assessment. Make homes safer and energy efficient but still might not meet (the 
Building) Code. 

 
Action H: Continue to utilize available heritage conservation tools. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Promote the use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements and Heritage Designations. 
ii. Consider using other existing tools (such as heritage inspections) from Part 27 of the 
Local Government Act. 
iii. Identify and assess how other local governments promote and utilize heritage 
conservation tools. 
 

Dotmocracy results: all strongly agreed with these actions and next steps. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Promote the ‘proper’ use of HRAs and follow up to ensure owners follow the 
rules. Note that two people agreed with this comment.  Consider limiting FSRs in existing zoning and develop a zone that could be 
considered under the land use designation when no heritage resources exist on 
site. Then have policies that encourage or require HRAs to increase FSR or until 
counts when heritage resources exist on the subject site.  Don’t reinvent the wheel.  Voluntary designation should not be feared! 

 
Action I: Develop incentives for existing multi-family buildings. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Identify and collect data on existing multi-family buildings. 
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ii. Consider simple ways for allowing these buildings to be rebuilt with the same number 
of units in the event the buildings are destroyed. (The City could consider carrying out 
rezoning of these properties in consultation with the affected property owners.) 
iii. Consult with affected property owners. 
 

Dotmocracy results: most strongly agreed with these actions and next steps, five 
somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 These buildings often are ‘affordable housing’ units and all efforts need to focus 
on retaining these units.  Exactly!  New multi-family building should also be sympathetic to the heritage context of 
the street and retain landscaping and green space as much as possible.  Note that 
one person agreed with this comment.  Some of the heritage apartments are in poor condition – please help them to do 
repairs etc. instead of risking losing them and have towers built.  Assess parking requirements for multi-family buildings.  Agree that character and affordability should be emphasized in rebuilds. A little 
demographic diversity in the neighbourhood would be nice.  Be careful – laneway rental housing or doubling or tripling for such housing? 

 
Action J: Support the New Westminster Heritage Foundation. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Consider increasing and regularizing the City’s existing annual financial contribution. 
ii. Identify and assess how other local governments provide financial incentives to 
identified heritage buildings. 
 

Dotmocracy results: most strongly agreed with these actions and next steps, two 
somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 New Westminster Heritage Foundation should be promoted by the City, no one is 
aware of it and what it does. 
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Strategy #3.  Develop mechanisms, including regulations that prevent, or policies that 
deter the demolition of existing buildings and landscape elements that contribute to 
the heritage character of the neighbourhood: 
  

Dotmocracy results: the majority strongly agreed with this strategy. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Perhaps a Heritage Demolition Tax should be imposed on developers. Make them 
pay for taking down our heritage buildings/homes: e.g. charge them $100 per 
square foot of the building they wish to demolish.  Note that ten people indicated 
support of this idea.  I think it’s important to define heritage beyond just old. Some houses are beyond 
help/support. 

 
Action A: Establish, for the entire neighbourhood, a Heritage Conservation Area, a 
Development Permit Area or a new zone with the primary goal of heritage conservation. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Assess and compare the benefits and obstacles of each approach. 
ii. Assess and compare the legal obligations of each approach (i.e.: can demolitions be 
prevented in a Development Permit Area?). 
  

Dotmocracy results: the majority strongly agreed with these actions and next steps; one 
person agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Find out why other neighbourhoods/cities similar (to New Westminster) chose 
their strategy for reducing demolitions.  Conservation Area is the best solution. If Kelowna can have one, why doesn’t 
New Westminster?  Conservation Area: ASAP. Note that one person indicated support of this idea. 

 
Action B: Identify the reasons why demolitions occur. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Conduct an economic analysis of key drivers for demolition. 
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ii. Compare results with data developed in other strategies to identify which properties 
are most likely to seek demolition. 
iii. Determine if there are mechanisms available that would directly influence and deter 
demolitions. 
 

Dotmocracy results: the majority strongly agreed with these actions and next steps; four 
people agreed and one person disagreed. 
 
Comments: 
 
 Are there incentives in other areas of the City for demolition and rebuilding” e.g. 

better ROI(sic) than in Queen’s Park.  If someone wants the heritage vibe, they should pay, not the homeowner.  Can’t/don’t want to save every houses – work to save the best, make the rest fit 
with heritage character. Note that four people agreed with this comment.  What about demolitions on properties which are no longer livable?  Don’t we already know demolitions occur because of the financial gain for the 
developer?   Not always, some people like new homes in an old area, sadly!  Note that one 
person agreed with this comment. 

 
Action C: Establish ways to deter demolitions. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Develop a policy that requires a high percentage of deconstruction. (City already has 
this underway). 
ii. Develop a policy that requires a higher level of recycling than currently identified in 
the MetroVancouver recycling program (i.e.: banisters, trim, frames, etc.)  
iii. Refer both policies to the City’s Environment Committee. 
 

Dotmocracy results: all strongly agreed with these actions and next steps. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Again, hit the developer where it hurt them – in the packet book. Tax them to take 
down heritage. Also don’t allow increase density, another way that will deter 
them. 

 
Action D: Encourage the retention of trees on both public and private property. 
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Next Steps: 
i. Support an Urban Forest Management Strategy. 
 

Dotmocracy results: most people strongly agreed with these actions and next steps; three 
people somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Green space is very important to a neighbourhood. If a large tree is removed, a 
large tree should be planted to replace it, not a ‘shrub’ or smaller variety.  Urban trees are a very important part of this area. Preserve and replant. Note than 
one person agreed with this comment.  Urban trees are very important throughout New Westminster. Plant varieties of 
trees that grow tall enough to provide shade and (that) are appropriate for our 
environment. Note than one person agreed with this comment.  Trees are more transient but just as important as heritage houses. Also, preserving 
trees may assist in preserving houses since building could be constrained by trees. 

 
Strategy #4: Encourage support for heritage conservation by providing easy-to-access 
information and enhanced communication for residents and other interested parties. 

 
Dotmocracy results: a strong majority strongly agreed with this strategy; two people 
somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 We need to retain quality historic homes, but differentiate those that are not 
quality and can be replaced. New constructs should keep historical architecture.  Is there an expert/process for this happening? I live in a house building in 1907 
that has no designation.  Need to get process right for making this happen. 

 
 
Action A: Promote the heritage brand of the City. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Include a concise statement about the value of the City’s history and heritage in formal 
communication material. 
ii. Include heritage conservation in the City’s strategic planning goals. 
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iii. Include the consideration of heritage value in land use management decisions. 
 
Dotmocracy results: all strongly agreed with these actions and next steps. 
 
Comments: 
  For many residents of the Lower Mainland, the only ‘positive’ aspect of New 

Westminster - sad I know, but true – is the heritage and older homes. Preserve 
them! Note than one person agreed with this comment.  City-wide, not just Queen’s Park. Note than two people agreed with this comment.  Conservation Areas! ASAP! 

 
Action B: Provide innovative learning opportunities. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Expand the City’s practice of providing workshops by targeting specific groups such as 
the building industry and the real estate industry. 
ii. Organize large events with world-class speakers and local experts on heritage 
conservation. 
 
Dotmocracy results: 13 people strongly agreed with these actions and next steps and 11 
people somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 (Provide a) link to trades and list people who can value heritage without the cost 
premium. Glass knob & tube electrical, old radiators, plumbing. Note than one 
person agreed with this comment.  And (provide a) link of home insurance (companies) for homes with knob & tube. 

 
Action C: Develop informational material that is easy to access and follow. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Develop a ‘renovation road map’ and other material that provides information on 
making renovations easier, quicker and less expensive. 
ii. Develop a brochure about heritage conservation for real estate agents to provide at 
their open houses. 
iii. Make information on the City’s heritage conservation program more prominent on the 
website, with links to other resources and access to above hand-outs. 
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iv. Identify and address common myths about heritage programs and tools. 
v. Post the neighbourhood inventory on the City’s website. 
vi. Determine methods for reaching potential buyers before they purchase a property with 
an historic building on it and outline 
 
Dotmocracy results: the majority of people strongly agreed with these actions and next 
steps and one person somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Remove unreasonable barriers to heritage restoration, i.e. basements.  Pipe Dream: relators that work with heritage minded buyers as a priority.  Use residents that have gone through renovations and can give valued advice.  Love the idea of ‘renovation road map’. It has been incredibly frustrating trying to 
get consistent information from City Hall.  Note than one person agreed with this 
comment.  Extremely important! I have a non-designated 1907 house, and have no idea where 
to begin. Archives were not helpful. 

 
Action D: Develop a communication strategy for the implementation of recommendations 
a-c in Strategy #4. 
 
Next Steps: 
i. Work with the City’s Communications Department to develop a communication 
strategy and timing. 
 
Dotmocracy results: the majority of people strongly agreed with these actions and next 
steps, one person agreed, and one person somewhat agreed. 
 
Comments: 
 

 Create a heritage brand. Brand=Stories-History. Unique.  Educate = Acceptance 
and Understanding. Promote. Protect.   Thank you for all your valuable work! 
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Notes from Presentations: 
 

 Questions: 
- More information on a possible tree policy. 
- What about laneway houses. 
- Would carriage houses have to be sympathetic in design to existing houses? 
- How does this conversation fold into the larger OCP conversation? 
- Parking and laneway/carriage houses; how would it work? Don’t want lots of 

street parking as a result. 
- How would design guidelines be applied? 
- How can houses on small lots benefit from these ideas, especially if these 

houses are already over 0.60 FSR? 
- What would these ideas mean for houses already protected with heritage 

protection bylaws? 
- Can the guidelines/regulations developed here be applied elsewhere in the 

City?  Need to balance a higher FSR with landscape, which is important.  Do not like the words ‘guideline’ or ‘compatible’.  Do not like QP Scenario 2.  Re: strategy #2, like the idea of making renovations easier and quicker and 
reducing the number of times a full set of architectural drawings are required.  Heritage Conservation Areas do not reduce property values.  HRAs are expensive.  Support these ideas in principle, but also want more density overall.  Affordability is an issue in the neighbourhood. 

 
Notes from Telephone Calls and Emails 
 

 Telephone message from 403 Third St. They are in favour of heritage retention.   Email from 408 First Street. They wish to remain in their home and to be allowed 
to renovate so that they can live entirely on one floor, but this would increase the 
FSR and require some of the basement to be filled in. They would like more 
flexibility from the Zoning Bylaw to achieve what they need in order to stay in 
their house.  Email from 113 Fourth Avenue. A neighbourhood is defined by its people. Older 
residents and young families need to be encouraged to stay in the neighbourhood. 
Agree with offering heritage designation in exchange for variances for tastefully 
designed coach and laneway houses, on a case by case basis.  Email from 112 Fourth Avenue. They choose to renovate their 1912 house and 
support any action to sustain the heritage character of the neighbourhood. 

 



Appendix C

QPNHS Dotmocracy Boards













































R E P O R T  
Development Services 

To: Land Use and Planning Committee Date: 12/7/2015 

From: Beverly Grieve 

Director of Development Services 

File: 01.0110.20 

Report #: 436/2015 

Subject: New Westminster Street Food Policy 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee request staff proceeds with public 

consultation and presents the resulting Street Food Policy to Council for 

endorsement. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The City is developing new policy regarding food trucks. This policy would be part of a 

new Street Food Policy which would also summarize other existing related policies: 

Street Activity Program, Sale of Goods and Concession Services Policy and food-related 

Special Event and Street Occupancy permits. Staff has conducted research and engaged 

the general public and business community. The purpose of this report is to present the 

findings to date, and receive feedback from the committee on the proposed policy 

contents and next steps. 

1.0  PROPOSAL 

A Street Food Policy is proposed including new City policy which would allow food 

trucks in seven areas of New Westminster. 

4
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2.0 POLICY AND REGULATIONS  

2.1 Street Activity Program 

The City’s current Street Activity Program was developed in 1998 to help support local 
small businesses, and an active, lively street in key areas of the city. The existing 

locations for approved food carts within the Street Activity Program are near SkyTrain 
stations (New Westminster and Columbia stations), in public squares (Hyack Square and 

New Westminster Public Library Plaza), and in high pedestrian traffic areas (outside the 

Police Station, and outside of Sapperton Park across from Royal Columbian Hospital). 

 

2.2 Sale of Goods and Concession Services Policy 

On April 29, 2013, Council adopted the Sale of Goods and Concession Services Policy 

which allows the Parks Culture and Recreation Department to permit non-City operated 

food services in City parks and open spaces. These services are generally provided as part 

of a special event taking place in a park. 

 

2.3 Street Occupancy Permits (Street Traffic Bylaw No. 6027, 1991) 

The Engineering Department issues a Street Occupancy Permit for one-time street 

closures for special events. Single day permits are $35 per day, per parking space, plus 

$15 per day if that space is located at a parking meter. If a festival or parade requires the 

closure of an entire street or area, a Street Occupancy Permit can be issued at a cost of 
$125 per permit. 

 

2.4 Special Events 

The City’s Special Events Coordinator is working with the Festivals Committee to 

develop a formal special event application process. Currently, staff follows a draft 

application process when receiving applications for special events in the city. After an 

application is received, staff coordinates the processing of applicable permits (e.g., Street 

Occupancy Permits), neighbourhood notices, and agency notification (e.g., TransLink). 

 

3. BACKGROUND 

3.1 Food Truck Pilot Project 

At the Committee of the Whole meeting on July 13, 2015, Council endorsed the 

recommendation to proceed with a food truck pilot project and report back in six months. 

The pilot project allowed the City to test how proposed requirements for a city-wide food 

truck program would work. The pilot project launched in mid-July and permits food 
trucks to locate on Third Avenue, in front of Steel and Oak Brewery (1319 Third Ave) 

until December 31, 2015. One food truck is permitted at a time at this location, although 

multiple food trucks can be licensed. Five food truck operators have made applications 

to-date and four business licenses have been issued.  
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3.2 Public Survey 

Staff created a survey for the community and other stakeholders to comment on food 

trucks in New Westminster. The public survey was launched on August 11, 2015 and was 

a popular topic on social media. Notices at the pilot food trucks, posters and a newspaper 

advertisement directed members of the public to the survey and over 450 people took 
part. Most respondents support food trucks operating in public spaces (74%) (e.g., parks 

and opens spaces), on public streets (71%), and in commercial areas (66%). Some 

respondents support food trucks operating in industrial areas (49%), on private property 

(40%), everywhere (36%), near existing restaurants (32%), and in residential 

neighbourhoods (18%). Few respondents support food trucks operating nowhere (1%) 

(Table 1). 

Most respondents also support food trucks operating at special events (76%) (e.g., 

Sapperton Days or Uptown Live), in pods (67%) (i.e., clusters of two or more food trucks 

in one location), and designated locations (64%). Some respondents support limited 

roaming (42%) (i.e., food trucks are only allowed in certain neighbourhoods, zones or 

streets). Few respondents support roaming (22%) (i.e., food trucks operate on any public 

street and on private property) or no restrictions (14%) (Table 2). 

Comments focused on supporting food trucks as long as they are operating in a safe 

manner (i.e., pedestrian and vehicle flow), there is consideration made for existing 

restaurants, and they are located in high pedestrian areas around the city to provide 
variety of food choice. An interesting comment was that food trucks should be allowed on 

the parkade to enliven the area. Respondents also indicated that groups of food trucks are 

good for the customers (i.e., fixed pod locations), but roaming locations allow more 

flexibility.  

Detailed survey findings are included in Attachment A.  

Table 1.  Survey Results 

Where do you think food trucks should be allowed to 

locate in New Westminster? (choose all that apply)* 
PUBLIC BUSINESS 

In public spaces 74% 44% 

On public streets 71% 64% 

In commercial areas 66% 56% 

In industrial areas 49% 44% 

On private property 40% 32% 

Everywhere 36% 32% 

Near existing restaurants 32% 24% 

In residential neighbourhoods 18% 24% 

Nowhere 1% 24% 

* Please note that the resulting percentages do not add to 100% as each respondent 

could choose all that apply. 
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Table 2. Survey Results 

There are different ways in which food trucks are 

permitted. Which do you think is best in New 

Westminster? (choose all that apply)* 

PUBLIC BUSINESS 

Special Events (e.g., Sapperton Days) 76% 48% 

Pod Locations (food trucks gather together in a specific 

area) 
67% 44% 

Designated Locations (specific spots throughout the city 

with one food truck each) 
64% 44% 

Limited Roaming (food trucks only allowed in certain 

defined areas of the city) 
42% 33% 

No Restrictions 14% 26% 

Roaming (food trucks operate on any public street and on 

private property) 
22% 15% 

* Please note that the resulting percentages do not add to 100% as each respondent 

could choose all that apply. 

 

3.3  Business Community Survey 

The business community was also engaged through a separate online survey. Invitations 

to fill out the survey were circulated to the New Westminster Chamber of Commerce, the 

Downtown Business Improvement Association, the Uptown Business Association, the 

Sapperton Business Association and the New Westminster West End Businesses 

Association, and they were invited to circulate the invitation among their members . 

Most respondents (63%) support allowing food trucks to operate in New Westminster, 

while 24% do not support a food truck policy in the City citing competition to existing 

businesses and parking challenges. The remainder of respondents (13%) were not sure  if 

they supported food truck policy.  

Over fifty percent of business survey respondents that support a food truck policy want to 
see a food truck located in the same block as their business (59%) or in the same 

commercial neighbourhood as their business (52%) and 39% would like a food truck in 

front of their business (see Tables 3 and 4). 

Table 3. Business Survey Results 

Would you support a Food Truck Policy in New Westminster? 

Yes 63% 

No 24% 

Not Sure 13% 
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Table 4. Business Survey Results 

Would you like a food truck to be located in your area?  

(choose all that apply) * 

In the same block as my business 59% 

In the same commercial neighbourhood as my business 52% 

In front of my business 37% 

* Please note that the resulting percentages do not add to 100% as each respondent 

could choose all that apply. 

 

Regarding where food trucks should locate, business respondents generally were in 

agreement with the public, with most supporting food trucks locating on public streets 

(64%), and in commercial areas (56%). Some respondents support food trucks operating 

in industrial areas (44%), in public spaces (44%) (e.g., parks and opens spaces), on 

private property (32%) and everywhere (32%). Few respondents support food trucks 

operating near existing restaurants (24%), in residential neighbourhoods (24%), and 
nowhere (24%) (Table 1). 

Some business survey respondents also support food trucks operating at special events 

(48%) (e.g., Sapperton Days or Uptown Live), in pods (44%) (i.e., clusters of two or 

more food trucks in one location), designated locations (44%), and limited roaming 

(33%) (i.e., food trucks are only allowed in certain neighbourhoods, areas or streets). Few 

respondents support having no restrictions (26%), or roaming (15%) (i.e., food trucks 

operate on any public street and on private property) (Table 2). 

Detailed survey findings are included in Attachment A.  

 

3.4 Food Truck Policy in Other Municipalities  

Research was conducted on surrounding municipalities to compare fee structures, 

application requirements and types of locations.  

In terms of location, of the municipalities surveyed, 50% allow food trucks to operate on 

private land, 44% at special events, 28% on streets and 17% in parks and open space. 

Only 5% to 10% allow food trucks to operate in a combination of more than one of these 
locations. Sixty-seven percent allow food trucks to operate only in a fixed location, 22% 

only allow roaming, and 11% (two municipalities) allow both (see Table 6). This means 

that 78% allow food trucks in a fixed location and 33 % allow them to roam. 
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Table 6. Ways that food trucks can operate across the region. 

Where food trucks are allowed?* 

On Private Land 50% 

At Special Events 44% 

On Streets 28% 

In Parks and Open Space (plazas) 17% 

*Only 5-10% of municipalities allow a combination of two. 

How food trucks are allowed? 

Fixed Locations only 67% 

Roaming only 22% 

Both Fixed and Roaming 11% 

 

In comparing the fee structure of other municipalities, it was found that:  

o 27% require a combination of a food truck vendor fee and base business licence 

fee, between $1,315 and $650; 
o 47% require a food vendor fee only, between $1,315 and $304; 

o 33% require a business licence only, between $254 and $97; 

o only one municipality (6%) requires a one-day license, for $22.50; 

o a number of municipalities have a stepped business license fee based on number of 

employees. 

 

In comparing the total fees for roaming verses fixed licenses, the cost for:  

o roaming on public land (i.e., streets) is between $304 and $254; 

o roaming on private land (i.e., private parking lots) is between $1,315 and $100; 

o fixed location on public land is between $1,127 and $600; and 

o fixed location on private land is between $800 and $97. 

 

3.5 Industry Report 

Staff reviewed the recommendations from the VanCity “Keep on Food Trucking” report 
(July 2015). This report consulted a number of stakeholders including food truck patrons, 
food truck operators, brick and mortar businesses and municipalities. Two key 

recommendations for municipalities were: 1) use proximity rules to avoid food trucks 

being competitive with to brick and mortar restaurants; and 2) provide flexibility to 

address consumer traffic and business viability. 

 

3.6 Stakeholder Meeting 

Staff met with representatives from the Downtown Business Improvement Associat ion, 

the Uptown Business Association, Steel and Oak Brewing Company, and a local 
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restaurant and food truck entrepreneur to discuss the opportunities for food trucks in New 

Westminster, and proposed policy. Generally there was support for: 

o food trucks in the city;  

o flexibility about where food trucks locate so they will be viable – the market will 

best define where they should go; 
o notwithstanding flexibility, ensuring food trucks locate away from similar brick 

and mortar businesses; and 

o creating operating conditions to ensure food trucks are good neighbours.  

 

4.0 DISCUSSION 

4.1 Umbrella Street Food Policy 

Staff is proposing an overall Street Food Policy to summarize how food related 

businesses are regulated on streets and in public spaces. The policy will include the 

proposed policy for food trucks, and the existing Street Activity Program, as well as refer 

to the Sale of Goods and Concession Services Policy and food related Special Event and 

Street Occupancy Permits. 

 

4.2 Principles of a Street Food Policy 

The following principles were developed to guide the development of a Street Food 

Policy, including food trucks: 

 

Principle 1:  Encourage a variety of street food businesses to facilitate a vibrant and 

lively street, provide more local food choices in the community and 

promote social connectedness through the sharing of food. 

Principle 2:  Balance supporting street food businesses and brick and mortar businesses. 

 

4.3 Analysis of Food Truck Research 

Overall, there was most support by the general public and businesses to locate food trucks 

within commercial areas on public streets, and in public spaces (e.g., parks). There was 

also support by both groups to locate food trucks in pods, in designated areas, and at 

Special Events. Allowing food trucks limited roaming was somewhat supported. Based 

on survey and meeting feedback, the main issues related to roaming were: 

o more difficult for people to find them (public comment); and 

o potential competition with brick and mortar businesses if trucks park nearby 

(business comment). 
 

In terms of food trucks in other municipalities, while most allow food trucks in fixed 

locations (78%), a significant number allow roaming (33%). Vancouver, which is well 

known for its progressive approach to food trucks, is the only municipality which allows 

both roaming on-street food trucks, as well as fixed locations. They have a unique 

program in which there are two types of licenses, one for a fixed location Downtown, and 
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one for roaming anywhere outside of Downtown. Food truck operators may apply for 

both. This has been successful in part because Downtown has a high amount of foot 

traffic to support trucks at fixed locations, while outside of Downtown operators are able 

to go to their customers. Customers are also able to locate food trucks  through their 

individual social media accounts. 

 

4.4 Food Truck Policy Provisions  

Based on the findings of research and consultation, a “made in New Westminster” 
approach to food trucks is proposed, with provisions which would allow licensed trucks 

to roam within seven defined areas, with setback requirements from existing brick and 

mortar businesses, as detailed below. This approach would: 

o contribute to the vitality of street activity; 

o allow flexibility in support of food truck viability; 

o protect brick and mortar businesses; 

o allow food trucks on streets in areas of the city where they would support active 

commercial street life; and  

o provide a more consistent and clear process for food trucks to participate in Special 

Events. 

 
The food truck policy would include the following provisions:  

Licence:  

o The City would offer an Annual Food Truck Business Licence at the cost of 

$170.90 to $248.50, depending on the number of employees, plus an 

Annual Food Truck Vendor Fee of $50.00 (application fee). 

o Food truck operators would generally be required to meet the licensing 

requirements identified for the pilot project, and the following provisions. 

Location: 

o Licensed trucks could operate in seven designated areas throughout the city, 

with the ability to roam between and within those designated food truck 

areas (see 4.4 Designated Food Truck Areas), subject to the following 

limitations. 

Limitations: 

o No trucks could operate within 100 metres of a brick and mortar business 

with a similar concept or theme. 

o All trucks would be subject to safety regulations including compliance with 

the Street Traffic Bylaw (excluding metered parking charge which would be 

waived). 

o No truck could reserve a parking space except through obtaining a separate 

Street Occupancy Permit for a fee of $35 per day, per parking space, plus 

$15 per day if that space is located at a parking meter. 
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o Permitted hours for food trucks to operate would be between 6:00 am and 

1:00am, and no tuck could remain parked overnight. 

o Given the 24 work day of Royal Columbian Hospital, the 300 block of East 

Columbia Street would be excluded from the restriction to hours of 

operation. 

City Permitted Special Events: 

o Events issued a Special Events Permit by the City to take place on public 

streets would take precedence over food trucks with an Annual Food Truck 

Business Licence. 

o All food trucks wishing to participate in a Special Event would apply to the 

event organizer, and licensing would be coordinated through the City’s 
Special Events Coordinator. Food trucks without an Annual Food Truck 

Business Licence would be required to obtain a One-Day Food Truck 

Business Licence. 

o Food trucks not officially participating in a Special Event in a designated 

food truck area would not be allowed to operate in that area for the duration 

of the Special Event. 

Other Events: 

o Food trucks wanting to operate in City parks or open spaces would apply to 

the Parks, Culture and Recreation Department under the Sale of Goods and 

Concession Services policy. 

o Food trucks wanting to operate in areas of the city outside the designated 

food truck areas (e.g., at a store opening, at a private event), excluding 

parks and open space, would require a One-Day Food Truck Business 

Licence to operate at a specific address at a cost of $50.00 per day plus the 

necessary Street Occupancy Permit fees to reserve the parking space. If the 

food truck operator has an Annual Food Truck Licence, the business licence 

fee would be waived at the time of application. 

 

4.5 Licensing Requirements:  

The following licensing requirements were identified through the food truck pilot project: 

o proof the operator is in good standing with the local Health Authority;  

o a Product Approval sticker and an Operating Permit from BC Safety 
Authority, allowing for the use of propane; 

o inspection and approval from the Fire Department; and 

o an executed copy of Certificate of Insurance indicating: 

 Minimum $2M Commercial General Liability Insurance with 

inclusive limits for bodily injury and property damage 
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including Products Completed Operations and Cross-liability 

Clause; 

 City of New Westminster named as Additional Insured; 

 30 days prior written notice of cancellation or material change. 

One finding of the pilot project was that it may be difficult for some operators to arrange 

for fire inspections given their business hours, and that alternative means of approvals 

have been used in the past for Special Events Permits. Staff will continue to explore this 

issue. 

 

4.6 Designated Food Truck Areas 

Seven designated food truck areas are proposed, generally located in existing commercial 

areas (see Attachment C): 

1. Downtown (Columbia Street, Front Street and Carnarvon Street) 

2. Queensborough (Ewen Avenue) 

3. Sapperton (East Columbia Street) 

4. Upper Twelfth Street 

5. Uptown (Sixth Avenue and Sixth Street) 

6. Tipperary Park Parking Lot  

7. 1319 Third Avenue (outside of Steel and Oak Brewing Company)  

 

1. Downtown (Columbia Street, Front Street and Carnarvon Street) 

This area includes: 

o Carnarvon Street, between Sixth Street and Tenth Street. 

o Columbia Street, between Elliot Street and the junction at Stewardson Way. 

o Front Street, between Begbie Street and Fourth Street. 

In consideration of the variety of active areas of the downtown, as well as proximity to 

Douglas College and the future Front Street Mews, staff has proposed three downtown 
areas.  

 

2. Queensborough (Ewen Avenue) 

This area includes: 

o South side of Ewen Avenue, between Jardine Street and Hampton Street. 

This area is designated Commercial Main Street (Ewen Avenue) in the Queensborough 

Community Plan which also identifies as a “neighbourhood heart”. Staff is proposing that 
food trucks locate on the street in front of a commercial mixed use building to support the 

neighbourhood heart. 
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3. Sapperton (East Columbia Street) 

This area includes: 

o East Columbia Street, between Sherbrooke Street and Braid Street. 

o East Columbia Street, between Keary Street and Hospital Street. 

Staff considered the services in the area, including Royal Columbia Hospital and 
determined that given the 24-hour nature of the hospital’s operations, it would be 
appropriate to allow food trucks to operate here at any time of the day. No provisions for 

food trucks were made at the Sapperton Park frontage as there is no space to 

accommodate on-street parked trucks. 

 

4. Upper Twelfth Street 

This area includes: 

o Twelfth Street, between Tenth Avenue and Sixth Avenue. 

Upper Twelfth Street is one of the historic centres of the City, where food trucks would 

support a lively streetscape. 

 

5. Uptown (Sixth Avenue and Sixth Street) 

This area includes: 

o Sixth Street, between Eighth Avenue and Fourth Avenue. 

o Belmont Street, between Sixth Street and Seventh Street.  

Uptown is one of the City’s commercial centres and could support two areas for food 
trucks. 

 

6. 1319 Third Avenue (outside of Steel and Oak Brewing Company)   

This area includes: 

o One parking space located outside of 1319 Third Ave. 

The Food Truck Pilot Project has allowed food trucks at this location outside of Steel and 

Oak, and has been successful. The public also identified a desire for food trucks to be 

located in front of brewery businesses and in industrial areas. 

 

7. Tipperary Park Parking Lot  

This area includes: 

o The parking lot at Tipperary Park. 

This would help support the safe operation of the Royal City Farmers Market at this 

location. The parking lot is considered part of the street network, not part of the park. 
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4.7 Business Licensing Fees 

The proposed fee structure is consistent with current Business Licensing fees, as per 

Schedule B of Development Services Fees Bylaw No. 7683, 2014 as amended or replaced 

from time to time. The follow fees would be charged in 2016:  

Annual Food Truck Application Fee  $50 

Annual Food Truck Business Licence  $170.90 (1 - 3 employees) 

       $248.50 (4 - 10 employees) 

One-day Food Truck Business Licence $50 (this fee is consistent with the 

Parks, Culture and Recreation 

Department one-day permit fee) 

This would mean the total fees for an Annual Food Truck License (excluding cost of 

reserving a parking space) would be between $220.90 and $298.50, depending on number 

of employees, which would be consistent with other municipalities offering a similar 

license. 

 

5.0  PROCESS 

5.1 Public Engagement 

Staff is proposing to host a public open house to present the draft Street Food Policy to 

the community in early 2016. In addition to general advertising, invitations will be sent to 

those who have identified a desire to receive more information about food trucks, food 
truck operators in other municipalities, the New Westminster Chamber of Commerce, and 

other business groups in the city (i.e., Downtown Business Improvement Association). 

The final policy is expected be presented to Council for endorsement in early 2016.  

 

5.2 Conditions to Operate  

Staff is currently developing a contract which would contain the conditions by which the 

food truck operator must abide in their operations, including references to litter control, 

hours of operation, use of signage, street safety, enforcement and insurance.  

 

5.3 Street Activity Program Review 

In July 2015, Council directed staff to review the Street Activity Program toward 

expanding the number of sidewalk cart locations. Staff proposes that the existing cart 

locations be continued but not added to at this time, pending implementation of the food 

truck policy. It is the City’s practice to review new policy approximately one year after 

implementation, at which time expansion of the sidewalk cart locations would be 
examined. 
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6.0  OPTIONS 

The following options are presented for the Land Use Planning Committee’s 
consideration: 

1.  That staff proceed with public consultation and present resulting Street Food 

Policy to Council for endorsement. 

2.  Provide staff with alternative feedback. 

Staff recommends Option 1. 
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Let's Talk Food Trucks!

Who are you?

Number of respondents : 451

If Other, please tell us who you are:

187 : grew up in new west, live in bby now but visit quay everyday if possible 
195 :  Student

261 : Moving to New West in two weeks.

270 : Teacher in new west

597 : Also currently looking to open a restaurant in new west

631 : Burnaby, seasonal Entertainer-small bizz owner, part-time Ice Rink Cleaner. 
752 : lived in New Westminster for 29 years. Now in Surrey.

Have you eaten at a food truck?

Number of respondents : 453

Why?

21 : Great quality food, never had a bad experience.

22 : To try something different.

23 : Don't trust the quality.

24 : For fun

25 : Have not seen one around in New West, outside of the festival.

30 : Because I visited the streat festival last year

Choice Total %

New Westminster resident 396 87.80

New Westminster restaurant owner or operator 5 1.11

New Westminster business/office owner or operator (other than restaurant) 22 4.88

Food truck owner or operator 4 0.89

Employed in New Westminster 82 18.18

Visit New Westminster 20 4.43

Other 5 1.11

534 100.00

Choice Total %

Yes 423 93.38

No 30 6.62

453 100.00
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31 : Supporting local businesses / at the local farmers market

33 : Never had the chance to

36 : Too expensive, lines too long, and lack of easy-to-read menus

40 : Convenience

49 : I liked what they were serving and it was cheaper than eating in a sit-down restaurant.

56 : Not available where I live/work/walk (ie New Westminster)

57 : Great food (usually locally sourced) & supporting local entrepreneurs.  Plus it's just fun.

61 : innovative, delicious food!

74 : They are fast, convenient and really tasty food!

77 : Fast, exciting choice, different than normal restaurants for a fast food.

88 : They offer exciting and different foods. I also enjoy the novelty of food trucks and Are a unique, expected part

of a progressive urban environment. I also like to support local entrepreneurs.

89 : Convenience, interesting choices

107 : Delicious convenient fancy food without the pretentious ambiance

108 : For fun

112 : Convenience

113 : Because they're delicious?!

123 : Convenience

124 : Have other job

125 : line ups were too long.

126 : for a change

127 : It offered something different than the usual boring fare offered in New West

128 : At the roller derby

129 : Quick and convenient, great ethnic choices

132 : convenience and variety

133 : convenience and variety

134 : trendy

135 : I was hungry.

136 : There is none available

137 : try something new and variety

138 : At the Farmers Market

139 : It's fun to eat out and try something new

140 : Because its a great way to experience new foods!

141 : Convenience

142 : New fun choices for food that's on the go or good for picnics! It's a great low key dining option!

143 : Good food.

144 : Fun experience. Always great food

145 : Variety, culture, enjoymen

146 : They are fast and convenient, I like supporting local small business

148 : Unique, tasty food at a decent price (not cheap but still affordable). More of an experience and can be located

in interesting places.

149 : Variety of foods. Convenient location. Good food.
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150 : Variety! Food Trucks provide instant food choices in a neighborhood. I also like I am supporting an

entrepreneur and not a faceless chain.

151 : Variety, quality, convenience

152 : Not sure

153 : I like them. I enjoy them while in Vancouver and I enjoyed the food truck festival in New West last year.

Attending this year. Would love to see food trucks around the city and at special events.

155 : Try new food, convenience, something different and eclectic, new experience.

157 : Find the food very interesting and flavourful.

159 : Heard great reviews about certain trucks, it's trendy

160 : I was hungry

161 : Why not?

162 : always something new and different.

163 : Convenience and variety.

164 : Easy, cheap and fast!

165 : Because there's some good food at food trucks.

166 : Reel Mac n Cheese

167 : Good food

169 : Because the food is generally really good.

170 : Convenience and great taste

172 : Convenience and great taste

173 : Special treat

174 : convenience, attracted by the creativity of small operations

177 : Convenience, fun, and to try new food!

179 : convenience, good food

180 : It's a fun experience; variety outside of the standard restaurants.

182 : Wanted dinner while eating at Steel and Oak, food was apetizing.

183 : Delicious locally sourced food

185 : convenience, unique products they sometimes offer, price (sometimes)

186 : Enjoy the variance of trucks that often stop at my office. Different food each day, enjoyable lunch experience,

etc. Also enjoy food trucks at breweries where licensing does not allow them to sell food in house.

187 : in vancouver

188 : Typically overpriced, fast food, don't appear clean - I would rather go to a restaurant. 

I might if there were some late night ones around on Columbia Street after hours besides the hot dog place outside

the police station.

191 : Convenience, speed of service, low price

192 : fun

193 : Because they are fun!

194 : I was hungry

195 : Its easy and convenient.

196 : During the Streat festival last year, and a few times while out.

197 : never seen one

202 : At various festivals.
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203 : convenient and tasty, trying new things.

204 : they have fantastic options. Things you can't find anywhere else.

205 : because it is a fun way to experience food and the City!  Food trucks are also found at festivals, at parks, in

public spaces, and other spots where I like to be

206 : Because the food looked delicious and I was hungry

208 : Hunger

209 : I enjoy the variety and passion these people have for the food they serve

211 : Because of their most awesome food.

212 : Connivence

213 : Novelty. Also, cuisine type was niche, difficult to find in a restaurant.

214 : Because I was hungry and I'd heard good things about it.  Also been to food truck fairs.

215 : better than fast food

216 : Convenient, unique offerings, cheap, quick, delicious

217 : Never had the time

218 : They often provide unique options at a good price, and at a superior quality. Also, there's no obnoxious TVs.

219 : They serve good food at economical costs

221 : Food usually good no need to tip

222 : Small menu, focused food and  fast

223 : Fast, focused menu

225 : Fast and convient. Different cusine available offered.

226 : Difficult to run into one!

227 : none nearby

228 : Fun

233 : Fun & convenience

234 : Yes, but in Vancouver. Not yet in New West. Just haven't had the opportunity.

235 : I liked the cuisine it offered.

236 : There are none where I live, and I don't want to travel all the way to downtown Vancouver to find one.

239 : Love trying new food!!!

240 : Because it usually offers unique food items

241 : Convenience and curiosity

242 : Farmer's Market to try it out, a Groupon, and when downtown Vancouver for lunch

243 : I attended the food fest on columbia street last year

244 : Associated with Steel and Oak.

245 : convenience

246 : Good food. Like supporting small business. Makes places more interesting

247 : Because I don't get out of the house much

248 : Convenience, novelty

249 : Quick, delicious food. Food trucks I've eaten at have been renowned for having delicious food.

250 : Convenience.  Plus the food options are usually more interesting (and often healthier) than most fast food

restaurants.

251 : Cause they're great

252 : It's similar to fast food: quick service at a reasonable cost.
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253 : Something different, neat experience.

254 : Hungry

256 : Food good

257 : Convenience

258 : Never had the opportunity

261 : Wide variety to choose from, unique menu options.

262 : Try something new

265 : None available

266 : Because it's there

267 : Convenient. Fun. Fast. When I'm in downtown Vancouver and don't have a lot of time, it is easy to pick up

something on the go. Usually a good price point. Sometimes the truck is associated with other restauraunts, such

as Tacofino.

268 : Why ask why?

269 : Delicious, fast, let's you experience a variety of different food

270 : Novelty, convenience, new food, cheaper foor

271 : wanted to try something different

272 : We love eating outside, in the shade or sunshine! Eating outside is fun, casual and let's you chat with others

more informally. Also, the quality of food truck food is typically great in metro Vancouver

290 : Fun, convenient and unique food

291 : Convenience, access to variety, appealing menu offering.

299 : Convenient to try new meals.

301 : Tasty new meals.  Conveniently located near my work and at events

302 : Because it had some food I wanted to try.

303 : Eclectic, exotic food choices, charming menus, lower prices than restaurants, and charming owners.

306 : because there are unique options

307 : Convenience, and flexability

308 : Because I love food

309 : Convenience

310 : Wanted to give it a try

311 : They offer good food, usually food you can't find at a restaurant, they're affordable, unique and convenient..

313 : Convenience and uniqueness of experience

314 : Convenient, at a festival, wanted to try what their food

315 : I was at the food truck fest

317 : I was at the food truck fest

318 : Good, fast food outside

322 : I was hungry.

323 : convenient, novelty

324 : Great street food and convenient when in a hurry.

325 : Because the food is good and they're conveniently located near my office

326 : Food restrictions, price, health concerns.

327 : Food truck event

328 : It's yummy and different
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330 : Downtown Vancouver

331 : Variety and freshness.

333 : Fun and convenient

335 : More Variety and convenience (time and location) vs permanent restaurants

336 : I mostly just wanted to see why people went to them; (probably to try new/foreign items). I found the prices

high, and also wonder at how sanitary the conditions are when away from regular 'facilities'. I have nothing against

them, if what they serve is actual real, healthy food (not chemical concoctions of crap). We don't need more junk

food, or garbage blowing around. Seems wasteful on fuel for them to drive around to city destinations.

Prefer that they are not covered in tacky advertising like a circus vendor, especially blinking lights, intense LEDs, or

neon/flourescent paint colours. Prefer 3 colours or less.

Keep sign straight-forward:  'company', 'Prepared Food', Type of product.

I think parks are for nature enjoyment, and natural views as much as possible. Not the sound of generators, and

smell of deep fat fryers on the breeze. Yuk.

337 : Hungary

338 : For the kick of it

339 : Good and inexpensive food.

341 : Convenient and tasty.  Easier than take out

342 : choice and value

343 : It was at an event that I had attended.

344 : hungry

345 : tasty and cheap

346 : new experience, interesting food choices, convenient

347 : I love to try new food

348 : Something different

350 : They have excellent food and they are fun.

351 : It's convenient, fun, and they almost always have delicious food!

353 : I went to a fair downtown in Vancouver to sample some of their menus

355 : Because it was convenient

356 : Convenience. A way to try a new restaurant without having to visit the brink and mortar location.

358 : Don't eat out much

359 : I like what they do, there seems to be more passion and love of food than a sit down restaurant, I've lived in

NW for 20 + years and have tried many of the restaurants in town over the years however I have been turned on to

Food Trucks in other cities and simply find with most a better experience with them.

361 : Not seeing any around in this city.

363 : Like the variation n convenient

364 : There are many great options in Vancouver but I find them very overpriced.

366 : Convienient and looked tasty

367 : Only option available at an event

369 : Fun.

370 : To try interesting affordable food, especially at festivals and events.

371 : like to sit down and be comfortable, don't like eating outside.

372 : convenience or specialty food
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373 : For the convenience of fast food but different choices.

374 : Because food makes me go

375 : For the convenience of having something quick, eating different food than what I would cook at home or get in

a restaurant, lower price. Often if I didn't eat a lunch at a food truck I might not eat at all.

376 : Convenient and looked tasty!

377 : easy and quick

378 : I love trying new food

381 : Wanted to try popular items, or get something different that's cheap/fast.

382 : They have interesting and different food, usually delicious. The people who run them are friendly and excited

to share their specialties. They have quick and reasonably priced food you can grab on the go if you're in a hurry or

eat as you walk around a street-based event.

383 : They are usual delicious and convenient, a new experience.

384 : They're delicious and add variety

391 : Convenient & a nice change

392 : Festival option

393 : Because it's different and fast

394 : The food choice was good

395 : I was familiar with the level of awesomeness of Tacofino.

396 : Convienient

399 : Quick, convenient, variety, tired of same availability at restaurants

400 : I really like the variety of food that food trucks can bring. They also are great for attracting me to visit new

places, businesses, events etc.

401 : Quick and easy and always good

405 : It was in downtown Vancouver and was close to my office

406 : Convenience, and to try something new. I was at the recent New West Columbia Street Party and had a

chorizo sausage. It was quick and really tasty.

408 : Better food selection than the area around where I work.

410 : I don't usually eat out

413 : Inexpensive, unique, convenient

414 : Convenience.  Unique menu offering

418 : Yes love supporting start up businesses

419 : We had a Food Truck Festival here in NW

426 : Because they are delicious!

428 : Convenience

429 : Variety and location

430 : They're awesome

431 : Opportunity, means, desire...

432 : It was in Vancouver at the firework competition. It was convenience and the food wasn't bad, but it wasn't

great either.

433 : Convenience, good food

434 : Good food, price and or location.

437 : Different choices
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439 : Cause I was hungry.

440 : Food trucks have yummy food!

441 : curious to try different foods

442 : I love the entire experience of food truck eating. The variety, the convenience of a ready-cooked hot meal, the

atmosphere... I've had so many "first tastes" of ethnic flavors (pakoras) as well as common family foods prepared in

an uncommon way (Urban Woodfire Pizza)

444 : Looked interesting

446 : I like the accessibility and diversity of foods offered.

470 : It's convenient and fast gourmet food

472 : It's fast and convenient...good quality of food

474 : I love the variety

477 : None around where live or work

479 : Columbia StrEAT festival

480 : The food is great, & I love supporting local small business

483 : Convenience and because it's usually a specialty item

484 : Specialty foods

485 : Affordable, quick (except at our food truck fest!) and delicious. So much variety and options. And it's the "cool"

thing to do, so for someone looking to grow as an online influencer, food truck experience make great instagram

posts.

486 : Food trucks offer great food at reasonable prices.

488 : Never had a chance

489 : never had a chance

492 : Good home made fast food, supports local not national economy

493 : Convenience and novelty

494 : Just found out about from the City's website

495 : Have not eaten at a food truck in New West (don't know where to find). Have eaten at food trucks elsewhere -

convenient and often easy and comfortable to try something new or unusual (restaurant setting can be too formal

for experimentation)

496 : easy access to food while having a pet with me

497 : Suggested by coworker

498 : To try the food

500 : Love to try new things, many of the trucks provide a unique twist on different types of food.

501 : Wanted to try the food.

502 : Fast, friendly and delicious. Also, there is the cultural aspect of food trucks in Metro Vancouver. There is so

many different types of food truck cuisine offerings, so you get diversity and a multi-cultural experience.

503 : ..quality.. Convenience.. Fresh.. Cy

506 : Good selection, great variety, convenience

507 : Hungry

508 : Because they're convenient and extremely good quality

510 : Its a different experience.

512 : Novelty, speed and uniqueness

513 : Hungry
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514 : Because they often offer unusual food, they're convenient, they're often at festivals or markets and are

available, they're fast.

515 : Convience, different type of food offered

516 : I ate at a food truck parked outside of Steel and Oak Brewery because they don't sell meals inside, so having

the food truck there was perfect for when I got hungry.

519 : Haven't had the opportunity

520 : Good food on the go.

521 : Delicious new food options, convenience.

522 : The selection is different and more innovative than many larger restaurants. Variety of options is good.

523 : Former specialty food that shows its made uniquely. You get amazing food with out being in a restaurant.

524 : Fun food, also available when having a beer at Steel & Oak

528 : I like it , and it tastes so good and not expensive

530 : The vegan food truck I like was at a couple of farmer's markets I went to, so I was glad to have vegan options.

532 : Delicious. Duh.

533 : Curiousity

545 : Convenience fun adds variety of availability of food.

546 : Try new food and have fun with friends!

547 : And it was excellent too :)

548 : Novelty, convenient

549 : To support the 'mom and pop' and because it's cool

552 : Quick, Easy, Different, Cool !!!!

554 : Visited the food truck fest. This was a fantastic way to try new foods

555 : Quick, easy, and usually delicious.

556 : Like the selection, atmosphere, availability, unique items offered

557 : Convenient & delicious.

559 : Love the assortment and its social !

560 : The variety and support of small business is important to me

562 : Love street food

563 : At the Food Truck Festival, I ate at them and sometimes work brings them in for catering.

564 : Because I like food

565 : Because it's delicious!!

566 : hunger

567 : Good samplings (portion & price)

568 : It's delicious and convenient and fun

569 : Variety and unique food

570 : because you get a plethora of food all in one location

571 : It's fun to try new things, foods that you haven't tried before it had the opportunity to try.

572 : As a vegan I'm always searching out new food. I enjoy food trucks because I find they its. Have fun creative

food. Is just fun to eat at food trucks. As a former vancouver resident I really miss being able to walk around the city

and shop and stop for food

575 : To taste something different.

576 : Because I was hungry
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577 : downtown, and my company have hired food trucks for an event.

578 : More unique food options

579 : Food trucks provide food that are different from most of the restaurants I frequent and are fast!

580 : Convenient, good food, variety

582 : Because I like them

583 : Went to food truck festival yesterday.

584 : Lots of great ones and love discovering new ones! Often offer unique items.

585 : Yes we have....just love them

586 : Because they offer delicious food!

587 : I like the variety of food that is available.

588 : A unique experience.

589 : Because it's fun, exciting experience!

591 : Yummy, convenient, an easy way to try new food and support local business

593 : some have innovative food options

594 : Like to try different type of foods.

595 : food truck festival

596 : good, cheap food

597 : Quick easy eat as well as interesting menu options

599 : Food looked good

601 : Because I was in Portland.

603 : I was hungry and it looked good

605 : Because the interaction is always friendly

606 : Offered unique cuisine without the fuss of having to go into a restaurant.

607 : Great variety,  better than fast food,

609 : Great food,  good pricrs,  better options than fast food,  great variety in cuisine

610 : Food is there

611 : Easily accessible food is an attractive choice

614 : 1. Menu

2. Speed

615 : A chance to enjoy delicious food

617 : Easy and good

618 : Culturally interesting, diverse & delicious.

619 : Some of them have very tasty food!

620 : Can have great food, try something new, eating something at an event.

622 : Great, fresh, and unique food! You are able to have the experience in seeing the food prepared right in front

of you, ask the chef/supplier any direct questions you have, and take your food on the go with you!

623 : It's fun, cheap and delicious.

626 : Dude's gotta eat - Offers something more than the usual local fare...

627 : I get to support small, local business while enjoying a delicious  and convenient meal

629 : It's more convenient, economical, takes less time to order and eat.

630 : Convenience, uniqueness, variety

631 : convenience, trying new menu items, social interraction
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632 : Convenient

634 : They are healthy fresh and exciting

635 : They are yummy.

636 : convient, good price, different food than usual burgers.

637 : Faster than a restaurant and better quality than most fast food places. I think the food is perceptually better for

the price, possibly because it seems like a small honest operation.

I often find food trucks in convenient locations (like outside Steel & Oak!), prompting me to take advantage of the

novelty.

638 : Convenience; Streat Festival.

639 : Convenience, was at events like the Farmer's Market or the Streat Festival.

640 : Fun to try something new; like the variety of foods offered and a more relaxed option than going out to a

restaurant.

641 : fun different food . owners usally allot of fun

643 : Good, hot food. Usually interesting and just the experience is really cool

644 : because I like eating good food.

647 : For the experience.  Also, at times it can be more accessible than an actual restaurant.

649 : they are convenient

650 : to try different cuisines

651 : Great food.

652 : great food!! creative- fun- quick and easy- my kids love them!

653 : Delicious, creative food often offered in smaller portions.  Most often located at a festival, and in the busy

downtown area of a large city, ie New York, Vancouver.

654 : They offer some pretty unique flavours at decent prices.

655 : To try new, interesting food options.

656 : Because wife likes that

658 : I love them! Great to try different foods.

660 : Community event

662 : If the food truck has a fresh and tasty vegetarian option then I'll often go to a food truck for lunch as I work in

downtown Vancouver. I like the variety of cuisines available from food trucks. Have also ate at food trucks at

different farmers markets.

663 : Variety and convenience

664 : Different food, usually healthy

665 : Convenient . And flavour

668 : They're very accessible and offer great food!

669 : not sure if food is clean

670 : I love street food

671 : Because they are convenient and have a wide variety of  different food from around the world. it's a nice way

to try something new without spending a fortune on a whole meal.

672 : smells good

674 : I consider myself a bit of a foodie. I try to eat at as many places as possible including various food trucks.

675 : I love food trucks. I feel like they represent a fantastic way to get food almost directly from a chef. They are a

wonderful alternative to fast food and I like supporting small businesses.
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676 : Fun, fast, yummy

677 : Variety

678 : like the variety.  Locations are often more convenient.

679 : It was at the Steel and Oak Brewery

680 : good food

681 : Different type of cuisines.

682 : Because they are delicious

683 : Delicious

685 : It's quick and convenient

687 : I love the convenience and they have great quality food

689 : just and easy

690 : Closest food outlet available

691 : Convenient

692 : To try out some different foods.

695 : Variety of food, novelty appeal, truck featured on Eat St (TV show), proximity to office

696 : You can get new or interesting food, often locally sourced, at good prices and quickly.

698 : Because food trucks are awesome

699 : Good food

700 : Quick excellent culinary options

701 : Because I was hungry and it was the food truck festival in New West.

703 : I love good food! And variety.

704 : new west eat fest

705 : at the last years street eats festival

706 : Try something new, or that's what there was where I was at the time.

708 : Because the neighbourhood restaurants don't even compare. Food truck owners are making way better food

than the neighbourhood restaurants. When you go online and the best rated restaurant in your neighbourhood is a

Joey's, then something is seriously wrong.

709 : Food trucks are often convenient, fun, and delicious.

710 : I've been to several in Vancouver and the have all been delicious and a good value.

711 : It was vegan food and it was absolutely delicious!

713 : Why not?

714 : To eat

716 : Festival, with Beer

718 : Fun, convenient, generally good and healthy food.

720 : Because it is convenient and delicious.

721 : Convenient, fast, different

722 : It was soooooo busy

724 : Cuz.

725 : Because it looked good

727 : friends family member something something owned or worked there, been to the place in mexico where the

best street food taco stands are (dozens of options for condiments), if its good or just convenient then I'll have it

728 : to try the food
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730 : Variety, convenience, novelty

731 : Food

732 : The types of foods these food trucks are serving are extremely varied and the manner in which they are

serving it is super fun!

733 : Curiousity and novelty.

734 : Because food?

735 : To try different cuisines

736 : Because they're usually conveniently located, offer delicious food, and variety. Plus it's fun!

737 : Offers very different choice from restaurants

739 : Generally have good food at reasonable prices

744 : It's a fun way to get lunch, and it encourages people to go outside to eat. Oftentimes the food truck offers a

twist on a cuisine or dish you can't get anywhere else. It's always a fun surprise to see what food trucks are parked

where on any given day

745 : Tasty, unique, fresh, and fast food options.

747 : Lunch

748 : Was outside of Steel & Oak brewery and was convenient, fun and delicious

751 : Delicious!

752 : Food that is not to be had in restaurants.

754 : Unique food made with love and passion!

759 : It is fun and delicious and means that more options are available in my area and that options change

frequently. Less need to travel for a variety of food.

764 : Ease of getting food and usually very unique and delicious items

766 : unique, (can and should be fairly) quick and ideally lower price points than dine in, easy visible access on the

street, can be varied when they are mobile and move through cities in different locations, also draw socializing

around them.

767 : made a day of it and wanted to try several different spots and see if we could find a new restaurant we go and

patron

770 : Try new cuisine. Sometimes when they're at Steel & Oak

772 : Different foods, fast, delicious.

773 : Great food concepts

814 : To try it out for lunch

827 : Convenient & different options/ trucks to choose from

 

Where do you think food trucks should be allowed in New Westminster? (check all that apply)

Number of respondents : 408

Choice Total %

On private property 162 39.71

On public streets 290 71.08

In public spaces 302 74.02

In residential neighbourhoods 74 18.14
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Other:

36 : The more high-traffic an area is, the more food trucks that should be allowed in that area. A lack of options

creates long lines, and a lack of competition inflates prices.

57 : The more the merrier!  Spread the love...

137 : Douglas College

140 : Provided it is safely set up, including the customers.

148 : I really don't see an issue as to why a food truck can't be anywhere, including residential neighborhoods and

near similar restaurants. The only limitation that I think could make sense is limiting how often a food truck can be

located in residential and near a similar restaurant.

161 : On public streets where accessible, but not obstructive to traffic.

187 : quay

188 : Would like to see the in high traffic locations after regular businesses close. Exspecially where the nightlife is

on Columbia Street

193 : On a public street designated for food trucks seasonally or year round.

202 : I don't think a Ukrainian food truck should be able to park next to a Ukrainian restaurant and poach their

customers, but as long as their food isn't the same, they should be allowed to park near restaurants.

234 : Not too near restaurants.

258 : Pier Park

270 : The quay, uptown by moody park, take over part of the parkade

314 : But consideration must be given to existing brick and mortar food establishments

322 : Should set up a food truck pod, Portland style.

323 : I like the Portland model in public or private parking lots.

328 : Near parks

336 : Should be away from residential areas. OK for festivals that have no permanent facility for a fast food vendor.

337 : On streets during festivals

353 : I would be OK if they were on private property, residential neighborhoods or near other restaurants if it was a

special occasion.  Otherwise, my first choices would be public streets and public spaces. Why not at a park or at the

Quay parking lot.

364 : Down on the Waterfront near Pier Park would be a good start or in Queen's Park.

371 : anywhere, as long as they don't obstruct foot or vehicle traffic.

373 : Residential areas would be OK if the trucks are located next to a park, preferably near a picnic area. I wouldn't

want to see them on random streets. I'm also OK with near restaurants as the competition they bring isn't any

different than another restaurant opening. Food trucks in industrial areas would bring the workers there some

variety.

In industrial areas 199 48.77

In commercial areas 268 65.69

Near existing restaurants 129 31.62

Nowhere 5 1.23

Everywhere 147 36.03

1576 100.00
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406 : Ideally there would be a few areas where food trucks congregate, similar to areas like that in Portland Oregon

- I'd hope for it to be close to New West Station or Columbia station.

414 : Do not support the use of public spaces if it undermines existing city sponsored food service operations or

unduly commercializes the public space experience (i.e. such as in parks).

432 : They should only be in areas where there is a need or a demand. They should not be competing with existing

restaurants who chosen a location prior having any food trucks around. If they have  know that there were food

trucks at certain locations, they would choose to do business some where else. Customers safety must be taken

into account. They must park in the area in such a way that customers lining up would not end up on the middle of

moving cars. The noise they make. The smell of food all day long.

442 : In residential areas that may happen to have a public space in its midst (parks, schools)

477 : Private property may be too broad as someone might put on residential lot??

485 : Spread them out, don't concentrate them too much. One or two in Uptown, a couple downtown, in Sapperton.

Don't leave one area of New West feel like they're missing out.

492 : Special Events should be able to invite food trucks of their choice

502 : Would Love to see some food trucks in the parking lot between Westminster Pier Park and the Quay/River

Market!

514 : Less so maybe in residential neighbourhoods, although I can think of exceptions - especially if they're there

for an event of some kind. But food trucks can be a bit loud if they have generators and are popular with lots of

people so I would think that residents may not enjoy them parked outside their homes on a regular basis.

546 : It would be amazing to have a weekly or monthly smaller version of a food truck fest in the parking lot at the

quay (the side close to the water where parking is not allowed).

556 : Down by the quay river park

563 : It would be nice if they wouldn't take much from local restaurants but the competition may make better food

available too! Never know...

620 : But they should get permits to allow them to be in these spaces.

631 : floating barge to dock next to busy public places

637 : Residential areas seems like an interesting idea, maybe neat for a block party or something like that.

I'd be wary of irritating some residents in that area but if it was for special occasions I think that could be good.

639 : Only on public streets if they will NOT interfere with the flow of traffic.

641 : not too many as there is not that much walk up traffic in new west  started the program in surtey and it was a

complete fail

647 : Parks and Pools

653 : If they add to the vibrancy of the area.  There needs to be enough people working and shopping in the area to

support the business.  A lonely food truck is a negative image in a city.

658 : There should be no limitations on where food trucks should be.

671 : at the library (end of Ash street)

682 : Along the Quay / Waterfront would be amazing

683 : Tipperary park

692 : I trust that the city will not hinder traffic during rush hour.

727 : anywhere that doesn't have an obvious reason why not to have it there

732 : As long as the food truck is not competing with a nearby restaurant serving the same type of food, I think it's

okay.
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734 : With caveats for times and lengths of stay.

751 : At Douglas college!

 

There are different ways in which food trucks are permitted. Which do you think is best in New

Westminster? (check all that apply)

Number of respondents : 412

I don’t think food trucks should operate in New Westminster (please explain in the box below)

112 : Food trucks are dirty and usually have unhealthy food.

601 : Food trucks from out of town create unfair competition for local restaurants.

Other:

36 : Food trucks at special events are highly important - when one goes to an event one would also like to eat there,

but without ample space for access and seating I have avoided eating at them. Sapperton Days, for example, has

the trucks in a single space at the event, and the seating is boxed in. This creates a food-court-style traffic

nightmare that keeps me from wanting to enter. Spacing the trucks out across the event and providing smaller free-

roaming seating spaces throughout the event would prevent that pedestrian traffic jam.

129 : I think when food trucks are all in one area it creates a lively location (i.e portland's food truck corners). Brings

the community together. One food truck is not that ideal is there isn't the choice to cater everyone's needs-

therefore a group of food trucks will reach more from the community to caters everyone food needs. Having a group

of food trucks can also make the environment more scenic in a way of blocking a ugly parking lot or indurtrial site

that isn't being used. Ie. While in portland i saw a food truck  group that had parked food trucks on the inner side of

a parking lot creating a square to block off a ugly parking lot that wasn't used- therefore creating an open

community space.

139 : New west is small so I think speading the out if fun but I think there should zones that they can be in

187 : quay

337 : Private parking lot where other food businesses aren't compromised

358 : Do not like the idea of roaming food trucks at all!

They are OK in locations that have been approved by the city with appropriate conditions.

Choice Total %

Pod Locations (food trucks gather together in a specific area) 275 66.75

Stationary Locations (specific spots throughout the city with one food truck each) 265 64.32

Special Events (e.g., Sapperton Days) 312 75.73

Roaming (food trucks operate on any public street and on private property) 91 22.09

Limited Roaming (food trucks only allowed in certain neighbourhoods, zones or

streets)

175 42.48

No restrictions 57 13.83

I don’t think food trucks should operate in New Westminster (please explain in the box

below)

2 0.49

1177 100.00
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410 : I think food trucks will undermine the existing restaurants, possibly causing the demise of some restaurants.

While the food trucks can simply drive to another location, the brick & mortar establishments don't have that option.

I think we need to promote the restaurants we have now rather than add competition.

432 : Locations need to be determine by the need.

444 : Make them easy to find.

514 : I think that perhaps limiting the times they're in residential neighbourhoods so as not to bother residents is

probably wise, and I can't imagine that residential neighbourhoods would be where they would want to be most of

the time. But having them on the streets has been great when I see them, I like them at the Farmer's Market

(although I wish there were more), and I love the new spot outside Steel and Oak.

565 : Portland has food truck cities set up all over which are permanent. We need to get on this! North Van has a

market every Friday evening with tons of food trucks, this would do well down at waterfront park weekly if not daily

:)

586 : Follow Portland's food truck cities or maybe a weekly event like North Van.. Bring on the food trucks!!!

636 : I think food trucks should have a contract to be in one place for so long. So when customers get used to

getting their tacos on columbia they know they can go back and get those tacos. But i also think it should get

switched up every few months.

653 : Depending on the situation... A festival needs many trucks together.  A business like Steel & Oak may just

need one.   I think they do need to be limited to certain areas so people know where to expect them and so they

aren't just parked anywhere.

679 : Ideal where they are now on certain evenings at the Steel and Oak Brewery

727 : What exactly would the restrictions prevent?

732 : We have a couple of pockets in the city where all of the action is happening (ie. Quay, Pier Park, Tipperary

Park, Columbia Street) that are obvious choices for pod locations. I also work at Steel and Oak on the weekends

where having a specifed spot that people can expect a food truck to be has been incredible for the business.

737 : Let the marketplace determine where they survive.

766 : Pod locations are fun in certain cities like Austin, TX and Portland OR where I have seen them work well.

However stationary locations also work well. I think it depends on where the pod location is - if it's not convenient or

accessible or visually clear then it doesn't work as well. Special events is a no-brainer for doing as it always helps.

Limited roaming also fine. The city currently isn't that busy I would say except for the main thoroughfares of people

along Columbia and up near 6th Street past City Hall, so it doesn't seem like there is many options just yet for

roaming that would yield good returns besides those areas. Or the Pier Park parking lot would be fun - and nice and

visible.

 

Have you had a memorable food truck experience? Please tell us about it.

Number of respondents : 242

36 : None

40 : It's FOOD - you eat, move on, it's over. What kind of nut has a memorable experience to treasure for life

involving a food truck?

57 : Mangal Kiss.  Food truck outside the VAG.  Amazing kababss on flatbread with tabouli & a ton of fabulous

home pickled veggies.  Happy happy!

61 : fliptop truck has AMAZING food-- not many filipino restaurants, so good to see a filipino food truck!

74 : I work downtown Vancouver so there are always food trucks around
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77 : I love the range of choice, personal touch of the food trucks, \I would go down town Vanouver just to go to a

food truck.

88 : I have only ever been to a hotdog vendor, which is fun. But, I watch the Food Network and see so many

different kinds and friends rave about their food truck experiences!

107 : Le Tigre. The most delicious rice bowl I've had...and I eat a lot of rice bowls.

113 : Last year's food truck fest!

123 : Not particularly

124 : Just great food !!!

125 : not in new west

127 : Had the opportunity to try new and different foods which aren't offered within the City of New West without

having to travel to another municipality

128 : Allows for more choice and variety at events that might otherwise have a concession type of food program

129 : Yes please see previous page in Portland...lots of variety, creating a social point.  But also the New West food

truck festival was awesome!!! So many selections... should be done every year... or start with once a month!

135 : Tasty Torpedo conveniently located at Steel & Oak. My two favourite things, beer & tasty food. Of course, we

need more breweries in New West now too.

137 : yes all have been good. quality and service good.

138 : Most of my experiences with food trucks have been positive. The food is often unusual and delicious, and very

often they are in locations where there are few traditional restaurant options.

140 : Have had quite a few! Notably, a pod in Portland - was vibrant, lively, and was a food court outside. Got to sit

and eat with others.

141 : Not really

142 : Going on vacation to Portland and trying fun new food options at a big market with tons of food trucks. It made

it special. I also enjoy having the food trucks at the NW Farmer's Market!

143 : We enjoyed the food truck pods in Portland with so much selection in one place.

146 : Numerous experiences. The trucks at the royal city farmers market are always great and friendly

150 : Waterfront of San Francisco Bay - China Basin Park across from AT&T Field. Otherwise transitioning

industrial area, but a gaggle of food trucks brought people out to the street and made it friendly.

151 : The Columbia StrEAT truck fest was great last year

153 : food truck festival was awesome but long lineups....food trucks at the Royal City Market are great....

160 : It was better than I had expected

161 : Those spiral potatoes at the Surrey Night Market are delish!

163 : Several. Dinner outside of breweries. Dedicated blocks of food trucks in Portland (where they even offer tours

- additional business opportunities).

167 : No

169 : Just generally I find the food is really good. Also like that it is quick and generally not too expensive. I also like

how it creates vibrant streets.

172 : Go out of my way to have lunch at one when I go downtown for meetings

174 : Many of my favourite spots to eat have been food trucks! I love the food truck aesthetic but I also love seeing

my favourite food trucks expand into full kitchens. Food trucks have the ability to become famous and expand (Like

Tacofino for example) but can be a more accessible entrance into the industry for entrepreneurs.

183 : Best part of S&O on Friday nights is Tasty Topedo. The owners are great guys and make amazing
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sandwiches!

185 : there are two notable stationary food trucks i've been to... both near ucluelet, exceptional quality food at a

great price, and situated in really beautiful areas.  the ability for them to find idyllic locations is a real draw over brick

and mortar restuarants

187 : great food and fast service

191 : Food trucks and street food in general in south east Asia.  Simple, homemade, cheap, yet often very creative.

193 : The macaroni and cheese food truck at the Hyak Festival was pretty boss.

195 : going downtown to eat is fun becaues there is a huge selection of food trucks

196 : Trying korean tacos at Farmers Market, Japadog during Streat festival

202 : The festival last summer in new west that was nothing but food trucks was fantastic.

203 : Uptown Live had amazing food trucks!  Great event and exceptional food and beer.

204 : yes. delicious food everytime. love to try new things

205 : I went to Portland one time and it was great to see a surface parking lot that was lined with food trucks

(downtown).  It was great because (a) it screened the parking (b) it activated the downtown by getting people out of

their offices and onto the streets and into the parks to eat

206 : Any food that I've had from a food tuck has been great, no bad experiences

208 : MMMMM  fish tacos

212 : They are great!

216 : The annual food truck fest is amazing, and I always enjoy the trucks at RCFM. Also Hawker's Market is really

cool, it would be great if New West had an event like that.

218 : Every food truck I've eaten at has had friendly staff who was more than willing to engage in chatter about

loccal goings on.

219 : Eating authentic chinese food from a food truck

221 : Good food and friendly staff. Let Tigre and Fat Duck and Mogu and Tacofino are great!

225 : I had one of the best chicken sandwiches from a food truck. It was nice to go to a mobile restaurant since I

was unable to go to the stand alone due to my proximity.

234 : Those grilled sandwiches from Via Tevere. So good. I constantly crave another.

235 : Farmers Market, Disco Cheetah, relatively fast, and the cuisine was a creative fusion of tastes.

236 : n/a

239 : In Austin Texas there were food trucks everywhere and I had the best,healthiest tacos I have ever eaten

240 : Yes, I had wood oven pizza sandwiches and it was tasty and amazing.

242 : Several.  Good food.  Especially enjoyed being able to have food while beer tasting at Steel and Oak Brewery.

243 : Not really

244 : Yes at Steel and Oak

248 : Yes, during various street festivals

249 : Food trucks at farmer's markets are a must. I also like food trucks that rotate their schedule throughout

different neighbourhoods - Mondays in one neighbourhood, Tuesdays in another. For me, a good food truck

experience is all about the food.

252 : Recently I was at a food truck festival in Vancouver. I had butter chicken schnitzel there, an ethnic food

combination that I never even dreamed of before. With a lower cost of operation compared to restaurants as well as

ease of accessibility if New Westminster proceeds with the food truck pod idea, it will be a lot easier for people to

access different cuisines at a reasonable cost.
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254 : Food

261 : Kaboom Box makes delicious salmon sandwiches.

262 : Food trucks at Richmond night market allow to try a variety of food at an affordable price without overeating

265 : Taco fino in Tofino is hard to beat.

266 : No

267 : Tacofino truck in Tofino. Great food, fun experience, experience meets the personality of the community. I

love that they are in Metro Van now, but still the best in Tofino!

270 : In New Orleans I enjoyed all the street vendors and was able to try new food more easily. Also, it's a great

way to eat healthier at events as often it's only Bbq but food trucks have more variety.

272 : Portland! So many delicious choices in one spot

301 : Delicious chinese food from Roaming Dragons.

303 : Tacofino in Tofino was great - stationary truck installation, neat art, cool people, good food.

306 : all have been great.

308 : Farmers market in New West, downtown in Vancouver, multiple while avroad

309 : not yet

310 : Love Neilles vietnamese food truck

311 : Soho road. Tasting a new menu item they are experimenting with (gol guppa). It was tasty, got to talk with

owners/chef as well as others who were trying this food for the first time.

314 : Eating at food trucks is a highlight every time we visit Portland.  as a tourist we love knowing we can go to

permanent locations, rather than hunting around for moving trucks

318 : Food truck fest was awesome. I also love having rotating food trucks outside steel and oak. I've been known

to go to Steel and Oak because of the food truck there that night.

322 : Love the pods in Portland. So good and so cheap!

323 : Every wednesday there is a farmers market outside my place of work and there are several food trucks that

attend.  It's nice to have new and interesting food options for lunch that day.  Some craft breweries in Vancouver

have food trucks outside.  I think this is a nice relationship between the two business types.  A food truck outside of

Steel & Oak would be great!

325 : Delicious food!

326 : watched movies and news about great chefs wanting to cook, but not be stationary, or restricted to menu

expectations.

331 : Last years food truck festival. Great.

335 : Any event where there's multiple food trucks present....so many choices!

337 : No

339 : Excellent food.  Beautiful outdoor setting. Ethnic choices.

341 : Riding my bike and suddenly there is the opportunity for Jamaican food.  Didn't know I had that craving until I

saw the truck

342 : Portland - high choice and great value

343 : Japa Dog. Very yummy.

344 : meh

345 : food truck fest

346 : Downtown Vancouver (food truck scattered in a few specific locations under a straight schedule) is

convenient, nice, and attrack tourists and customers.
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347 : I am always fascinated by food truck for their quick service, uniqueness and great quality and quantity food

350 : Love the Jappa dog outside St. Pauls Hospital - great to take when visiting patients.

351 : The food truck festival in false creek when I lived there. I would love if New West had more things that were

modeled after what Vancouver does in general.

353 : Just the once at the fair in Vancouver.  Amazing concept and food.

359 : I have one almost every week at Steel & Oak in New West. They have Food Trucks on premises Thursdays-

Saturdays and over the regulars I am a big fan of "The Tasty Torpedo". The Sandwiches are fantastic the customer

experience with the food and staff is great. it has become a Friday night ritual for my wife and I. It makes for a nite

out that is inexpensive and tasty.

364 : No

369 : No

371 : no

372 : no

374 : reup bbq

375 : I have really enjoyed the Korobuta pork dogs at Japadog, the sandwich at Mom's Grilled Cheese, fresh fish

tacos atTacofino, and the Aussie Pies.

376 : The food truck festival in olympic village was a great way to see the variety out there.

377 : no

378 : I enjoyed the shrimp trucks on Oahu

382 : I love the Feastro Bistro in downtown Vancouver.  There's another one called Yolk that sets up shop in the

mornings outside a sky train station downtown and has great breakfast food. I dream about their hash browns on a

stick.

394 : fried candy is actually really good

395 : fish tacos

400 : food truck festivals gave me an opportunity to gather with friends and meet new people

401 : People are always friendly and food is always good

406 : I love getting food from food trucks in Portland. Lots of variety, cheap, easy to find and enjoy.

413 : Awesome food, big portions from JJ's Trucketeria; yummy popsicles from artisan popsicle maker (not truck

but vendor)

414 : Yes in Portland..Lots of fun.  Would be nice if every area trucks were located that there is also public space

for outdoor seating

418 : Love talking to the operators

419 : Downtown Vancouver Mac and Cheese was just a fun day and the food was great

432 : Fish & Chips at the PNE. There was a long line up but the fish was amazingly good.

433 : Love Portland with several permanent all day food trucks.  Whether its getting lunch, or grabbing a late night

snack after being out, the quality and selection is awesome

434 : Portland pods are always exciting and we've loved the variety and fact that we can each choose different

options and be outside to enjoy the natural/urban environment.

440 : Going to Portland and walking around two city blocks lined with food trucks was an amazing experience!

446 : Yes, mostly that the staff were friendly and usually intimately attached to the business so the experience was

more personal.

472 : Yes. Good gourmet food and easily serve during lunch hour
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474 : I used to live in Kelowna and although they don't have a ton of trucks I love that they could park whereever

they wanted and we followed along on social media to see where our favourite trucks were that day!

484 : friendly service, usually good food, the experience has always felt personal

485 : Nothing to note.

492 : Yes always, both at regular food trucks in other cities ,as well as dt VanCity and for special days like here in

NW

494 : Convinience of choices where choices and time are limited

498 : I really like the Friday night market in North Van which has a lot of food trucks and is hugely popular. It's nice

to have a large selection and everyone in your group can choose something different.

500 : The New West Comlumbia StrEAT Fest was pretty memorable, it was my first food truck festival and the

diverse/vast selection of foods was intense but also really fun! And delicious!

502 : Well I met my current boyfriend at a food truck, so probably one of my most cherished and memorable

moments. Food trucks are great place to meet people and interact with the community over the love of food :)

506 : Food trucks at festivals and Steel and Oak

508 : The Tasty Torpedo in New Westminster, fantastic food and service was incredibly fast!

510 : Having dinner with my girls and have our choice of a wide variety of foods in one place at the Columbia St

food truck festival and then sitting down to enjoy our food while chatting and people watching.

513 : Had a nice day outside, got hungry, food was available

514 : I love the food truck festival! I enjoy a lot of the food trucks in downtown Vancouver - great spots to get a quick

lunch.

515 : only had memorable experiences, with last years new west food truck fest, food trucks at the richmond night

market

516 : We went to the New West food truck festival last year (2014) and had a great time trying out all the different

food trucks

521 : I like the pod idea best. It works well in Vancouver.

522 : At every festival I attend, I look for a food truck. Have never had a bad experience

523 : More than I can say. The owners really care about what they are serving.

524 : Visiting a food truck market in TAhiti

528 : Yes Taco Fino food truck and Shawrema truck nearby Burrard st Metro station

530 : The first time I visited a food truck at a farmer's market. It was vegan, and I was SO glad, and had the best

vegan food I'd ever had.

546 : The Coast and the Fat Duck food trucks were so delicious yesterday!! and ive previously loved Soho Road as

well.

547 : Have been lucky, excellent experience every single time!

549 : Yes. the strEAT party on Columbia last night was unreal!

552 : The New West Comlumbia StrEAT Fest was pretty memorable, it was my first food truck festival and the

diverse/vast selection of foods was intense but also really fun! And delicious!

557 : Gourmet Bannock Food Truck. Incredibly good, cannot get any better!

559 : Yes at the steet food truck event !

560 : Streats! yay

562 : Have spent lots of time in Portland and had excellent food. Brings life to different parts of the city and supports

local small business
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563 : I really enjoyed the Kaboom Box and Torpedo Subs. Their staff is awesome and the food is great.

564 : Delicious waffles at VanDusen Gardens in winter

567 : Chance to taste food/restaurant which might not have otherwise

568 : My friend's wedding incorporated a food truck into it rather than having traditional catering. It was very unique

and required less clean-up and lower cost.

569 : Went to last years food truck festival, friends of mine from all over the Lower Mainland came to enjoy and we

stayed until closing in the beer garden. Sharing laughs and good food

571 : Yummy poutine! A Canadian staple!

572 : Loving Hut food truck I Vancouver. Always have AMAZING vegan burgers... Seriously check em out.

577 : I've had thai, pizza and greek at a company event and it was amazing

582 : The food truck festival in New Weat

584 : Ones that offer good portions and fresh local ingredients are great! Disco Cheetah is a great one.

585 : Yes...loved the food truck fest that happened this weekend

586 : They have all been memorable.

587 : great experiences with Columbia street food cart fest. enjoy the Portland model where a whole block is

dedicated to food carts.a model like Portland Matt work for New West in the Quay area, especially after the new

developments are completed.

588 : New westminster strEAT festival. A great atmosphere with amazing selection.

589 : Food Truck Festival lastnight was a one of funnest event I ever been in Canada.

591 : Yolks breakfast and japadog were amazing tastebud-wise; similar with the funnel cakes last year at StEAT

594 : I like the food truck fest last year and have been to the one in Olympic village in Vancouver

595 : Portland Oregon has food truck pods all over which allow for an amazing dining experience.

596 : Food truck Festival and the pod method utilized very well in Portland

597 : EverytI me I go downtown I wait 15-20 mins for a few 13 dollar grilled cheese from mom's ...it just worth it ..

the experience and yummy sandwich us worth it

603 : The 2015 Columbia Str-EAT Food Truck Festival was so diverse in the selection and I was thrilled that

Japadog was there and I also got to taste new food at the same time.

605 : Yes absolutely. The people coming together and sharing quick eats together

614 : Roaming Dragon, Kaboom box

615 : Loved the Columbia StrEAT fest. AND in San Francisco at Fort Mason where food trucks gather every Friday.

There is live music and a wonderful community atmosphere.

618 : Always delicious

619 : Like restaurants, some have delicious food and some are mediocre.

620 : The 2014 food truck festival was really great. It was nice to see the various vendors and try different types of

food. It also brought out a sense of community.

623 : The Food truck festival last year in New Westminster as well as various food trucks found throughout

Vancouver.

626 : I would recommend Tacofino's fish tacos. It's something no one in NW does/does well...

627 : There's one food truck, The Local Omnivore that I absolutely am obsessed with. I have traveled down to

Vancouver on several occasions just to have their burgers in my mouth. I've come to know these fine folks and I

love that we get to share a love for burgers!

629 : We've attended the food truck festival. We often order food from trucks around the city and when we travel.
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As a family, we enjoy the experience of ordering our favourite food/dessert/drink and eating it outside and enjoying

what other things the city has to offer.

631 : DougieDog-great selection on a simple product. Great interraction and food done to specific tastes.

634 : Holly Food Truck, they serve some healthy, local options and also they are care about environment

636 : In New York city. There was one street with a few differnt trucks in a few blocks and you could just walk down

and pick what you wanted

641 : flip top tasty torpedo and disco cheetah always good and nice people

643 : Taco place downtown -- yum!

644 : I ate food and enjoyed it.

647 : The food is great!

649 : yes.  good variety.  the food is good

651 : my favourite was probably Tacofino in Tofino

652 : the recent festival was fabuous!! notw that we had a taste we want more!!

653 : NW Food Truck Fest!!!  Wonderful setting on leafy Columbia St. with crowds of happy people eating/having

fun.  Also, at the NW Farmer's Market in Tipperary Park.  Good for a quick dinner after work.

656 : Rarely. Food truck food is usually as expensive as fine dine restaurants (given the quantity they serve). But

wife likes it, and it does give you variety to try if you don't mind spending more money.

658 : Yes, the yearly food truck festival on Columbia St. is absolutely fantastic!  It should continue to expand.

664 : Food truck festival in NW was great

665 : Food truck event on sat was amazing

669 : no

670 : The food truck fest last year was perfect. Felt like something out of Europe

671 : Mom's Grilled Cheese truck was amazing!! Provided us with a background story and future locations. Also the

Perogie truck (notsure the name) down fall was they ran out of what we wanted but again told us roughly what time

they ran out for the future and where they would be loctated next.

672 : grilled food (greek)

675 : Yes. I have had several. Everything from amazing dim sum to a traditional(ish) burger.

676 : Loved eating at Tasty Torpedo while it was parked at Steel and Oak this summer.

677 : New west streat festival

678 : Portland turning an ugly parking lot into something nice

679 : At the Steel and Oak Brewery where the Tasty Torpedo Truck was today (Friday, August 28, 2015)

682 : Streat Fest was great. Some of the Food Trucks outside S&O have been great.

683 : Roaming Dragon had a pulled pork poutine

685 : No

687 : Rocky Point ice cream was incredible. Also having

689 : yes

692 : Visited Portland and enjoyed going to a pod.  So many trucks available at the same location.  In Vancouver I

had a good meal at a dimsum truck.

696 : Food truck fest was wonderful!! Also, love being able to walk up to a food truck with my dog and get

restaurant quality food to lunch on without tying him up outside.

698 : Yes. Olympic village food truck festival. Good music, good food, lots of people

700 : Discovering Mom's grilled cheese for the first time. Amazing staff amazing food. So good
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708 : Flip top. The food was different but really good. Quality ingredients and people who know how to COOK!

709 : Food truck pods in Portland are wonderful.

711 : I really like Gypsy Trunk. Their food is amazing and Jen and her staff are very friendly and personable. I first

discovered Gypsy Trunk at the Royal City Farmers Market at Tipperary Park.

716 : Columbia StrEat Fest

718 : Crepes are always appreciated!

720 : I once ate at the Vij's Railway food truck and it was delicious.

721 : Food truck festival in Vancouver

722 : I waited in line 45 minutes to try one. Does that count?

727 : best tacos ever in mexico

728 : Yes--I had a great salad from le tigre food truck.

730 : Tacofino in Tofino was great; delicious food, makes a destination of an otherwise nondescript gravel parking

lot. Portland food trucks were a highlight of the trip.

732 : Tasty Torpedo! My first food truck experience in New West. It was unexpected to find a food truck here but

deliciously wonderful!

733 : The best ever taco truck in San Francisco.

735 : Taco Fino at the Vancouver Art Gallery, as there was somewhere to sit and refuse containers nearby.

736 : The food truck fest in new west (even though the lines were long)!

737 : Awesome portugese food in Vancouver.  Also food trucks at a back yard wedding/party

744 : I once had a Korean bulgogi and kimchi "burrito" from Disco Cheetah. So delicious! And I was able to walk

across the street and sit outside with a friend in the Tipperary Park.

747 : No

748 : Always at Steel & Oak brewery!

752 : We visited a truck for the first time. Very good, original food. A little pricey, but worth it.

759 : I live at the Quay and I love the food trucks at Steel and Oak. I run into friends and neighbours picking up my

dinner which makes me feel like a live in a community.

766 : yes - in Austin, they have them everywhere and its such a great place to stop after a night out, or a social

gathering with friends given there is so much choice when it's more than one truck. I had an amazing Kimchee

Burrito that rocked!

767 : in portland they have a city block within the downtown core...it was cool to walk around and choose where to

eat; we spent the whole weekend eating there

772 : In north vancouver I ate a pulled pork sandwich from a food truck and it was delicious

827 : I had a great experience with a food truck that operates inNew West in front of Steel & Oak Brewery on

Friday... The truck is called the tasty Torpedo great girls working on the truck ,Cheap and very quick service Oh and

the sandwichs were really good

 

Have you had a poor food truck experience? Please tell us about it.

Number of respondents : 184

30 : The food was poor quality, small in portion and as expensive as a proper restaurant.

36 : None

40 : Sometimes they are there sometimes not. They can be sketchy.

57 : Can't say that I have.  Only ever had one meal that was "meh".  Kaboom box.  A bit of a yawner.
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74 : No

77 : no anything different than at a restaurant, not the greatest food, or too expensive for what I got.

88 : No.

107 : Waiting an hour for holy perogi at the new west food truck fest only to have them sell out at my turn. Then I

had to wait 45 minutes after that for a jappadog.

113 : Nope, they are amazing

125 : yes in new west

128 : no

129 : Long line ups for food if they are popular.... at festivals food trucks run out of food.

135 : The chaos that was the Food Truck event in New West last year. Massive lines for food. Some trucks taking

too many orders, that they just couldn't keep up with.

137 : no

138 : Too few food trucks can be a problem. At events with only one food truck, the lines are far too long.

140 : At the food truck festival, poor customer service. Likely do to the operator being underprepared for the

crowds.

141 : Yes - over priced perogies at the Farmer's Market in New Westminster

142 : No

148 : The first food truck festival - lines were too long and too many trucks ran out of food. Supply/demand was the

issue, not the trucks themselves.

150 : Only when they are so busy, you can't get food!

151 : Once at a farm market, friends of the owner/operator cut the line several time while I was waiting to order

153 : no

160 : It was expensive

161 : The New West Food Truck fest... got there late, much was sold out, lines were silly.

162 : not yet, knock on wood.

163 : No

167 : No

172 : Never

174 : Rarely. Typical issues are usually wait time related.

183 : Mission Food Truck Fest. The street was open to traffic and no seating. Poor planning

185 : most negative experiences would have to do with over the top pricing (like high end restaurant pricing) -

sometimes they could be situated awkwardly so that you're sucking back exhaust while eating... generally, it'd relate

to pricing and poor location.

187 : line up at popular trucks

191 : New Westminster Food Truck Festival. I loved the atmosphere, but there was a lack of un-pretentious good

homemade fast food. Especially authentic ethnic food.

193 : A grilled cheese food truck was gross and not worth the wait and money.

204 : nope

205 : No

216 : Nope

219 : no

221 : No.
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235 : Sapperton Day, Reel Mac and Cheese, was not overwhelmed by the quality.

236 : n/a

239 : No

240 : Yes, but it was due to the fact that the food was just ok

242 : Small portions, bland food.

243 : No

244 : Food truck festival on Columbia

249 : No, not really.

254 : no food

261 : Very greasy burgers and small portions are common.

262 : Food trucks at Khatsilano festival had huge lines, long waits, outrageously expensive prices and giant

portions.

266 : Pricing with most of them

267 : Can't remember the name. Parked in front of Whole Foods on Cambie. Friendly, but long wait and horrific

food.

270 : they are expensive

271 : huge line-ups, overpriced, nothing special

272 : The new west food truck festival- too busy! Insane line-ups and large meals meant that you could only really

sample one truck, despite the big selection

299 : Any time an event is planned where lots of food trucks are present.  Prices are high, lines are long, many food

trucks just serving food from local restaurants.

301 : Overpriced and long wait for one truck.

303 : I can't remember the name of it, but I walked away from one truck with a $35 tab for two people. KEEP IT

REASONABLE!

306 : nope

308 : Yes - lack of garbage management around the truck, or not cleaning spills on the street once truck leaves.

309 : no

310 : nope

311 : No

314 : Like everything else, the food served was hit or miss but then that's part of the experience.  And finding

seating can be an issue which is why a pod location with tables would be nice

318 : Nope.

322 : Most trucks in metro Vancouver are too expensive. Paid $10 for a pretty sad grilled cheese sandwich once.

323 : In Vanouvcer there was a food truck festival.  I didn't like paying an admission fee to get into the festival

grounds

325 : No

326 : at the fair. I don't like feeling guilty. A bunch of trucks together makes me feel sad, or dissapointed. I'd go to

the fair everyday for the food, but can't.

328 : Nope

335 : When the same truck is always in the same spot....no variety

336 : Ugly clutter to look at.  Noisy.  Smell of fat frying is revolting.

337 : No
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342 : Vancouver - too expensive because of high civic costs

343 : Can't remember the name of the food truck. It served mac and cheese. I make better myself.

344 : meh

346 : Downtown Portland (all stationed side-by-side around several parking lots) is terrible, dirty, and eye-sore.

347 : not yet have one

350 : No

353 : NO

359 : Yes I have, again at the Steel & Oak with another food truck that also did sandwiches and that was a bad

experience. The food was not fresh it had a lot of pre-made components and I felt as did my group that night that it

was overpriced and underwelming. We where spoiled by the quality and freshness of the offerings of "the Tasty

Torpedo" If you are going to have Trucks in New West my suggestion is you start with "The  Tasty Torpedo"

364 : No

369 : No

370 : No

371 : no

372 : no

374 : there are many dirty food trucks from which i would never eat

375 : No

377 : no

378 : No

381 : One failure that was illustrated by last year's food truck festival was how expensive/slow a lot of food trucks

are. I want to go to a food truck because it's cheap and fast. Most seem to miss that point.

382 : If their aren't enough food trucks or they're too spread out, the lines get really long. People will line up for half

an hour at a really good food truck, but it's nice to have a few to choose from at times and places where there is a

big crowd.

394 : No service was great and fast

406 : I went to a food truck festival near Olympic Village. It was super hot out and there was basically very little to

no shade. We were also charged admission just to get in and buy food. I did not like getting charged admission and

I disliked the utter lack of shade. Make sure the trucks are located somewhere where people can actually get cover

and/or sit down - perhaps by the Wait for Me Daddy statue, or where the old Keg currently is.

413 : Once I had to wait in excess of almost half an hour for my food order at the Food Truck Fest in Vancouver.

That was not well thought out menu planning.

418 : Yes just as I have in a restaurant

432 : Canada Day at Harrison Hot Spring. We waited for whats seem like forever for our smokies. When we got

them they were small and nothing special for the price that we were paying.

433 : I dislike how Vancouver does it where trucks are tied to a spot.  If you dont like what that truck has, too bad,

no other options.  And its always the same truck in the same location

446 : No

474 : nope

484 : None

485 : Juice Truck doesn't always have the nicest customer service and their stuff it too high up. That's okay, we've

got Rain City Juicery.
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492 : no different than a bad meal at any restaurant. It happens once and awhile.

498 : No

500 : It always sucks when there is a long line and slow service combined. But that doesn't happen very often.

502 : There have been some poor food choices, but overall the expereince is always half the fun :)

506 : Not really

510 : never

513 : Expensive, and lack of attention to my meal. Would be happy to pay for a decently presented lunch

516 : No

521 : I have been annoyed at Vancouver siting locations in hard-to-reach areas. Access is everything.

530 : Nope.

547 : Nope

549 : Not yet thankfully

552 : It always sucks when there is a long line and slow service combined. But that doesn't happen very often.

557 : None

559 : When they get you to line up ! They should just take orders and payment and give you a # to come back and

pick up when ready

560 : not really

568 : no

569 : Only bad thing I've experienced is long lines then wait for the food

571 : I had some  flavoured onion rings  once. They weren't good.

572 : Nope

577 : no

579 : Nope.

584 : Some hot dog or Shwarma vendors are not good. High prices for small portions. Kids options NEEDed

586 : No

587 : the dim sum truck in Vancouver is awful.

588 : No, all have been positive.

591 : Long lines :(

594 : Very busy last year at the food truck fest in downtown. Did not go this year.

597 : Poor customer service ... real snappy owners / servers

603 : The 2016 Food Truck Festivals lines were way to long for a lot of trucks

605 : Only when food runs out

610 : Country perogis have bad perogis

614 : pierogie truck where you only got 5 pieroges for 10$ - overpriced

615 : no

618 : No

619 : They can be overpriced for mediocre foods.

623 : Nope.

629 : There was one time when the line up was really long and after waiting in line, found out when we were ready

to order that it was "cash only" (there were no signs to say this).

630 : No

631 : nope, not yet. Try to find bad points if trucks' I order from...clean, up to date health standards, staff wash
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hands etc.

634 : no

636 : not yet.

638 : They run out of food. Service can be slow.

639 : I have often experienced food trucks running out of food. Often the service is slow.

644 : no I haven't

649 : no

651 : Never

652 : none

656 : Yes, found a cockroach in my food once at a food truck.

669 : no

670 : This years festival was disappointing: no seating on upper Columbia Street, beer gardens behind metal

fencing, people crouching in corners trying to eat. Bring back the tables in the middle so you can enjoy your food

rather than scarf it down

671 : Yes, the first food truck festival here in New West. They ran out of food and the wait was around 40 minutes

which they didn't let the customers know about.

672 : food served cold

675 : Yes, I have had food that I was a bit disapointed in and/or that I thought was over-priced.

678 : running out of food or too expensive

682 : Some of the trucks at Streat Fest obviously got crazy busy so there were long waits, but that's to be expected

685 : No

687 : Yes, when after making a 30 minute line they ran out of two of the major dishes (more than 30 min ago) but

failed to inform the people in the line.

689 : no

692 : In Portland, the food was really bad at one truck.

695 : 1st Columbia StrEAT Festival (long lines)

698 : No

700 : no. Not yet

701 : I had an enlightening experience when discovering that Krispy Kreme qualified as a food truck in the New

West food truck festival. if thr Coty wont support the local smaller providers we may as well have McDonalds there

next year.

708 : No.

709 : Not really.

711 : It was quite a few years ago and I can't remember the name of the truck, but the food was so greasy and salty

that I ended up throwing almost all of it in the garbage.

716 : No, what's not to love

720 : I once had some very overpriced macaroni and cheese.

722 : No

727 : nope

728 : Yes, several experiences.  All of them involved overpriced food that did not taste good.

730 : Only negative from trip to Portland food trucks was not being able to find a convenient place to eat

732 : Some of the Vancouver food trucks are a bit on the pricey side when compared to the portions.
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733 : Have passed by in Vancouver because of the lines. Didn't like food truck event setting in Vancouver - barren

and dry, unpleasant atmosphere.

735 : Yes. Recently one parked on Carnarvon Street (Beavertails)and the noise was really loud. Residents in the

tower across the street were disturbed by it.

737 : Columbia street festival lineups

747 : No

752 : Grabbed a quick sandwich off a truck. Not clean looking people or truck. Got sick a few hours later.

766 : Yes, when the cost is high and it takes forever to get your food. If I am standing there longer than 10-15

minutes you have lost me. It now feels like a chore and not a novel experience which I think is the expectation when

people visit a food truck. High energy, unique, fast and fresh food.

767 : not a bad experience per se; just that the pricing isn't exactly a 'deal'

772 : No.

 

Do you have any other comments to share with us about food trucks?

Number of respondents : 184

24 : Need garbage available & eco friendly packaging

36 : While variety is great in food trucks, sometimes I just want a regular old hot dog from a random cart as could be

frequently found in the 90's. Finding a way to bring these smaller operations back into our communities would be

fantastic.

49 : Not really - I like them because they are convenient for me and sometimes much cheaper than eating

elsewhere.

57 : They're so great.  Diverse food, fresh, fast & just a really good time.

77 : I am 100% in favour, I just moved to new west but I have been emailing Burnaby city hall for ages to get them

in burnaby

88 : They are a neat addition to a city, just look at what they've done for Portland! They are trendy, unique, local

and offer an exciting and unusual dining experience. Promote Fun And Cool Businesses! Don't let New West

become all stuffy like Vancouver! It'll reallllllly make us stand out and will become a tourist feature!

113 : We need them in New West!

125 : I think its a bad idea to have a food experience at the expense of local restaurants who are not that busy.

Bring back more festivals that attract people to support local shops.  The city should not be involved in festivals and

they should be run by volunteers and local groups.

129 : Ensure that the prices are fair...sometimes i find them a bit pricey...

137 : no

139 : Food trucks are great way to open a new food place and it's great for the community

140 : Would also like to see a food truck incubator program if possible. Some sort of granting program.

141 : I think they're a great idea and allow for more variety and competition

148 : Don't be afraid to be bold and progressive with this policy. Also, I'd specifically love to see these trucks near

the waterfront, both on the top deck of the parkade and along the walk between pier park and river market.

151 : I enjoy the Shipyards night market in North Vancouver, I think something similar at the at the River Market

would work.

153 : I would love to see food trucks all over New West with some regulations and some reasonable restrictions or

rules....
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163 : None

166 : I find when there are a bunch of food trucks in one area it's always hard to choose which one to try. I would

prefer if food trucks were stationed thorough out the city at different times

167 : No

174 : Food trucks are a no-brainer for New West! As an "up-and-coming" part of the GVA, promoting arts & culture

(incl. culinary arts!) in New West will help to shape the community as it expands and develops.

183 : Food Trucks are a great way to try other foods. New West has great restaurants but they get boring over and

over

185 : some are ridiculously expensive.  particularly when they're just sitting in a parking lot, we're paying more to

eat standing up on a slab of asphalt... that's kinda ridiculous - not sure how you'd mandate or control that, but many

will kill their own businesses adopting this model

187 : please bring one to the quay and i will be there as much as possible

191 : Please don't regulate the trucks based on your idea of what people will want, or should have based on health

concerns. Look at cities like Portland!

193 : They CAN and do create long lines. That can be annoying and they can be expensive.  But overall they are

great and fun!

203 : What a great iniative for the city to promote.

204 : please bring them to New West

211 : I like the idea of having them around town. Gives residents an additional reason to explore other

neighbourhoods.

212 : Put some by the hospital. I work by there and it would be nice to have different options for lunch. Like if there

were alternating food trucks.

216 : Yay food trucks!

219 : i'd love the idea of food trucks. Canada is a multi-cultural nation and experiencing the food culture would be

so welcome. It's shouldn't be commercialized. Since they have no much expenses in terms of rent, it should be at

low-cost.

221 : You need to combine food truck with other local business to get the maximum impact. Just food truck alone

won't make this project fly.

225 : Nice way to pick up food on the go and enjoy the scenery around me. It would be nice to enjoy good food at

our local parks.

226 : Please issue enough food trucks that there is actual competition and the food trucks would charge food truck

prices, not restaurant prices/novelty tax.

233 : We need more! What a great way to improve the variety of food options in new west.

234 : I like good food, whether from trucks or restaurants. I wouldn't want either to put the other out of business. I

do like to sit in a nice space!

236 : I WANT TO EAT AT A FOODTRUCK FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE BEFORE I DIE, PLEASE MAKE MY WISH

COME TRUE THANKS

240 : In regards to the food truck festival, I think there should be spread out more. It's always so pact.

243 : No

244 : I like the fresh food and the friendly service and being outside.

249 : no

254 : Quality and originality is choice!
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262 : Food trucks should be fast, affordable, and reasonable portions especially at festivals where people want to

try the fare from more than one truck

266 : The majority aren't worth the cost.

267 : I think they are great, but important that safety standards be maintained. I'm sure restaurants don't want them,

but I don't find they really compete for the same money. If I go to a food truck, I was not going to go to a sit down

restaurant. They might compete more with fast food. It would be a good way to get more food diversity into our

community without all the capital of a bricks and mortar building. The festival has certainly shown interes!

270 : Great small business opportunity for the community.

271 : I'm not a huge food truck fan but I'm all for supporting new businesses and different opportunities. Late night

would be great as New West has such early closing hours.

272 : Could you encourage vendors to sell smaller portions? We'd probably go to food trucks more often if you

could get a small bite, not just a massive meal

299 : I'd really like to have roaming trucks with meals in the $7-10 range.

301 : Nope.

303 : I'm glad you're doing this. Portland does it right. Safety is an issue, so please don't let that slide, have a

process by which you can re-evaluate problem trucks. Great job on bringing this needed update to New West...

maybe you should have a spot for a truck at the new Front St Mews.

308 : New West badly needs more food options to keep residents in the city rather than see them leave on

weekends!

310 : Love the concept of different choices

311 : The more food trucks the better. I think modeling something after Portland's pods would be a good idea. Also

work with community groups to establish a food truck incubator or affordable commercial kitchen space.

313 : This project would increase the attractiveness of new west to visitors and workers, as well as for residents

looking for something other than traditional restaurants! Bring on the food trucks!

314 : I think they are fantastic and we should be accommodating them somehow both to enhance choices for

residents but as a tourist draw

317 : I think they're rather pointless but I wouldn't mind if we had a (very) few like Downtown Vancouver.

318 : Bring em on!

322 : Competitive pods might keep the prices low. They should be a cheaper alternative to a real restaurant.

323 : I'm worried that this is a fad, and that the public will lose interest in food trucks over time. I hope that the City

can continue be fliexible to keep up with the fads (e.g. food trucks, craft breweries, escape rooms) as they come

and go.  I'm curious to see what the next fad will be!

325 : Let's get more of them!

326 : I love when they're really busy and the smell fills the air (when you're expecting it). Late night burritos on the

street! BBQ in the winter! Fresh buckwheat crepes after school! Honestly, a fragrant truck shoud be near any non-

fragrant truck (e.g. smoothies, ice cream).

328 : Let's do this thing.

330 : More inclined to go when weather is good

335 : Rotating schedules is best...no one wants to eat the same thing for lunch EVERY day even if it is tasty. variety

is the spice of life!

336 : Prefer to have more 'small food vendors with quality at reasonable price' in variety of permanent locations.

337 : I think they will add different menus to the area and possibly improve some of the restaurant menus
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339 : Licensing fees should be manageable for a difficult business like food trucks. Primary benefit is what it does

for the neighbourhood, not as a generator of funds for the city.

341 : Love going out for some drinks and seeing food trucks around a bar or brewery

346 : Please apply straight sewage rules, grease recycle rules, organic/food recycle rules, garbage disposal rules,

and no alchoholic drinks should be allowed.

347 : not for now

353 : It would be nice to see them incorporated into every special event in the city.  I realize that the city might be

concerned about competition for services at concession stands, but what the food trucks offer can be completely

different.  What if there is a special private function or sporting event at a park, could there be an allowance to

request one or more?

359 : If you are going to have Food trucks in New West , other than for special events. You must have some form of

vetting for quaility of food.

364 : They would be a great addition - I just hope price point it's affordable for families.  The majority of eaters

downtown are office workers with higher salaries.

369 : I like when there are pinic benches or some type of seating close by. Pod style is awesome

371 : no

372 : no

373 : I would definitely like to see more food trucks in New West but I don't want to see you take the route of

Vancouver where you bloat the market to the point that many food trucks can't turn a profit.

376 : New West needs to continue to  transform its downtown, Food Trucks along Columbia would be amazing.

401 : Don't restrict them.

405 : Local businesses should not be involved in the planning, implementation and evaluation of the City's food

truck program

406 : As long as you can find somewhere close to the skytrain, I think the pod idea works best. Perhaps between

New West Skytrain and Douglas, or between the hospital and the Sapperton station.

414 : Need to be aware of competition with existing retail restaurants who pay full property taxes in the City.  Keep

a level playing field as far as overall operating expenses between trucks and storefront operations and relative

service level.

418 : Let's become the next Portland which doesn't impose too many rules as Vancouver does limiting the success

of its operators

429 : They're great and draw more people into areas. Cool and hip and will bring a good atmosphere

431 : New Westminster should be a destination location, and foodies have little reason to come here.

432 : I am worry about food truck maniufacturers pushing the City to allow food trucks so that they can sell more

food trucks, but food truck operators not going to be succesful. Food truck operators need to be reminded that any

business that is seasonal, outdoor and weather dependant is taking a lot of risk.

433 : Bring em on!  Would love to see them all over New West

442 : Please bring them in. 7 days/week.

444 : They can add variety and a different taste.  Useful as well as they are often faster than a restaurant and

sometimes spped is essential.  Keep a variety rather than all the same type of food.

446 : Love the food. Portland, OR has an amazing food truck service infrastructure which serves the community

and supports the culinary and tourism industry.

477 : I believe they are good for locals and tourists alike!
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480 : Don't cut off the food trucks.  They add a lot of personality to the city.

485 : Please bring them to New West. Everyone in New West knows this is an incredible, growing city and a good

place for 20-30's to invest themelves and their future. But we're having a hard time communicating that outside of

the city. We need to break the New West stigma, food trucks will help.

492 : we need to encourage people to ride their bikes, The festival needs to supply portable bike

racks(VancouverCabadians @the Nat) is a perfect example. There should be porta-poti set up at BOTH ends of set

up. That's where you put the secured bike racks. Encourage others to ride transit!

493 : An alternative to fixed location fast food restaurants characterized by diverse food choices a great idea for

special events, large gatherings and places with limited food choices such as industrial areas

494 : aroma eminating from the trucks should be minimal

500 : I think they provide a unique service to the city, creating buzz and interest surrounding the areas they are in.

They also provide more options, which New West is currently lacking.

502 : New West needs to do this. Coming from someone who has spent a lot of time in Portland, Oregon, I feel like

food trucks contribute to the community culture and are not just a food source, but a source of entertainment as

well.

503 : Use/partnership with local restaurants for commissary space could create local jobs.. Also using local trucks

for social service feeding could increase.their volumes(Vancity survey)..these trucks could feed the homeless on

their turf if utilized properly.. also local.businesses need to be consulted..for a win/win..why is New West behind

anyways?!.. a form of home delivery in neighbourhoods by food trucks might/could make for very desirable areas

510 : I really think that Columbia St and 6 th street should be zoned to allow food trucks. i also think they should be

allowed in the parking ateas of City parks. it would be nice not to have to travel into Van on a regular basis to visit

our favourite food trucks. The city should also support the establishment of ammenities that can suppirt small,scale

food businesses like food trucks  i.e. commercial kitckens that can be rented and used for food pre

513 : They are great! Who doesn't love food on wheels!

514 : So glad we're looking at allowing food trucks in the city more regularly! I've loved seeing them popping up

here lately.

515 : I think they're great, you can get a food court feel, many options of foods and all done well.

530 : It is a growing business, and we should grow with it.

545 : Food trucks would be a fantastic way to add to the fun culture of new west

546 : It would be amazing to have more food truck events/options in new west!!! again, a weekly or monthly food

truck fest at the quay would be a great family and community  oriented event! !

547 : The food truck festival here was brilliantly planned and executed. Lots of variety, enough space to host the

event and all the people, lots of seating, etc. By far and away the best event of the summer. Congratulations and

thanks to everyone who was a part of it

549 : Was awesome last night seeing the community arm in arm and some food trucks sold out! just awesome!

552 : I think they provide a unique service to the city, creating buzz and interest surrounding the areas they are in.

They also provide more options, which New West is currently lacking.

556 : I wish more would offer smaller portions so we could try several out when there are lots at a public gathering

560 : I love the ambiance, the variety which New West needs, and supporting small business

562 : would love to see food trucks in New West! Let's bring our amazing city a destination in the region.

563 : It'd be nice to get opportunities to try other trucks. :)

567 : If festival event, frustrating if area with limited parking.  Or if parking is expensive.
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568 : They are awesome and convenient and delicious

584 : Kids options should be well priced and thoughtful for simplicity etc.

585 : Suggest they sell sample portions so that you could try various trucks.

586 : A weekly food truck event down at waterfront park would be awesome. Permanent food truck "cities" would do

well in new west!

588 : Portland does it well with several trucks in a designated area.

591 : Love the festival

595 : Combining Portland Oregon's use of "Truck pods", with Vancouver's use of on street patios such as some

cafés on commercial drive, the combination of truck pods with patios would give new west an amazing dinning

experience! especially by the quay since there's so much local food served there anyway

605 : garbage bins located near to the truck is important

610 : The more variety the better!

614 : No

615 : New West has a real opportunity to ride the momentum from the Columbia StrEAT festival - people of all

generations and cultures are hungry (no pun intended) for places to gather. Allowing food trucks, and specifically

something down at the Pier Park parking lot once a month or every Friday night would be a fantastic addition to the

fabric of our community.

618 : Love the ease and interesting foods available.

619 : They are fun way to introduce innovative and diverse cuisines to the community. New West has some great

restaurants but variety is always appreciated.

623 : They're great for fun for everyone of all ages.

626 : The pedestrian side of the pier park parking lot would make a great "pod" location for food trucks. Just sayin'...

627 : They're a great way to help out your entrepreneur neighbour

629 : I do hope food trucks can operate alongside the local, restaurants and eateries, not take away from them.

630 : They are followed, a source of media for the neighbourhood/city they are present in

631 : They really shouldn't be allowed close to other 'open' Restaurants of the same type, i.e.: greek truck near a

greek restuarant

634 : You can make a different kind of stationary location- share one spot with more food trucks - in this way people

have more options and also you will make something exciting for food vendors and people.

637 : Please please please keep the food trucks going. I'm a big fan

639 : My concerns about food trucks involve the amount of garbage they produce. I hope the city will make it

mandatory for food truck operators to use only recyclable and/or compostable materials, with receptacles to dispose

of them correctly that are large enough to accommodate the volume.

640 : they are a fun way to add some interest to city streets and provide a fun gathering place for people in the city

in public places.

641 : again not to many trucks hard to get walk up yraffic on a regular basis also bery low license

643 : I understand the concern of increased competition with restaurants. Perhaps having food truck permits issued

depending on the type of cuisine, so to limit too many food options in the same category. Overall, I think the food

always speaks for itself. Good food, and customers will come.

644 : no

649 : no

651 : I think it's a great idea and would recommend East Columbia as a starting point. Thousands of people work
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there.

652 : would love to see more trucks in nw- love the steel and oak partnership and parking spot fro the trucks out

front

653 : They are now a key part of an urban core.  But NW is small, so allow the program to grow organically with a

few trucks so people get in the habit of grabbing lunch or dinner there, instead of setting the trucks up to fail by

having too many, too soon.

662 : Please don't leave out Queensborough in the food truck planning especially the Port Royal area. I think the

density of the Port Royal area should be able to support for example a food truck night every Friday.  During

daytime hours a food truck might also be able to get business from people working on Annis Island.

663 : Tend to be pricier than some alternatives

664 : Quick and easy way to get a meal, usually different food

665 : Provide more spaced out seating area among trucks

669 : no

670 : Dont just run the food truck fest like a show and shine like it was this year. Make sure there is seating!!!!!!

671 : They are the best idea!

675 : I think we should do everything possible to get more of them in New Westminster.

678 : watch out for rats and other rodents, hygiene will be important in frequent areas!

679 : They are good at certain locations where they don't compete with existing restaurants such as the Steel and

Oak Brewery where it compliments the tasting room.

682 : We should have more.

685 : No

687 : Food trucks are great as long as the place where they are can accommodate people eating

689 : no

692 : The world has enough hotdog trucks.  Please, no more hotdogs.

695 : I support food trucks in New West, especially in Sapperton and Uptown

696 : They will only enhance the culinary scene in New West. They will bring people to the city to eat but also to

then wander the streets to shop! Win win!

700 : It would be really great to have a number of trucks licensed for the city so that variety could be experienced

706 : Am close to 6th and 6th - would be great to have a changing food truck to provide an alternative to the local

restaurants - even if just once in a while.

708 : Get your head out of your ass and let the food trucks do their thing.

709 : More food trucks in New West would be fantastic! I strongly support this pilot project.

710 : I moved here from Vancouver two years ago.  The very worst thing about New West is that all the restaurants

close ridiculously early.  There is no where to eat late night.  I would love for a food truck to park outside every bar

especially late at night.

711 : Food trucks would give people more options and it's always good to have more options. Also, people are busy

these days and sometimes don't have the time to go to a restaurant, but instead need to grab a meal quickly. Food

trucks can serve this purpose and some of the trucks, for example Gypsy Trunk, Loving Hut, The Juice Truck, are

healthy fast food options.

716 : Please add more locations, like pier park

720 : I sincerely hope that the City of New Westminster allows them to operate all over as I think they would be a

big draw to the city.
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722 : I need food trucks for lunch. Let's make it happen

727 : They are roving kitchens. just as good or bad as any other location.

728 : Food trucks should be subjected to a focus group to allow potential customers to critique the food and prices

prior to being permitted to sell food to the public.

733 : Encourage the social aspects - getting people out of their shells a bit.

734 : in general, they miss the point of quick cheap street food, and create a littany of issues because of it. Meat on

a stick? maybe a napkin and of course the stick as garbage. Some frou-frou tandoori wrap with yougurt demi-

glazing? All sorts of garbage.

735 : Remember that they can be loud, due to their generators running. Keep them in areas where they will get

business without infringing on small restaurants.

736 : they would do well in the downtown beighbourhood

739 : Perhaps there should be a phased approach, starting with special events done regularly in fixed zones and

open up other venues depending on results. Follow successful experiences from other cities

747 : No

752 : Should be screened for originality, serve tasty food,  and should not cost too much. Oners need to have a

passon for food and not just out to make a buck.

759 : Love them!

766 : I think they are definitely a current trend and would add a great level of diversity to the food scene in New

West. The food truck festival was evidence of that although I do understand much of that traffic was not necessarily

all New West residents. I personally am dying for more food choice in New West, and on a late weekend night

there's almost nothing but crappy pizza shops.

772 : I think it's a great business and hope to see it expand in more cities throughought the lower mainland and

Fraser valley

814 : Food trucks in general are super expensive ways to eat. I think the biggest challenge in New West is the lack

of seating associated with food truck locations. In downtown Vancouver, the largest concentrations are near the Art

Gallery and Canada Place where there are ample outdoor stairs, etc for seating.

 

End of the report 12/1/2015 3:16:48 PM Eastern Standard Time
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Let's Talk Food Trucks!
 

Who are you?

Number of respondents : 451

If Other, please tell us who you are:

187 : grew up in new west, live in bby now but visit quay everyday if possible

195 : Miranda Walston, Student

261 : Moving to New West in two weeks.

270 : Teacher in new west

597 : Also currently looking to open a restaurant in new west

631 : Burnaby, seasonal Entertainer-small bizz owner, part-time Ice Rink Cleaner.

752 : lived in New Westminster for 29 years. Now in Surrey.

 

Have you eaten at a food truck?

Number of respondents : 453

Why?

21 : Great quality food, never had a bad experience.

22 : To try something different.

23 : Don't trust the quality.

24 : For fun

25 : Have not seen one around in New West, outside of the festival.

30 : Because I visited the streat festival last year

Choice Total %

New Westminster resident 396 87.80

New Westminster restaurant owner or operator 5 1.11

New Westminster business/office owner or operator (other than restaurant) 22 4.88

Food truck owner or operator 4 0.89

Employed in New Westminster 82 18.18

Visit New Westminster 20 4.43

Other 5 1.11

534 100.00

Choice Total %

Yes 423 93.38

No 30 6.62

453 100.00
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31 : Supporting local businesses / at the local farmers market

33 : Never had the chance to

36 : Too expensive, lines too long, and lack of easy-to-read menus

40 : Convenience

49 : I liked what they were serving and it was cheaper than eating in a sit-down restaurant.

56 : Not available where I live/work/walk (ie New Westminster)

57 : Great food (usually locally sourced) & supporting local entrepreneurs.  Plus it's just fun.

61 : innovative, delicious food!

74 : They are fast, convenient and really tasty food!

77 : Fast, exciting choice, different than normal restaurants for a fast food.

88 : They offer exciting and different foods. I also enjoy the novelty of food trucks and Are a unique, expected part

of a progressive urban environment. I also like to support local entrepreneurs.

89 : Convenience, interesting choices

107 : Delicious convenient fancy food without the pretentious ambiance

108 : For fun

112 : Convenience

113 : Because they're delicious?!

123 : Convenience

124 : Have other job

125 : line ups were too long.

126 : for a change

127 : It offered something different than the usual boring fare offered in New West

128 : At the roller derby

129 : Quick and convenient, great ethnic choices

132 : convenience and variety

133 : convenience and variety

134 : trendy

135 : I was hungry.

136 : There is none available

137 : try something new and variety

138 : At the Farmers Market

139 : It's fun to eat out and try something new

140 : Because its a great way to experience new foods!

141 : Convenience

142 : New fun choices for food that's on the go or good for picnics! It's a great low key dining option!

143 : Good food.

144 : Fun experience. Always great food

145 : Variety, culture, enjoymen

146 : They are fast and convenient, I like supporting local small business

148 : Unique, tasty food at a decent price (not cheap but still affordable). More of an experience and can be located

in interesting places.

149 : Variety of foods. Convenient location. Good food.
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150 : Variety! Food Trucks provide instant food choices in a neighborhood. I also like I am supporting an

entrepreneur and not a faceless chain.

151 : Variety, quality, convenience

152 : Not sure

153 : I like them. I enjoy them while in Vancouver and I enjoyed the food truck festival in New West last year.

Attending this year. Would love to see food trucks around the city and at special events.

155 : Try new food, convenience, something different and eclectic, new experience.

157 : Find the food very interesting and flavourful.

159 : Heard great reviews about certain trucks, it's trendy

160 : I was hungry

161 : Why not?

162 : always something new and different.

163 : Convenience and variety.

164 : Easy, cheap and fast!

165 : Because there's some good food at food trucks.

166 : Reel Mac n Cheese

167 : Good food

169 : Because the food is generally really good.

170 : Convenience and great taste

172 : Convenience and great taste

173 : Special treat

174 : convenience, attracted by the creativity of small operations

177 : Convenience, fun, and to try new food!

179 : convenience, good food

180 : It's a fun experience; variety outside of the standard restaurants.

182 : Wanted dinner while eating at Steel and Oak, food was apetizing.

183 : Delicious locally sourced food

185 : convenience, unique products they sometimes offer, price (sometimes)

186 : Enjoy the variance of trucks that often stop at my office. Different food each day, enjoyable lunch experience,

etc. Also enjoy food trucks at breweries where licensing does not allow them to sell food in house.

187 : in vancouver

188 : Typically overpriced, fast food, don't appear clean - I would rather go to a restaurant. 

I might if there were some late night ones around on Columbia Street after hours besides the hot dog place outside

the police station.

191 : Convenience, speed of service, low price

192 : fun

193 : Because they are fun!

194 : I was hungry

195 : Its easy and convenient.

196 : During the Streat festival last year, and a few times while out.

197 : never seen one

202 : At various festivals.
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203 : convenient and tasty, trying new things.

204 : they have fantastic options. Things you can't find anywhere else.

205 : because it is a fun way to experience food and the City!  Food trucks are also found at festivals, at parks, in

public spaces, and other spots where I like to be

206 : Because the food looked delicious and I was hungry

208 : Hunger

209 : I enjoy the variety and passion these people have for the food they serve

211 : Because of their most awesome food.

212 : Connivence

213 : Novelty. Also, cuisine type was niche, difficult to find in a restaurant.

214 : Because I was hungry and I'd heard good things about it.  Also been to food truck fairs.

215 : better than fast food

216 : Convenient, unique offerings, cheap, quick, delicious

217 : Never had the time

218 : They often provide unique options at a good price, and at a superior quality. Also, there's no obnoxious TVs.

219 : They serve good food at economical costs

221 : Food usually good no need to tip

222 : Small menu, focused food and  fast

223 : Fast, focused menu

225 : Fast and convient. Different cusine available offered.

226 : Difficult to run into one!

227 : none nearby

228 : Fun

233 : Fun & convenience

234 : Yes, but in Vancouver. Not yet in New West. Just haven't had the opportunity.

235 : I liked the cuisine it offered.

236 : There are none where I live, and I don't want to travel all the way to downtown Vancouver to find one.

239 : Love trying new food!!!

240 : Because it usually offers unique food items

241 : Convenience and curiosity

242 : Farmer's Market to try it out, a Groupon, and when downtown Vancouver for lunch

243 : I attended the food fest on columbia street last year

244 : Associated with Steel and Oak.

245 : convenience

246 : Good food. Like supporting small business. Makes places more interesting

247 : Because I don't get out of the house much

248 : Convenience, novelty

249 : Quick, delicious food. Food trucks I've eaten at have been renowned for having delicious food.

250 : Convenience.  Plus the food options are usually more interesting (and often healthier) than most fast food

restaurants.

251 : Cause they're great

252 : It's similar to fast food: quick service at a reasonable cost.
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253 : Something different, neat experience.

254 : Hungry

256 : Food good

257 : Convenience

258 : Never had the opportunity

261 : Wide variety to choose from, unique menu options.

262 : Try something new

265 : None available

266 : Because it's there

267 : Convenient. Fun. Fast. When I'm in downtown Vancouver and don't have a lot of time, it is easy to pick up

something on the go. Usually a good price point. Sometimes the truck is associated with other restauraunts, such

as Tacofino.

268 : Why ask why?

269 : Delicious, fast, let's you experience a variety of different food

270 : Novelty, convenience, new food, cheaper foor

271 : wanted to try something different

272 : We love eating outside, in the shade or sunshine! Eating outside is fun, casual and let's you chat with others

more informally. Also, the quality of food truck food is typically great in metro Vancouver

290 : Fun, convenient and unique food

291 : Convenience, access to variety, appealing menu offering.

299 : Convenient to try new meals.

301 : Tasty new meals.  Conveniently located near my work and at events

302 : Because it had some food I wanted to try.

303 : Eclectic, exotic food choices, charming menus, lower prices than restaurants, and charming owners.

306 : because there are unique options

307 : Convenience, and flexability

308 : Because I love food

309 : Convenience

310 : Wanted to give it a try

311 : They offer good food, usually food you can't find at a restaurant, they're affordable, unique and convenient..

313 : Convenience and uniqueness of experience

314 : Convenient, at a festival, wanted to try what their food

315 : I was at the food truck fest

317 : I was at the food truck fest

318 : Good, fast food outside

322 : I was hungry.

323 : convenient, novelty

324 : Great street food and convenient when in a hurry.

325 : Because the food is good and they're conveniently located near my office

326 : Food restrictions, price, health concerns.

327 : Food truck event

328 : It's yummy and different
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330 : Downtown Vancouver

331 : Variety and freshness.

333 : Fun and convenient

335 : More Variety and convenience (time and location) vs permanent restaurants

336 : I mostly just wanted to see why people went to them; (probably to try new/foreign items). I found the prices

high, and also wonder at how sanitary the conditions are when away from regular 'facilities'. I have nothing against

them, if what they serve is actual real, healthy food (not chemical concoctions of crap). We don't need more junk

food, or garbage blowing around. Seems wasteful on fuel for them to drive around to city destinations.

Prefer that they are not covered in tacky advertising like a circus vendor, especially blinking lights, intense LEDs, or

neon/flourescent paint colours. Prefer 3 colours or less.

Keep sign straight-forward:  'company', 'Prepared Food', Type of product.

I think parks are for nature enjoyment, and natural views as much as possible. Not the sound of generators, and

smell of deep fat fryers on the breeze. Yuk.

337 : Hungary

338 : For the kick of it

339 : Good and inexpensive food.

341 : Convenient and tasty.  Easier than take out

342 : choice and value

343 : It was at an event that I had attended.

344 : hungry

345 : tasty and cheap

346 : new experience, interesting food choices, convenient

347 : I love to try new food

348 : Something different

350 : They have excellent food and they are fun.

351 : It's convenient, fun, and they almost always have delicious food!

353 : I went to a fair downtown in Vancouver to sample some of their menus

355 : Because it was convenient

356 : Convenience. A way to try a new restaurant without having to visit the brink and mortar location.

358 : Don't eat out much

359 : I like what they do, there seems to be more passion and love of food than a sit down restaurant, I've lived in

NW for 20 + years and have tried many of the restaurants in town over the years however I have been turned on to

Food Trucks in other cities and simply find with most a better experience with them.

361 : Not seeing any around in this city.

363 : Like the variation n convenient

364 : There are many great options in Vancouver but I find them very overpriced.

366 : Convienient and looked tasty

367 : Only option available at an event

369 : Fun.

370 : To try interesting affordable food, especially at festivals and events.

371 : like to sit down and be comfortable, don't like eating outside.

372 : convenience or specialty food
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373 : For the convenience of fast food but different choices.

374 : Because food makes me go

375 : For the convenience of having something quick, eating different food than what I would cook at home or get in

a restaurant, lower price. Often if I didn't eat a lunch at a food truck I might not eat at all.

376 : Convenient and looked tasty!

377 : easy and quick

378 : I love trying new food

381 : Wanted to try popular items, or get something different that's cheap/fast.

382 : They have interesting and different food, usually delicious. The people who run them are friendly and excited

to share their specialties. They have quick and reasonably priced food you can grab on the go if you're in a hurry or

eat as you walk around a street-based event.

383 : They are usual delicious and convenient, a new experience.

384 : They're delicious and add variety

391 : Convenient & a nice change

392 : Festival option

393 : Because it's different and fast

394 : The food choice was good

395 : I was familiar with the level of awesomeness of Tacofino.

396 : Convienient

399 : Quick, convenient, variety, tired of same availability at restaurants

400 : I really like the variety of food that food trucks can bring. They also are great for attracting me to visit new

places, businesses, events etc.

401 : Quick and easy and always good

405 : It was in downtown Vancouver and was close to my office

406 : Convenience, and to try something new. I was at the recent New West Columbia Street Party and had a

chorizo sausage. It was quick and really tasty.

408 : Better food selection than the area around where I work.

410 : I don't usually eat out

413 : Inexpensive, unique, convenient

414 : Convenience.  Unique menu offering

418 : Yes love supporting start up businesses

419 : We had a Food Truck Festival here in NW

426 : Because they are delicious!

428 : Convenience

429 : Variety and location

430 : They're awesome

431 : Opportunity, means, desire...

432 : It was in Vancouver at the firework competition. It was convenience and the food wasn't bad, but it wasn't

great either.

433 : Convenience, good food

434 : Good food, price and or location.

437 : Different choices
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439 : Cause I was hungry.

440 : Food trucks have yummy food!

441 : curious to try different foods

442 : I love the entire experience of food truck eating. The variety, the convenience of a ready-cooked hot meal, the

atmosphere... I've had so many "first tastes" of ethnic flavors (pakoras) as well as common family foods prepared in

an uncommon way (Urban Woodfire Pizza)

444 : Looked interesting

446 : I like the accessibility and diversity of foods offered.

470 : It's convenient and fast gourmet food

472 : It's fast and convenient...good quality of food

474 : I love the variety

477 : None around where live or work

479 : Columbia StrEAT festival

480 : The food is great, & I love supporting local small business

483 : Convenience and because it's usually a specialty item

484 : Specialty foods

485 : Affordable, quick (except at our food truck fest!) and delicious. So much variety and options. And it's the "cool"

thing to do, so for someone looking to grow as an online influencer, food truck experience make great instagram

posts.

486 : Food trucks offer great food at reasonable prices.

488 : Never had a chance

489 : never had a chance

492 : Good home made fast food, supports local not national economy

493 : Convenience and novelty

494 : Just found out about from the City's website

495 : Have not eaten at a food truck in New West (don't know where to find). Have eaten at food trucks elsewhere -

convenient and often easy and comfortable to try something new or unusual (restaurant setting can be too formal

for experimentation)

496 : easy access to food while having a pet with me

497 : Suggested by coworker

498 : To try the food

500 : Love to try new things, many of the trucks provide a unique twist on different types of food.

501 : Wanted to try the food.

502 : Fast, friendly and delicious. Also, there is the cultural aspect of food trucks in Metro Vancouver. There is so

many different types of food truck cuisine offerings, so you get diversity and a multi-cultural experience.

503 : ..quality.. Convenience.. Fresh.. Cy

506 : Good selection, great variety, convenience

507 : Hungry

508 : Because they're convenient and extremely good quality

510 : Its a different experience.

512 : Novelty, speed and uniqueness

513 : Hungry
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514 : Because they often offer unusual food, they're convenient, they're often at festivals or markets and are

available, they're fast.

515 : Convience, different type of food offered

516 : I ate at a food truck parked outside of Steel and Oak Brewery because they don't sell meals inside, so having

the food truck there was perfect for when I got hungry.

519 : Haven't had the opportunity

520 : Good food on the go.

521 : Delicious new food options, convenience.

522 : The selection is different and more innovative than many larger restaurants. Variety of options is good.

523 : Former specialty food that shows its made uniquely. You get amazing food with out being in a restaurant.

524 : Fun food, also available when having a beer at Steel & Oak

528 : I like it , and it tastes so good and not expensive

530 : The vegan food truck I like was at a couple of farmer's markets I went to, so I was glad to have vegan options.

532 : Delicious. Duh.

533 : Curiousity

545 : Convenience fun adds variety of availability of food.

546 : Try new food and have fun with friends!

547 : And it was excellent too :)

548 : Novelty, convenient

549 : To support the 'mom and pop' and because it's cool

552 : Quick, Easy, Different, Cool !!!!

554 : Visited the food truck fest. This was a fantastic way to try new foods

555 : Quick, easy, and usually delicious.

556 : Like the selection, atmosphere, availability, unique items offered

557 : Convenient & delicious.

559 : Love the assortment and its social !

560 : The variety and support of small business is important to me

562 : Love street food

563 : At the Food Truck Festival, I ate at them and sometimes work brings them in for catering.

564 : Because I like food

565 : Because it's delicious!!

566 : hunger

567 : Good samplings (portion & price)

568 : It's delicious and convenient and fun

569 : Variety and unique food

570 : because you get a plethora of food all in one location

571 : It's fun to try new things, foods that you haven't tried before it had the opportunity to try.

572 : As a vegan I'm always searching out new food. I enjoy food trucks because I find they its. Have fun creative

food. Is just fun to eat at food trucks. As a former vancouver resident I really miss being able to walk around the city

and shop and stop for food

575 : To taste something different.

576 : Because I was hungry
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577 : downtown, and my company have hired food trucks for an event.

578 : More unique food options

579 : Food trucks provide food that are different from most of the restaurants I frequent and are fast!

580 : Convenient, good food, variety

582 : Because I like them

583 : Went to food truck festival yesterday.

584 : Lots of great ones and love discovering new ones! Often offer unique items.

585 : Yes we have....just love them

586 : Because they offer delicious food!

587 : I like the variety of food that is available.

588 : A unique experience.

589 : Because it's fun, exciting experience!

591 : Yummy, convenient, an easy way to try new food and support local business

593 : some have innovative food options

594 : Like to try different type of foods.

595 : food truck festival

596 : good, cheap food

597 : Quick easy eat as well as interesting menu options

599 : Food looked good

601 : Because I was in Portland.

603 : I was hungry and it looked good

605 : Because the interaction is always friendly

606 : Offered unique cuisine without the fuss of having to go into a restaurant.

607 : Great variety,  better than fast food,

609 : Great food,  good pricrs,  better options than fast food,  great variety in cuisine

610 : Food is there

611 : Easily accessible food is an attractive choice

614 : 1. Menu

2. Speed

615 : A chance to enjoy delicious food

617 : Easy and good

618 : Culturally interesting, diverse & delicious.

619 : Some of them have very tasty food!

620 : Can have great food, try something new, eating something at an event.

622 : Great, fresh, and unique food! You are able to have the experience in seeing the food prepared right in front

of you, ask the chef/supplier any direct questions you have, and take your food on the go with you!

623 : It's fun, cheap and delicious.

626 : Dude's gotta eat - Offers something more than the usual local fare...

627 : I get to support small, local business while enjoying a delicious  and convenient meal

629 : It's more convenient, economical, takes less time to order and eat.

630 : Convenience, uniqueness, variety

631 : convenience, trying new menu items, social interraction
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632 : Convenient

634 : They are healthy fresh and exciting

635 : They are yummy.

636 : convient, good price, different food than usual burgers.

637 : Faster than a restaurant and better quality than most fast food places. I think the food is perceptually better for

the price, possibly because it seems like a small honest operation.

I often find food trucks in convenient locations (like outside Steel & Oak!), prompting me to take advantage of the

novelty.

638 : Convenience; Streat Festival.

639 : Convenience, was at events like the Farmer's Market or the Streat Festival.

640 : Fun to try something new; like the variety of foods offered and a more relaxed option than going out to a

restaurant.

641 : fun different food . owners usally allot of fun

643 : Good, hot food. Usually interesting and just the experience is really cool

644 : because I like eating good food.

647 : For the experience.  Also, at times it can be more accessible than an actual restaurant.

649 : they are convenient

650 : to try different cuisines

651 : Great food.

652 : great food!! creative- fun- quick and easy- my kids love them!

653 : Delicious, creative food often offered in smaller portions.  Most often located at a festival, and in the busy

downtown area of a large city, ie New York, Vancouver.

654 : They offer some pretty unique flavours at decent prices.

655 : To try new, interesting food options.

656 : Because wife likes that

658 : I love them! Great to try different foods.

660 : Community event

662 : If the food truck has a fresh and tasty vegetarian option then I'll often go to a food truck for lunch as I work in

downtown Vancouver. I like the variety of cuisines available from food trucks. Have also ate at food trucks at

different farmers markets.

663 : Variety and convenience

664 : Different food, usually healthy

665 : Convenient . And flavour

668 : They're very accessible and offer great food!

669 : not sure if food is clean

670 : I love street food

671 : Because they are convenient and have a wide variety of  different food from around the world. it's a nice way

to try something new without spending a fortune on a whole meal.

672 : smells good

674 : I consider myself a bit of a foodie. I try to eat at as many places as possible including various food trucks.

675 : I love food trucks. I feel like they represent a fantastic way to get food almost directly from a chef. They are a

wonderful alternative to fast food and I like supporting small businesses.
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676 : Fun, fast, yummy

677 : Variety

678 : like the variety.  Locations are often more convenient.

679 : It was at the Steel and Oak Brewery

680 : good food

681 : Different type of cuisines.

682 : Because they are delicious

683 : Delicious

685 : It's quick and convenient

687 : I love the convenience and they have great quality food

689 : just and easy

690 : Closest food outlet available

691 : Convenient

692 : To try out some different foods.

695 : Variety of food, novelty appeal, truck featured on Eat St (TV show), proximity to office

696 : You can get new or interesting food, often locally sourced, at good prices and quickly.

698 : Because food trucks are awesome

699 : Good food

700 : Quick excellent culinary options

701 : Because I was hungry and it was the food truck festival in New West.

703 : I love good food! And variety.

704 : new west eat fest

705 : at the last years street eats festival

706 : Try something new, or that's what there was where I was at the time.

708 : Because the neighbourhood restaurants don't even compare. Food truck owners are making way better food

than the neighbourhood restaurants. When you go online and the best rated restaurant in your neighbourhood is a

Joey's, then something is seriously wrong.

709 : Food trucks are often convenient, fun, and delicious.

710 : I've been to several in Vancouver and the have all been delicious and a good value.

711 : It was vegan food and it was absolutely delicious!

713 : Why not?

714 : To eat

716 : Festival, with Beer

718 : Fun, convenient, generally good and healthy food.

720 : Because it is convenient and delicious.

721 : Convenient, fast, different

722 : It was soooooo busy

724 : Cuz.

725 : Because it looked good

727 : friends family member something something owned or worked there, been to the place in mexico where the

best street food taco stands are (dozens of options for condiments), if its good or just convenient then I'll have it

728 : to try the food
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730 : Variety, convenience, novelty

731 : Food

732 : The types of foods these food trucks are serving are extremely varied and the manner in which they are

serving it is super fun!

733 : Curiousity and novelty.

734 : Because food?

735 : To try different cuisines

736 : Because they're usually conveniently located, offer delicious food, and variety. Plus it's fun!

737 : Offers very different choice from restaurants

739 : Generally have good food at reasonable prices

744 : It's a fun way to get lunch, and it encourages people to go outside to eat. Oftentimes the food truck offers a

twist on a cuisine or dish you can't get anywhere else. It's always a fun surprise to see what food trucks are parked

where on any given day

745 : Tasty, unique, fresh, and fast food options.

747 : Lunch

748 : Was outside of Steel & Oak brewery and was convenient, fun and delicious

751 : Delicious!

752 : Food that is not to be had in restaurants.

754 : Unique food made with love and passion!

759 : It is fun and delicious and means that more options are available in my area and that options change

frequently. Less need to travel for a variety of food.

764 : Ease of getting food and usually very unique and delicious items

766 : unique, (can and should be fairly) quick and ideally lower price points than dine in, easy visible access on the

street, can be varied when they are mobile and move through cities in different locations, also draw socializing

around them.

767 : made a day of it and wanted to try several different spots and see if we could find a new restaurant we go and

patron

770 : Try new cuisine. Sometimes when they're at Steel & Oak

772 : Different foods, fast, delicious.

773 : Great food concepts

814 : To try it out for lunch

827 : Convenient & different options/ trucks to choose from

 

Where do you think food trucks should be allowed in New Westminster? (check all that apply)

Number of respondents : 408

Choice Total %

On private property 162 39.71

On public streets 290 71.08

In public spaces 302 74.02

In residential neighbourhoods 74 18.14
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Other:

36 : The more high-traffic an area is, the more food trucks that should be allowed in that area. A lack of options

creates long lines, and a lack of competition inflates prices.

57 : The more the merrier!  Spread the love...

137 : Douglas College

140 : Provided it is safely set up, including the customers.

148 : I really don't see an issue as to why a food truck can't be anywhere, including residential neighborhoods and

near similar restaurants. The only limitation that I think could make sense is limiting how often a food truck can be

located in residential and near a similar restaurant.

161 : On public streets where accessible, but not obstructive to traffic.

187 : quay

188 : Would like to see the in high traffic locations after regular businesses close. Exspecially where the nightlife is

on Columbia Street

193 : On a public street designated for food trucks seasonally or year round.

202 : I don't think a Ukrainian food truck should be able to park next to a Ukrainian restaurant and poach their

customers, but as long as their food isn't the same, they should be allowed to park near restaurants.

234 : Not too near restaurants.

258 : Pier Park

270 : The quay, uptown by moody park, take over part of the parkade

314 : But consideration must be given to existing brick and mortar food establishments

322 : Should set up a food truck pod, Portland style.

323 : I like the Portland model in public or private parking lots.

328 : Near parks

336 : Should be away from residential areas. OK for festivals that have no permanent facility for a fast food vendor.

337 : On streets during festivals

353 : I would be OK if they were on private property, residential neighborhoods or near other restaurants if it was a

special occasion.  Otherwise, my first choices would be public streets and public spaces. Why not at a park or at the

Quay parking lot.

364 : Down on the Waterfront near Pier Park would be a good start or in Queen's Park.

371 : anywhere, as long as they don't obstruct foot or vehicle traffic.

373 : Residential areas would be OK if the trucks are located next to a park, preferably near a picnic area. I wouldn't

want to see them on random streets. I'm also OK with near restaurants as the competition they bring isn't any

different than another restaurant opening. Food trucks in industrial areas would bring the workers there some

variety.

In industrial areas 199 48.77

In commercial areas 268 65.69

Near existing restaurants 129 31.62

Nowhere 5 1.23

Everywhere 147 36.03

1576 100.00
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406 : Ideally there would be a few areas where food trucks congregate, similar to areas like that in Portland Oregon

- I'd hope for it to be close to New West Station or Columbia station.

414 : Do not support the use of public spaces if it undermines existing city sponsored food service operations or

unduly commercializes the public space experience (i.e. such as in parks).

432 : They should only be in areas where there is a need or a demand. They should not be competing with existing

restaurants who chosen a location prior having any food trucks around. If they have  know that there were food

trucks at certain locations, they would choose to do business some where else. Customers safety must be taken

into account. They must park in the area in such a way that customers lining up would not end up on the middle of

moving cars. The noise they make. The smell of food all day long.

442 : In residential areas that may happen to have a public space in its midst (parks, schools)

477 : Private property may be too broad as someone might put on residential lot??

485 : Spread them out, don't concentrate them too much. One or two in Uptown, a couple downtown, in Sapperton.

Don't leave one area of New West feel like they're missing out.

492 : Special Events should be able to invite food trucks of their choice

502 : Would Love to see some food trucks in the parking lot between Westminster Pier Park and the Quay/River

Market!

514 : Less so maybe in residential neighbourhoods, although I can think of exceptions - especially if they're there

for an event of some kind. But food trucks can be a bit loud if they have generators and are popular with lots of

people so I would think that residents may not enjoy them parked outside their homes on a regular basis.

546 : It would be amazing to have a weekly or monthly smaller version of a food truck fest in the parking lot at the

quay (the side close to the water where parking is not allowed).

556 : Down by the quay river park

563 : It would be nice if they wouldn't take much from local restaurants but the competition may make better food

available too! Never know...

620 : But they should get permits to allow them to be in these spaces.

631 : floating barge to dock next to busy public places

637 : Residential areas seems like an interesting idea, maybe neat for a block party or something like that.

I'd be wary of irritating some residents in that area but if it was for special occasions I think that could be good.

639 : Only on public streets if they will NOT interfere with the flow of traffic.

641 : not too many as there is not that much walk up traffic in new west  started the program in surtey and it was a

complete fail

647 : Parks and Pools

653 : If they add to the vibrancy of the area.  There needs to be enough people working and shopping in the area to

support the business.  A lonely food truck is a negative image in a city.

658 : There should be no limitations on where food trucks should be.

671 : at the library (end of Ash street)

682 : Along the Quay / Waterfront would be amazing

683 : Tipperary park

692 : I trust that the city will not hinder traffic during rush hour.

727 : anywhere that doesn't have an obvious reason why not to have it there

732 : As long as the food truck is not competing with a nearby restaurant serving the same type of food, I think it's

okay.
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734 : With caveats for times and lengths of stay.

751 : At Douglas college!

 

There are different ways in which food trucks are permitted. Which do you think is best in New

Westminster? (check all that apply)

Number of respondents : 412

I don’t think food trucks should operate in New Westminster (please explain in the box below)

112 : Food trucks are dirty and usually have unhealthy food.

601 : Food trucks from out of town create unfair competition for local restaurants.

Other:

36 : Food trucks at special events are highly important - when one goes to an event one would also like to eat there,

but without ample space for access and seating I have avoided eating at them. Sapperton Days, for example, has

the trucks in a single space at the event, and the seating is boxed in. This creates a food-court-style traffic

nightmare that keeps me from wanting to enter. Spacing the trucks out across the event and providing smaller free-

roaming seating spaces throughout the event would prevent that pedestrian traffic jam.

129 : I think when food trucks are all in one area it creates a lively location (i.e portland's food truck corners). Brings

the community together. One food truck is not that ideal is there isn't the choice to cater everyone's needs-

therefore a group of food trucks will reach more from the community to caters everyone food needs. Having a group

of food trucks can also make the environment more scenic in a way of blocking a ugly parking lot or indurtrial site

that isn't being used. Ie. While in portland i saw a food truck  group that had parked food trucks on the inner side of

a parking lot creating a square to block off a ugly parking lot that wasn't used- therefore creating an open

community space.

139 : New west is small so I think speading the out if fun but I think there should zones that they can be in

187 : quay

337 : Private parking lot where other food businesses aren't compromised

358 : Do not like the idea of roaming food trucks at all!

They are OK in locations that have been approved by the city with appropriate conditions.

Choice Total %

Pod Locations (food trucks gather together in a specific area) 275 66.75

Stationary Locations (specific spots throughout the city with one food truck each) 265 64.32

Special Events (e.g., Sapperton Days) 312 75.73

Roaming (food trucks operate on any public street and on private property) 91 22.09

Limited Roaming (food trucks only allowed in certain neighbourhoods, zones or

streets)

175 42.48

No restrictions 57 13.83

I don’t think food trucks should operate in New Westminster (please explain in the box

below)

2 0.49

1177 100.00
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410 : I think food trucks will undermine the existing restaurants, possibly causing the demise of some restaurants.

While the food trucks can simply drive to another location, the brick & mortar establishments don't have that option.

I think we need to promote the restaurants we have now rather than add competition.

432 : Locations need to be determine by the need.

444 : Make them easy to find.

514 : I think that perhaps limiting the times they're in residential neighbourhoods so as not to bother residents is

probably wise, and I can't imagine that residential neighbourhoods would be where they would want to be most of

the time. But having them on the streets has been great when I see them, I like them at the Farmer's Market

(although I wish there were more), and I love the new spot outside Steel and Oak.

565 : Portland has food truck cities set up all over which are permanent. We need to get on this! North Van has a

market every Friday evening with tons of food trucks, this would do well down at waterfront park weekly if not daily

:)

586 : Follow Portland's food truck cities or maybe a weekly event like North Van.. Bring on the food trucks!!!

636 : I think food trucks should have a contract to be in one place for so long. So when customers get used to

getting their tacos on columbia they know they can go back and get those tacos. But i also think it should get

switched up every few months.

653 : Depending on the situation... A festival needs many trucks together.  A business like Steel & Oak may just

need one.   I think they do need to be limited to certain areas so people know where to expect them and so they

aren't just parked anywhere.

679 : Ideal where they are now on certain evenings at the Steel and Oak Brewery

727 : What exactly would the restrictions prevent?

732 : We have a couple of pockets in the city where all of the action is happening (ie. Quay, Pier Park, Tipperary

Park, Columbia Street) that are obvious choices for pod locations. I also work at Steel and Oak on the weekends

where having a specifed spot that people can expect a food truck to be has been incredible for the business.

737 : Let the marketplace determine where they survive.

766 : Pod locations are fun in certain cities like Austin, TX and Portland OR where I have seen them work well.

However stationary locations also work well. I think it depends on where the pod location is - if it's not convenient or

accessible or visually clear then it doesn't work as well. Special events is a no-brainer for doing as it always helps.

Limited roaming also fine. The city currently isn't that busy I would say except for the main thoroughfares of people

along Columbia and up near 6th Street past City Hall, so it doesn't seem like there is many options just yet for

roaming that would yield good returns besides those areas. Or the Pier Park parking lot would be fun - and nice and

visible.

 

Have you had a memorable food truck experience? Please tell us about it.

Number of respondents : 242

36 : None

40 : It's FOOD - you eat, move on, it's over. What kind of nut has a memorable experience to treasure for life

involving a food truck?

57 : Mangal Kiss.  Food truck outside the VAG.  Amazing kababss on flatbread with tabouli & a ton of fabulous

home pickled veggies.  Happy happy!

61 : fliptop truck has AMAZING food-- not many filipino restaurants, so good to see a filipino food truck!

74 : I work downtown Vancouver so there are always food trucks around
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77 : I love the range of choice, personal touch of the food trucks, \I would go down town Vanouver just to go to a

food truck.

88 : I have only ever been to a hotdog vendor, which is fun. But, I watch the Food Network and see so many

different kinds and friends rave about their food truck experiences!

107 : Le Tigre. The most delicious rice bowl I've had...and I eat a lot of rice bowls.

113 : Last year's food truck fest!

123 : Not particularly

124 : Just great food !!!

125 : not in new west

127 : Had the opportunity to try new and different foods which aren't offered within the City of New West without

having to travel to another municipality

128 : Allows for more choice and variety at events that might otherwise have a concession type of food program

129 : Yes please see previous page in Portland...lots of variety, creating a social point.  But also the New West food

truck festival was awesome!!! So many selections... should be done every year... or start with once a month!

135 : Tasty Torpedo conveniently located at Steel & Oak. My two favourite things, beer & tasty food. Of course, we

need more breweries in New West now too.

137 : yes all have been good. quality and service good.

138 : Most of my experiences with food trucks have been positive. The food is often unusual and delicious, and very

often they are in locations where there are few traditional restaurant options.

140 : Have had quite a few! Notably, a pod in Portland - was vibrant, lively, and was a food court outside. Got to sit

and eat with others.

141 : Not really

142 : Going on vacation to Portland and trying fun new food options at a big market with tons of food trucks. It made

it special. I also enjoy having the food trucks at the NW Farmer's Market!

143 : We enjoyed the food truck pods in Portland with so much selection in one place.

146 : Numerous experiences. The trucks at the royal city farmers market are always great and friendly

150 : Waterfront of San Francisco Bay - China Basin Park across from AT&T Field. Otherwise transitioning

industrial area, but a gaggle of food trucks brought people out to the street and made it friendly.

151 : The Columbia StrEAT truck fest was great last year

153 : food truck festival was awesome but long lineups....food trucks at the Royal City Market are great....

160 : It was better than I had expected

161 : Those spiral potatoes at the Surrey Night Market are delish!

163 : Several. Dinner outside of breweries. Dedicated blocks of food trucks in Portland (where they even offer tours

- additional business opportunities).

167 : No

169 : Just generally I find the food is really good. Also like that it is quick and generally not too expensive. I also like

how it creates vibrant streets.

172 : Go out of my way to have lunch at one when I go downtown for meetings

174 : Many of my favourite spots to eat have been food trucks! I love the food truck aesthetic but I also love seeing

my favourite food trucks expand into full kitchens. Food trucks have the ability to become famous and expand (Like

Tacofino for example) but can be a more accessible entrance into the industry for entrepreneurs.

183 : Best part of S&O on Friday nights is Tasty Topedo. The owners are great guys and make amazing
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sandwiches!

185 : there are two notable stationary food trucks i've been to... both near ucluelet, exceptional quality food at a

great price, and situated in really beautiful areas.  the ability for them to find idyllic locations is a real draw over brick

and mortar restuarants

187 : great food and fast service

191 : Food trucks and street food in general in south east Asia.  Simple, homemade, cheap, yet often very creative.

193 : The macaroni and cheese food truck at the Hyak Festival was pretty boss.

195 : going downtown to eat is fun becaues there is a huge selection of food trucks

196 : Trying korean tacos at Farmers Market, Japadog during Streat festival

202 : The festival last summer in new west that was nothing but food trucks was fantastic.

203 : Uptown Live had amazing food trucks!  Great event and exceptional food and beer.

204 : yes. delicious food everytime. love to try new things

205 : I went to Portland one time and it was great to see a surface parking lot that was lined with food trucks

(downtown).  It was great because (a) it screened the parking (b) it activated the downtown by getting people out of

their offices and onto the streets and into the parks to eat

206 : Any food that I've had from a food tuck has been great, no bad experiences

208 : MMMMM  fish tacos

212 : They are great!

216 : The annual food truck fest is amazing, and I always enjoy the trucks at RCFM. Also Hawker's Market is really

cool, it would be great if New West had an event like that.

218 : Every food truck I've eaten at has had friendly staff who was more than willing to engage in chatter about

loccal goings on.

219 : Eating authentic chinese food from a food truck

221 : Good food and friendly staff. Let Tigre and Fat Duck and Mogu and Tacofino are great!

225 : I had one of the best chicken sandwiches from a food truck. It was nice to go to a mobile restaurant since I

was unable to go to the stand alone due to my proximity.

234 : Those grilled sandwiches from Via Tevere. So good. I constantly crave another.

235 : Farmers Market, Disco Cheetah, relatively fast, and the cuisine was a creative fusion of tastes.

236 : n/a

239 : In Austin Texas there were food trucks everywhere and I had the best,healthiest tacos I have ever eaten

240 : Yes, I had wood oven pizza sandwiches and it was tasty and amazing.

242 : Several.  Good food.  Especially enjoyed being able to have food while beer tasting at Steel and Oak Brewery.

243 : Not really

244 : Yes at Steel and Oak

248 : Yes, during various street festivals

249 : Food trucks at farmer's markets are a must. I also like food trucks that rotate their schedule throughout

different neighbourhoods - Mondays in one neighbourhood, Tuesdays in another. For me, a good food truck

experience is all about the food.

252 : Recently I was at a food truck festival in Vancouver. I had butter chicken schnitzel there, an ethnic food

combination that I never even dreamed of before. With a lower cost of operation compared to restaurants as well as

ease of accessibility if New Westminster proceeds with the food truck pod idea, it will be a lot easier for people to

access different cuisines at a reasonable cost.
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254 : Food

261 : Kaboom Box makes delicious salmon sandwiches.

262 : Food trucks at Richmond night market allow to try a variety of food at an affordable price without overeating

265 : Taco fino in Tofino is hard to beat.

266 : No

267 : Tacofino truck in Tofino. Great food, fun experience, experience meets the personality of the community. I

love that they are in Metro Van now, but still the best in Tofino!

270 : In New Orleans I enjoyed all the street vendors and was able to try new food more easily. Also, it's a great

way to eat healthier at events as often it's only Bbq but food trucks have more variety.

272 : Portland! So many delicious choices in one spot

301 : Delicious chinese food from Roaming Dragons.

303 : Tacofino in Tofino was great - stationary truck installation, neat art, cool people, good food.

306 : all have been great.

308 : Farmers market in New West, downtown in Vancouver, multiple while avroad

309 : not yet

310 : Love Neilles vietnamese food truck

311 : Soho road. Tasting a new menu item they are experimenting with (gol guppa). It was tasty, got to talk with

owners/chef as well as others who were trying this food for the first time.

314 : Eating at food trucks is a highlight every time we visit Portland.  as a tourist we love knowing we can go to

permanent locations, rather than hunting around for moving trucks

318 : Food truck fest was awesome. I also love having rotating food trucks outside steel and oak. I've been known

to go to Steel and Oak because of the food truck there that night.

322 : Love the pods in Portland. So good and so cheap!

323 : Every wednesday there is a farmers market outside my place of work and there are several food trucks that

attend.  It's nice to have new and interesting food options for lunch that day.  Some craft breweries in Vancouver

have food trucks outside.  I think this is a nice relationship between the two business types.  A food truck outside of

Steel & Oak would be great!

325 : Delicious food!

326 : watched movies and news about great chefs wanting to cook, but not be stationary, or restricted to menu

expectations.

331 : Last years food truck festival. Great.

335 : Any event where there's multiple food trucks present....so many choices!

337 : No

339 : Excellent food.  Beautiful outdoor setting. Ethnic choices.

341 : Riding my bike and suddenly there is the opportunity for Jamaican food.  Didn't know I had that craving until I

saw the truck

342 : Portland - high choice and great value

343 : Japa Dog. Very yummy.

344 : meh

345 : food truck fest

346 : Downtown Vancouver (food truck scattered in a few specific locations under a straight schedule) is

convenient, nice, and attrack tourists and customers.
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347 : I am always fascinated by food truck for their quick service, uniqueness and great quality and quantity food

350 : Love the Jappa dog outside St. Pauls Hospital - great to take when visiting patients.

351 : The food truck festival in false creek when I lived there. I would love if New West had more things that were

modeled after what Vancouver does in general.

353 : Just the once at the fair in Vancouver.  Amazing concept and food.

359 : I have one almost every week at Steel & Oak in New West. They have Food Trucks on premises Thursdays-

Saturdays and over the regulars I am a big fan of "The Tasty Torpedo". The Sandwiches are fantastic the customer

experience with the food and staff is great. it has become a Friday night ritual for my wife and I. It makes for a nite

out that is inexpensive and tasty.

364 : No

369 : No

371 : no

372 : no

374 : reup bbq

375 : I have really enjoyed the Korobuta pork dogs at Japadog, the sandwich at Mom's Grilled Cheese, fresh fish

tacos atTacofino, and the Aussie Pies.

376 : The food truck festival in olympic village was a great way to see the variety out there.

377 : no

378 : I enjoyed the shrimp trucks on Oahu

382 : I love the Feastro Bistro in downtown Vancouver.  There's another one called Yolk that sets up shop in the

mornings outside a sky train station downtown and has great breakfast food. I dream about their hash browns on a

stick.

394 : fried candy is actually really good

395 : fish tacos

400 : food truck festivals gave me an opportunity to gather with friends and meet new people

401 : People are always friendly and food is always good

406 : I love getting food from food trucks in Portland. Lots of variety, cheap, easy to find and enjoy.

413 : Awesome food, big portions from JJ's Trucketeria; yummy popsicles from artisan popsicle maker (not truck

but vendor)

414 : Yes in Portland..Lots of fun.  Would be nice if every area trucks were located that there is also public space

for outdoor seating

418 : Love talking to the operators

419 : Downtown Vancouver Mac and Cheese was just a fun day and the food was great

432 : Fish & Chips at the PNE. There was a long line up but the fish was amazingly good.

433 : Love Portland with several permanent all day food trucks.  Whether its getting lunch, or grabbing a late night

snack after being out, the quality and selection is awesome

434 : Portland pods are always exciting and we've loved the variety and fact that we can each choose different

options and be outside to enjoy the natural/urban environment.

440 : Going to Portland and walking around two city blocks lined with food trucks was an amazing experience!

446 : Yes, mostly that the staff were friendly and usually intimately attached to the business so the experience was

more personal.

472 : Yes. Good gourmet food and easily serve during lunch hour
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474 : I used to live in Kelowna and although they don't have a ton of trucks I love that they could park whereever

they wanted and we followed along on social media to see where our favourite trucks were that day!

484 : friendly service, usually good food, the experience has always felt personal

485 : Nothing to note.

492 : Yes always, both at regular food trucks in other cities ,as well as dt VanCity and for special days like here in

NW

494 : Convinience of choices where choices and time are limited

498 : I really like the Friday night market in North Van which has a lot of food trucks and is hugely popular. It's nice

to have a large selection and everyone in your group can choose something different.

500 : The New West Comlumbia StrEAT Fest was pretty memorable, it was my first food truck festival and the

diverse/vast selection of foods was intense but also really fun! And delicious!

502 : Well I met my current boyfriend at a food truck, so probably one of my most cherished and memorable

moments. Food trucks are great place to meet people and interact with the community over the love of food :)

506 : Food trucks at festivals and Steel and Oak

508 : The Tasty Torpedo in New Westminster, fantastic food and service was incredibly fast!

510 : Having dinner with my girls and have our choice of a wide variety of foods in one place at the Columbia St

food truck festival and then sitting down to enjoy our food while chatting and people watching.

513 : Had a nice day outside, got hungry, food was available

514 : I love the food truck festival! I enjoy a lot of the food trucks in downtown Vancouver - great spots to get a quick

lunch.

515 : only had memorable experiences, with last years new west food truck fest, food trucks at the richmond night

market

516 : We went to the New West food truck festival last year (2014) and had a great time trying out all the different

food trucks

521 : I like the pod idea best. It works well in Vancouver.

522 : At every festival I attend, I look for a food truck. Have never had a bad experience

523 : More than I can say. The owners really care about what they are serving.

524 : Visiting a food truck market in TAhiti

528 : Yes Taco Fino food truck and Shawrema truck nearby Burrard st Metro station

530 : The first time I visited a food truck at a farmer's market. It was vegan, and I was SO glad, and had the best

vegan food I'd ever had.

546 : The Coast and the Fat Duck food trucks were so delicious yesterday!! and ive previously loved Soho Road as

well.

547 : Have been lucky, excellent experience every single time!

549 : Yes. the strEAT party on Columbia last night was unreal!

552 : The New West Comlumbia StrEAT Fest was pretty memorable, it was my first food truck festival and the

diverse/vast selection of foods was intense but also really fun! And delicious!

557 : Gourmet Bannock Food Truck. Incredibly good, cannot get any better!

559 : Yes at the steet food truck event !

560 : Streats! yay

562 : Have spent lots of time in Portland and had excellent food. Brings life to different parts of the city and supports

local small business
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563 : I really enjoyed the Kaboom Box and Torpedo Subs. Their staff is awesome and the food is great.

564 : Delicious waffles at VanDusen Gardens in winter

567 : Chance to taste food/restaurant which might not have otherwise

568 : My friend's wedding incorporated a food truck into it rather than having traditional catering. It was very unique

and required less clean-up and lower cost.

569 : Went to last years food truck festival, friends of mine from all over the Lower Mainland came to enjoy and we

stayed until closing in the beer garden. Sharing laughs and good food

571 : Yummy poutine! A Canadian staple!

572 : Loving Hut food truck I Vancouver. Always have AMAZING vegan burgers... Seriously check em out.

577 : I've had thai, pizza and greek at a company event and it was amazing

582 : The food truck festival in New Weat

584 : Ones that offer good portions and fresh local ingredients are great! Disco Cheetah is a great one.

585 : Yes...loved the food truck fest that happened this weekend

586 : They have all been memorable.

587 : great experiences with Columbia street food cart fest. enjoy the Portland model where a whole block is

dedicated to food carts.a model like Portland Matt work for New West in the Quay area, especially after the new

developments are completed.

588 : New westminster strEAT festival. A great atmosphere with amazing selection.

589 : Food Truck Festival lastnight was a one of funnest event I ever been in Canada.

591 : Yolks breakfast and japadog were amazing tastebud-wise; similar with the funnel cakes last year at StEAT

594 : I like the food truck fest last year and have been to the one in Olympic village in Vancouver

595 : Portland Oregon has food truck pods all over which allow for an amazing dining experience.

596 : Food truck Festival and the pod method utilized very well in Portland

597 : EverytI me I go downtown I wait 15-20 mins for a few 13 dollar grilled cheese from mom's ...it just worth it ..

the experience and yummy sandwich us worth it

603 : The 2015 Columbia Str-EAT Food Truck Festival was so diverse in the selection and I was thrilled that

Japadog was there and I also got to taste new food at the same time.

605 : Yes absolutely. The people coming together and sharing quick eats together

614 : Roaming Dragon, Kaboom box

615 : Loved the Columbia StrEAT fest. AND in San Francisco at Fort Mason where food trucks gather every Friday.

There is live music and a wonderful community atmosphere.

618 : Always delicious

619 : Like restaurants, some have delicious food and some are mediocre.

620 : The 2014 food truck festival was really great. It was nice to see the various vendors and try different types of

food. It also brought out a sense of community.

623 : The Food truck festival last year in New Westminster as well as various food trucks found throughout

Vancouver.

626 : I would recommend Tacofino's fish tacos. It's something no one in NW does/does well...

627 : There's one food truck, The Local Omnivore that I absolutely am obsessed with. I have traveled down to

Vancouver on several occasions just to have their burgers in my mouth. I've come to know these fine folks and I

love that we get to share a love for burgers!

629 : We've attended the food truck festival. We often order food from trucks around the city and when we travel.
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As a family, we enjoy the experience of ordering our favourite food/dessert/drink and eating it outside and enjoying

what other things the city has to offer.

631 : DougieDog-great selection on a simple product. Great interraction and food done to specific tastes.

634 : Holly Food Truck, they serve some healthy, local options and also they are care about environment

636 : In New York city. There was one street with a few differnt trucks in a few blocks and you could just walk down

and pick what you wanted

641 : flip top tasty torpedo and disco cheetah always good and nice people

643 : Taco place downtown -- yum!

644 : I ate food and enjoyed it.

647 : The food is great!

649 : yes.  good variety.  the food is good

651 : my favourite was probably Tacofino in Tofino

652 : the recent festival was fabuous!! notw that we had a taste we want more!!

653 : NW Food Truck Fest!!!  Wonderful setting on leafy Columbia St. with crowds of happy people eating/having

fun.  Also, at the NW Farmer's Market in Tipperary Park.  Good for a quick dinner after work.

656 : Rarely. Food truck food is usually as expensive as fine dine restaurants (given the quantity they serve). But

wife likes it, and it does give you variety to try if you don't mind spending more money.

658 : Yes, the yearly food truck festival on Columbia St. is absolutely fantastic!  It should continue to expand.

664 : Food truck festival in NW was great

665 : Food truck event on sat was amazing

669 : no

670 : The food truck fest last year was perfect. Felt like something out of Europe

671 : Mom's Grilled Cheese truck was amazing!! Provided us with a background story and future locations. Also the

Perogie truck (notsure the name) down fall was they ran out of what we wanted but again told us roughly what time

they ran out for the future and where they would be loctated next.

672 : grilled food (greek)

675 : Yes. I have had several. Everything from amazing dim sum to a traditional(ish) burger.

676 : Loved eating at Tasty Torpedo while it was parked at Steel and Oak this summer.

677 : New west streat festival

678 : Portland turning an ugly parking lot into something nice

679 : At the Steel and Oak Brewery where the Tasty Torpedo Truck was today (Friday, August 28, 2015)

682 : Streat Fest was great. Some of the Food Trucks outside S&O have been great.

683 : Roaming Dragon had a pulled pork poutine

685 : No

687 : Rocky Point ice cream was incredible. Also having

689 : yes

692 : Visited Portland and enjoyed going to a pod.  So many trucks available at the same location.  In Vancouver I

had a good meal at a dimsum truck.

696 : Food truck fest was wonderful!! Also, love being able to walk up to a food truck with my dog and get

restaurant quality food to lunch on without tying him up outside.

698 : Yes. Olympic village food truck festival. Good music, good food, lots of people

700 : Discovering Mom's grilled cheese for the first time. Amazing staff amazing food. So good
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708 : Flip top. The food was different but really good. Quality ingredients and people who know how to COOK!

709 : Food truck pods in Portland are wonderful.

711 : I really like Gypsy Trunk. Their food is amazing and Jen and her staff are very friendly and personable. I first

discovered Gypsy Trunk at the Royal City Farmers Market at Tipperary Park.

716 : Columbia StrEat Fest

718 : Crepes are always appreciated!

720 : I once ate at the Vij's Railway food truck and it was delicious.

721 : Food truck festival in Vancouver

722 : I waited in line 45 minutes to try one. Does that count?

727 : best tacos ever in mexico

728 : Yes--I had a great salad from le tigre food truck.

730 : Tacofino in Tofino was great; delicious food, makes a destination of an otherwise nondescript gravel parking

lot. Portland food trucks were a highlight of the trip.

732 : Tasty Torpedo! My first food truck experience in New West. It was unexpected to find a food truck here but

deliciously wonderful!

733 : The best ever taco truck in San Francisco.

735 : Taco Fino at the Vancouver Art Gallery, as there was somewhere to sit and refuse containers nearby.

736 : The food truck fest in new west (even though the lines were long)!

737 : Awesome portugese food in Vancouver.  Also food trucks at a back yard wedding/party

744 : I once had a Korean bulgogi and kimchi "burrito" from Disco Cheetah. So delicious! And I was able to walk

across the street and sit outside with a friend in the Tipperary Park.

747 : No

748 : Always at Steel & Oak brewery!

752 : We visited a truck for the first time. Very good, original food. A little pricey, but worth it.

759 : I live at the Quay and I love the food trucks at Steel and Oak. I run into friends and neighbours picking up my

dinner which makes me feel like a live in a community.

766 : yes - in Austin, they have them everywhere and its such a great place to stop after a night out, or a social

gathering with friends given there is so much choice when it's more than one truck. I had an amazing Kimchee

Burrito that rocked!

767 : in portland they have a city block within the downtown core...it was cool to walk around and choose where to

eat; we spent the whole weekend eating there

772 : In north vancouver I ate a pulled pork sandwich from a food truck and it was delicious

827 : I had a great experience with a food truck that operates inNew West in front of Steel & Oak Brewery on

Friday... The truck is called the tasty Torpedo great girls working on the truck ,Cheap and very quick service Oh and

the sandwichs were really good

 

Have you had a poor food truck experience? Please tell us about it.

Number of respondents : 184

30 : The food was poor quality, small in portion and as expensive as a proper restaurant.

36 : None

40 : Sometimes they are there sometimes not. They can be sketchy.

57 : Can't say that I have.  Only ever had one meal that was "meh".  Kaboom box.  A bit of a yawner.
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74 : No

77 : no anything different than at a restaurant, not the greatest food, or too expensive for what I got.

88 : No.

107 : Waiting an hour for holy perogi at the new west food truck fest only to have them sell out at my turn. Then I

had to wait 45 minutes after that for a jappadog.

113 : Nope, they are amazing

125 : yes in new west

128 : no

129 : Long line ups for food if they are popular.... at festivals food trucks run out of food.

135 : The chaos that was the Food Truck event in New West last year. Massive lines for food. Some trucks taking

too many orders, that they just couldn't keep up with.

137 : no

138 : Too few food trucks can be a problem. At events with only one food truck, the lines are far too long.

140 : At the food truck festival, poor customer service. Likely do to the operator being underprepared for the

crowds.

141 : Yes - over priced perogies at the Farmer's Market in New Westminster

142 : No

148 : The first food truck festival - lines were too long and too many trucks ran out of food. Supply/demand was the

issue, not the trucks themselves.

150 : Only when they are so busy, you can't get food!

151 : Once at a farm market, friends of the owner/operator cut the line several time while I was waiting to order

153 : no

160 : It was expensive

161 : The New West Food Truck fest... got there late, much was sold out, lines were silly.

162 : not yet, knock on wood.

163 : No

167 : No

172 : Never

174 : Rarely. Typical issues are usually wait time related.

183 : Mission Food Truck Fest. The street was open to traffic and no seating. Poor planning

185 : most negative experiences would have to do with over the top pricing (like high end restaurant pricing) -

sometimes they could be situated awkwardly so that you're sucking back exhaust while eating... generally, it'd relate

to pricing and poor location.

187 : line up at popular trucks

191 : New Westminster Food Truck Festival. I loved the atmosphere, but there was a lack of un-pretentious good

homemade fast food. Especially authentic ethnic food.

193 : A grilled cheese food truck was gross and not worth the wait and money.

204 : nope

205 : No

216 : Nope

219 : no

221 : No.
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235 : Sapperton Day, Reel Mac and Cheese, was not overwhelmed by the quality.

236 : n/a

239 : No

240 : Yes, but it was due to the fact that the food was just ok

242 : Small portions, bland food.

243 : No

244 : Food truck festival on Columbia

249 : No, not really.

254 : no food

261 : Very greasy burgers and small portions are common.

262 : Food trucks at Khatsilano festival had huge lines, long waits, outrageously expensive prices and giant

portions.

266 : Pricing with most of them

267 : Can't remember the name. Parked in front of Whole Foods on Cambie. Friendly, but long wait and horrific

food.

270 : they are expensive

271 : huge line-ups, overpriced, nothing special

272 : The new west food truck festival- too busy! Insane line-ups and large meals meant that you could only really

sample one truck, despite the big selection

299 : Any time an event is planned where lots of food trucks are present.  Prices are high, lines are long, many food

trucks just serving food from local restaurants.

301 : Overpriced and long wait for one truck.

303 : I can't remember the name of it, but I walked away from one truck with a $35 tab for two people. KEEP IT

REASONABLE!

306 : nope

308 : Yes - lack of garbage management around the truck, or not cleaning spills on the street once truck leaves.

309 : no

310 : nope

311 : No

314 : Like everything else, the food served was hit or miss but then that's part of the experience.  And finding

seating can be an issue which is why a pod location with tables would be nice

318 : Nope.

322 : Most trucks in metro Vancouver are too expensive. Paid $10 for a pretty sad grilled cheese sandwich once.

323 : In Vanouvcer there was a food truck festival.  I didn't like paying an admission fee to get into the festival

grounds

325 : No

326 : at the fair. I don't like feeling guilty. A bunch of trucks together makes me feel sad, or dissapointed. I'd go to

the fair everyday for the food, but can't.

328 : Nope

335 : When the same truck is always in the same spot....no variety

336 : Ugly clutter to look at.  Noisy.  Smell of fat frying is revolting.

337 : No
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342 : Vancouver - too expensive because of high civic costs

343 : Can't remember the name of the food truck. It served mac and cheese. I make better myself.

344 : meh

346 : Downtown Portland (all stationed side-by-side around several parking lots) is terrible, dirty, and eye-sore.

347 : not yet have one

350 : No

353 : NO

359 : Yes I have, again at the Steel & Oak with another food truck that also did sandwiches and that was a bad

experience. The food was not fresh it had a lot of pre-made components and I felt as did my group that night that it

was overpriced and underwelming. We where spoiled by the quality and freshness of the offerings of "the Tasty

Torpedo" If you are going to have Trucks in New West my suggestion is you start with "The  Tasty Torpedo"

364 : No

369 : No

370 : No

371 : no

372 : no

374 : there are many dirty food trucks from which i would never eat

375 : No

377 : no

378 : No

381 : One failure that was illustrated by last year's food truck festival was how expensive/slow a lot of food trucks

are. I want to go to a food truck because it's cheap and fast. Most seem to miss that point.

382 : If their aren't enough food trucks or they're too spread out, the lines get really long. People will line up for half

an hour at a really good food truck, but it's nice to have a few to choose from at times and places where there is a

big crowd.

394 : No service was great and fast

406 : I went to a food truck festival near Olympic Village. It was super hot out and there was basically very little to

no shade. We were also charged admission just to get in and buy food. I did not like getting charged admission and

I disliked the utter lack of shade. Make sure the trucks are located somewhere where people can actually get cover

and/or sit down - perhaps by the Wait for Me Daddy statue, or where the old Keg currently is.

413 : Once I had to wait in excess of almost half an hour for my food order at the Food Truck Fest in Vancouver.

That was not well thought out menu planning.

418 : Yes just as I have in a restaurant

432 : Canada Day at Harrison Hot Spring. We waited for whats seem like forever for our smokies. When we got

them they were small and nothing special for the price that we were paying.

433 : I dislike how Vancouver does it where trucks are tied to a spot.  If you dont like what that truck has, too bad,

no other options.  And its always the same truck in the same location

446 : No

474 : nope

484 : None

485 : Juice Truck doesn't always have the nicest customer service and their stuff it too high up. That's okay, we've

got Rain City Juicery.
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492 : no different than a bad meal at any restaurant. It happens once and awhile.

498 : No

500 : It always sucks when there is a long line and slow service combined. But that doesn't happen very often.

502 : There have been some poor food choices, but overall the expereince is always half the fun :)

506 : Not really

510 : never

513 : Expensive, and lack of attention to my meal. Would be happy to pay for a decently presented lunch

516 : No

521 : I have been annoyed at Vancouver siting locations in hard-to-reach areas. Access is everything.

530 : Nope.

547 : Nope

549 : Not yet thankfully

552 : It always sucks when there is a long line and slow service combined. But that doesn't happen very often.

557 : None

559 : When they get you to line up ! They should just take orders and payment and give you a # to come back and

pick up when ready

560 : not really

568 : no

569 : Only bad thing I've experienced is long lines then wait for the food

571 : I had some  flavoured onion rings  once. They weren't good.

572 : Nope

577 : no

579 : Nope.

584 : Some hot dog or Shwarma vendors are not good. High prices for small portions. Kids options NEEDed

586 : No

587 : the dim sum truck in Vancouver is awful.

588 : No, all have been positive.

591 : Long lines :(

594 : Very busy last year at the food truck fest in downtown. Did not go this year.

597 : Poor customer service ... real snappy owners / servers

603 : The 2016 Food Truck Festivals lines were way to long for a lot of trucks

605 : Only when food runs out

610 : Country perogis have bad perogis

614 : pierogie truck where you only got 5 pieroges for 10$ - overpriced

615 : no

618 : No

619 : They can be overpriced for mediocre foods.

623 : Nope.

629 : There was one time when the line up was really long and after waiting in line, found out when we were ready

to order that it was "cash only" (there were no signs to say this).

630 : No

631 : nope, not yet. Try to find bad points if trucks' I order from...clean, up to date health standards, staff wash
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hands etc.

634 : no

636 : not yet.

638 : They run out of food. Service can be slow.

639 : I have often experienced food trucks running out of food. Often the service is slow.

644 : no I haven't

649 : no

651 : Never

652 : none

656 : Yes, found a cockroach in my food once at a food truck.

669 : no

670 : This years festival was disappointing: no seating on upper Columbia Street, beer gardens behind metal

fencing, people crouching in corners trying to eat. Bring back the tables in the middle so you can enjoy your food

rather than scarf it down

671 : Yes, the first food truck festival here in New West. They ran out of food and the wait was around 40 minutes

which they didn't let the customers know about.

672 : food served cold

675 : Yes, I have had food that I was a bit disapointed in and/or that I thought was over-priced.

678 : running out of food or too expensive

682 : Some of the trucks at Streat Fest obviously got crazy busy so there were long waits, but that's to be expected

685 : No

687 : Yes, when after making a 30 minute line they ran out of two of the major dishes (more than 30 min ago) but

failed to inform the people in the line.

689 : no

692 : In Portland, the food was really bad at one truck.

695 : 1st Columbia StrEAT Festival (long lines)

698 : No

700 : no. Not yet

701 : I had an enlightening experience when discovering that Krispy Kreme qualified as a food truck in the New

West food truck festival. if thr Coty wont support the local smaller providers we may as well have McDonalds there

next year.

708 : No.

709 : Not really.

711 : It was quite a few years ago and I can't remember the name of the truck, but the food was so greasy and salty

that I ended up throwing almost all of it in the garbage.

716 : No, what's not to love

720 : I once had some very overpriced macaroni and cheese.

722 : No

727 : nope

728 : Yes, several experiences.  All of them involved overpriced food that did not taste good.

730 : Only negative from trip to Portland food trucks was not being able to find a convenient place to eat

732 : Some of the Vancouver food trucks are a bit on the pricey side when compared to the portions.
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733 : Have passed by in Vancouver because of the lines. Didn't like food truck event setting in Vancouver - barren

and dry, unpleasant atmosphere.

735 : Yes. Recently one parked on Carnarvon Street (Beavertails)and the noise was really loud. Residents in the

tower across the street were disturbed by it.

737 : Columbia street festival lineups

747 : No

752 : Grabbed a quick sandwich off a truck. Not clean looking people or truck. Got sick a few hours later.

766 : Yes, when the cost is high and it takes forever to get your food. If I am standing there longer than 10-15

minutes you have lost me. It now feels like a chore and not a novel experience which I think is the expectation when

people visit a food truck. High energy, unique, fast and fresh food.

767 : not a bad experience per se; just that the pricing isn't exactly a 'deal'

772 : No.

 

Do you have any other comments to share with us about food trucks?

Number of respondents : 184

24 : Need garbage available & eco friendly packaging

36 : While variety is great in food trucks, sometimes I just want a regular old hot dog from a random cart as could be

frequently found in the 90's. Finding a way to bring these smaller operations back into our communities would be

fantastic.

49 : Not really - I like them because they are convenient for me and sometimes much cheaper than eating

elsewhere.

57 : They're so great.  Diverse food, fresh, fast & just a really good time.

77 : I am 100% in favour, I just moved to new west but I have been emailing Burnaby city hall for ages to get them

in burnaby

88 : They are a neat addition to a city, just look at what they've done for Portland! They are trendy, unique, local

and offer an exciting and unusual dining experience. Promote Fun And Cool Businesses! Don't let New West

become all stuffy like Vancouver! It'll reallllllly make us stand out and will become a tourist feature!

113 : We need them in New West!

125 : I think its a bad idea to have a food experience at the expense of local restaurants who are not that busy.

Bring back more festivals that attract people to support local shops.  The city should not be involved in festivals and

they should be run by volunteers and local groups.

129 : Ensure that the prices are fair...sometimes i find them a bit pricey...

137 : no

139 : Food trucks are great way to open a new food place and it's great for the community

140 : Would also like to see a food truck incubator program if possible. Some sort of granting program.

141 : I think they're a great idea and allow for more variety and competition

148 : Don't be afraid to be bold and progressive with this policy. Also, I'd specifically love to see these trucks near

the waterfront, both on the top deck of the parkade and along the walk between pier park and river market.

151 : I enjoy the Shipyards night market in North Vancouver, I think something similar at the at the River Market

would work.

153 : I would love to see food trucks all over New West with some regulations and some reasonable restrictions or

rules....
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163 : None

166 : I find when there are a bunch of food trucks in one area it's always hard to choose which one to try. I would

prefer if food trucks were stationed thorough out the city at different times

167 : No

174 : Food trucks are a no-brainer for New West! As an "up-and-coming" part of the GVA, promoting arts & culture

(incl. culinary arts!) in New West will help to shape the community as it expands and develops.

183 : Food Trucks are a great way to try other foods. New West has great restaurants but they get boring over and

over

185 : some are ridiculously expensive.  particularly when they're just sitting in a parking lot, we're paying more to

eat standing up on a slab of asphalt... that's kinda ridiculous - not sure how you'd mandate or control that, but many

will kill their own businesses adopting this model

187 : please bring one to the quay and i will be there as much as possible

191 : Please don't regulate the trucks based on your idea of what people will want, or should have based on health

concerns. Look at cities like Portland!

193 : They CAN and do create long lines. That can be annoying and they can be expensive.  But overall they are

great and fun!

203 : What a great iniative for the city to promote.

204 : please bring them to New West

211 : I like the idea of having them around town. Gives residents an additional reason to explore other

neighbourhoods.

212 : Put some by the hospital. I work by there and it would be nice to have different options for lunch. Like if there

were alternating food trucks.

216 : Yay food trucks!

219 : i'd love the idea of food trucks. Canada is a multi-cultural nation and experiencing the food culture would be

so welcome. It's shouldn't be commercialized. Since they have no much expenses in terms of rent, it should be at

low-cost.

221 : You need to combine food truck with other local business to get the maximum impact. Just food truck alone

won't make this project fly.

225 : Nice way to pick up food on the go and enjoy the scenery around me. It would be nice to enjoy good food at

our local parks.

226 : Please issue enough food trucks that there is actual competition and the food trucks would charge food truck

prices, not restaurant prices/novelty tax.

233 : We need more! What a great way to improve the variety of food options in new west.

234 : I like good food, whether from trucks or restaurants. I wouldn't want either to put the other out of business. I

do like to sit in a nice space!

236 : I WANT TO EAT AT A FOODTRUCK FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE BEFORE I DIE, PLEASE MAKE MY WISH

COME TRUE THANKS

240 : In regards to the food truck festival, I think there should be spread out more. It's always so pact.

243 : No

244 : I like the fresh food and the friendly service and being outside.

249 : no

254 : Quality and originality is choice!
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262 : Food trucks should be fast, affordable, and reasonable portions especially at festivals where people want to

try the fare from more than one truck

266 : The majority aren't worth the cost.

267 : I think they are great, but important that safety standards be maintained. I'm sure restaurants don't want them,

but I don't find they really compete for the same money. If I go to a food truck, I was not going to go to a sit down

restaurant. They might compete more with fast food. It would be a good way to get more food diversity into our

community without all the capital of a bricks and mortar building. The festival has certainly shown interes!

270 : Great small business opportunity for the community.

271 : I'm not a huge food truck fan but I'm all for supporting new businesses and different opportunities. Late night

would be great as New West has such early closing hours.

272 : Could you encourage vendors to sell smaller portions? We'd probably go to food trucks more often if you

could get a small bite, not just a massive meal

299 : I'd really like to have roaming trucks with meals in the $7-10 range.

301 : Nope.

303 : I'm glad you're doing this. Portland does it right. Safety is an issue, so please don't let that slide, have a

process by which you can re-evaluate problem trucks. Great job on bringing this needed update to New West...

maybe you should have a spot for a truck at the new Front St Mews.

308 : New West badly needs more food options to keep residents in the city rather than see them leave on

weekends!

310 : Love the concept of different choices

311 : The more food trucks the better. I think modeling something after Portland's pods would be a good idea. Also

work with community groups to establish a food truck incubator or affordable commercial kitchen space.

313 : This project would increase the attractiveness of new west to visitors and workers, as well as for residents

looking for something other than traditional restaurants! Bring on the food trucks!

314 : I think they are fantastic and we should be accommodating them somehow both to enhance choices for

residents but as a tourist draw

317 : I think they're rather pointless but I wouldn't mind if we had a (very) few like Downtown Vancouver.

318 : Bring em on!

322 : Competitive pods might keep the prices low. They should be a cheaper alternative to a real restaurant.

323 : I'm worried that this is a fad, and that the public will lose interest in food trucks over time. I hope that the City

can continue be fliexible to keep up with the fads (e.g. food trucks, craft breweries, escape rooms) as they come

and go.  I'm curious to see what the next fad will be!

325 : Let's get more of them!

326 : I love when they're really busy and the smell fills the air (when you're expecting it). Late night burritos on the

street! BBQ in the winter! Fresh buckwheat crepes after school! Honestly, a fragrant truck shoud be near any non-

fragrant truck (e.g. smoothies, ice cream).

328 : Let's do this thing.

330 : More inclined to go when weather is good

335 : Rotating schedules is best...no one wants to eat the same thing for lunch EVERY day even if it is tasty. variety

is the spice of life!

336 : Prefer to have more 'small food vendors with quality at reasonable price' in variety of permanent locations.

337 : I think they will add different menus to the area and possibly improve some of the restaurant menus
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339 : Licensing fees should be manageable for a difficult business like food trucks. Primary benefit is what it does

for the neighbourhood, not as a generator of funds for the city.

341 : Love going out for some drinks and seeing food trucks around a bar or brewery

346 : Please apply straight sewage rules, grease recycle rules, organic/food recycle rules, garbage disposal rules,

and no alchoholic drinks should be allowed.

347 : not for now

353 : It would be nice to see them incorporated into every special event in the city.  I realize that the city might be

concerned about competition for services at concession stands, but what the food trucks offer can be completely

different.  What if there is a special private function or sporting event at a park, could there be an allowance to

request one or more?

359 : If you are going to have Food trucks in New West , other than for special events. You must have some form of

vetting for quaility of food.

364 : They would be a great addition - I just hope price point it's affordable for families.  The majority of eaters

downtown are office workers with higher salaries.

369 : I like when there are pinic benches or some type of seating close by. Pod style is awesome

371 : no

372 : no

373 : I would definitely like to see more food trucks in New West but I don't want to see you take the route of

Vancouver where you bloat the market to the point that many food trucks can't turn a profit.

376 : New West needs to continue to  transform its downtown, Food Trucks along Columbia would be amazing.

401 : Don't restrict them.

405 : Local businesses should not be involved in the planning, implementation and evaluation of the City's food

truck program

406 : As long as you can find somewhere close to the skytrain, I think the pod idea works best. Perhaps between

New West Skytrain and Douglas, or between the hospital and the Sapperton station.

414 : Need to be aware of competition with existing retail restaurants who pay full property taxes in the City.  Keep

a level playing field as far as overall operating expenses between trucks and storefront operations and relative

service level.

418 : Let's become the next Portland which doesn't impose too many rules as Vancouver does limiting the success

of its operators

429 : They're great and draw more people into areas. Cool and hip and will bring a good atmosphere

431 : New Westminster should be a destination location, and foodies have little reason to come here.

432 : I am worry about food truck maniufacturers pushing the City to allow food trucks so that they can sell more

food trucks, but food truck operators not going to be succesful. Food truck operators need to be reminded that any

business that is seasonal, outdoor and weather dependant is taking a lot of risk.

433 : Bring em on!  Would love to see them all over New West

442 : Please bring them in. 7 days/week.

444 : They can add variety and a different taste.  Useful as well as they are often faster than a restaurant and

sometimes spped is essential.  Keep a variety rather than all the same type of food.

446 : Love the food. Portland, OR has an amazing food truck service infrastructure which serves the community

and supports the culinary and tourism industry.

477 : I believe they are good for locals and tourists alike!
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480 : Don't cut off the food trucks.  They add a lot of personality to the city.

485 : Please bring them to New West. Everyone in New West knows this is an incredible, growing city and a good

place for 20-30's to invest themelves and their future. But we're having a hard time communicating that outside of

the city. We need to break the New West stigma, food trucks will help.

492 : we need to encourage people to ride their bikes, The festival needs to supply portable bike

racks(VancouverCabadians @the Nat) is a perfect example. There should be porta-poti set up at BOTH ends of set

up. That's where you put the secured bike racks. Encourage others to ride transit!

493 : An alternative to fixed location fast food restaurants characterized by diverse food choices a great idea for

special events, large gatherings and places with limited food choices such as industrial areas

494 : aroma eminating from the trucks should be minimal

500 : I think they provide a unique service to the city, creating buzz and interest surrounding the areas they are in.

They also provide more options, which New West is currently lacking.

502 : New West needs to do this. Coming from someone who has spent a lot of time in Portland, Oregon, I feel like

food trucks contribute to the community culture and are not just a food source, but a source of entertainment as

well.

503 : Use/partnership with local restaurants for commissary space could create local jobs.. Also using local trucks

for social service feeding could increase.their volumes(Vancity survey)..these trucks could feed the homeless on

their turf if utilized properly.. also local.businesses need to be consulted..for a win/win..why is New West behind

anyways?!.. a form of home delivery in neighbourhoods by food trucks might/could make for very desirable areas

510 : I really think that Columbia St and 6 th street should be zoned to allow food trucks. i also think they should be

allowed in the parking ateas of City parks. it would be nice not to have to travel into Van on a regular basis to visit

our favourite food trucks. The city should also support the establishment of ammenities that can suppirt small,scale

food businesses like food trucks  i.e. commercial kitckens that can be rented and used for food pre

513 : They are great! Who doesn't love food on wheels!

514 : So glad we're looking at allowing food trucks in the city more regularly! I've loved seeing them popping up

here lately.

515 : I think they're great, you can get a food court feel, many options of foods and all done well.

530 : It is a growing business, and we should grow with it.

545 : Food trucks would be a fantastic way to add to the fun culture of new west

546 : It would be amazing to have more food truck events/options in new west!!! again, a weekly or monthly food

truck fest at the quay would be a great family and community  oriented event! !

547 : The food truck festival here was brilliantly planned and executed. Lots of variety, enough space to host the

event and all the people, lots of seating, etc. By far and away the best event of the summer. Congratulations and

thanks to everyone who was a part of it

549 : Was awesome last night seeing the community arm in arm and some food trucks sold out! just awesome!

552 : I think they provide a unique service to the city, creating buzz and interest surrounding the areas they are in.

They also provide more options, which New West is currently lacking.

556 : I wish more would offer smaller portions so we could try several out when there are lots at a public gathering

560 : I love the ambiance, the variety which New West needs, and supporting small business

562 : would love to see food trucks in New West! Let's bring our amazing city a destination in the region.

563 : It'd be nice to get opportunities to try other trucks. :)

567 : If festival event, frustrating if area with limited parking.  Or if parking is expensive.
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568 : They are awesome and convenient and delicious

584 : Kids options should be well priced and thoughtful for simplicity etc.

585 : Suggest they sell sample portions so that you could try various trucks.

586 : A weekly food truck event down at waterfront park would be awesome. Permanent food truck "cities" would do

well in new west!

588 : Portland does it well with several trucks in a designated area.

591 : Love the festival

595 : Combining Portland Oregon's use of "Truck pods", with Vancouver's use of on street patios such as some

cafés on commercial drive, the combination of truck pods with patios would give new west an amazing dinning

experience! especially by the quay since there's so much local food served there anyway

605 : garbage bins located near to the truck is important

610 : The more variety the better!

614 : No

615 : New West has a real opportunity to ride the momentum from the Columbia StrEAT festival - people of all

generations and cultures are hungry (no pun intended) for places to gather. Allowing food trucks, and specifically

something down at the Pier Park parking lot once a month or every Friday night would be a fantastic addition to the

fabric of our community.

618 : Love the ease and interesting foods available.

619 : They are fun way to introduce innovative and diverse cuisines to the community. New West has some great

restaurants but variety is always appreciated.

623 : They're great for fun for everyone of all ages.

626 : The pedestrian side of the pier park parking lot would make a great "pod" location for food trucks. Just sayin'...

627 : They're a great way to help out your entrepreneur neighbour

629 : I do hope food trucks can operate alongside the local, restaurants and eateries, not take away from them.

630 : They are followed, a source of media for the neighbourhood/city they are present in

631 : They really shouldn't be allowed close to other 'open' Restaurants of the same type, i.e.: greek truck near a

greek restuarant

634 : You can make a different kind of stationary location- share one spot with more food trucks - in this way people

have more options and also you will make something exciting for food vendors and people.

637 : Please please please keep the food trucks going. I'm a big fan

639 : My concerns about food trucks involve the amount of garbage they produce. I hope the city will make it

mandatory for food truck operators to use only recyclable and/or compostable materials, with receptacles to dispose

of them correctly that are large enough to accommodate the volume.

640 : they are a fun way to add some interest to city streets and provide a fun gathering place for people in the city

in public places.

641 : again not to many trucks hard to get walk up yraffic on a regular basis also bery low license

643 : I understand the concern of increased competition with restaurants. Perhaps having food truck permits issued

depending on the type of cuisine, so to limit too many food options in the same category. Overall, I think the food

always speaks for itself. Good food, and customers will come.

644 : no

649 : no

651 : I think it's a great idea and would recommend East Columbia as a starting point. Thousands of people work
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there.

652 : would love to see more trucks in nw- love the steel and oak partnership and parking spot fro the trucks out

front

653 : They are now a key part of an urban core.  But NW is small, so allow the program to grow organically with a

few trucks so people get in the habit of grabbing lunch or dinner there, instead of setting the trucks up to fail by

having too many, too soon.

662 : Please don't leave out Queensborough in the food truck planning especially the Port Royal area. I think the

density of the Port Royal area should be able to support for example a food truck night every Friday.  During

daytime hours a food truck might also be able to get business from people working on Annis Island.

663 : Tend to be pricier than some alternatives

664 : Quick and easy way to get a meal, usually different food

665 : Provide more spaced out seating area among trucks

669 : no

670 : Dont just run the food truck fest like a show and shine like it was this year. Make sure there is seating!!!!!!

671 : They are the best idea!

675 : I think we should do everything possible to get more of them in New Westminster.

678 : watch out for rats and other rodents, hygiene will be important in frequent areas!

679 : They are good at certain locations where they don't compete with existing restaurants such as the Steel and

Oak Brewery where it compliments the tasting room.

682 : We should have more.

685 : No

687 : Food trucks are great as long as the place where they are can accommodate people eating

689 : no

692 : The world has enough hotdog trucks.  Please, no more hotdogs.

695 : I support food trucks in New West, especially in Sapperton and Uptown

696 : They will only enhance the culinary scene in New West. They will bring people to the city to eat but also to

then wander the streets to shop! Win win!

700 : It would be really great to have a number of trucks licensed for the city so that variety could be experienced

706 : Am close to 6th and 6th - would be great to have a changing food truck to provide an alternative to the local

restaurants - even if just once in a while.

708 : Get your head out of your ass and let the food trucks do their thing.

709 : More food trucks in New West would be fantastic! I strongly support this pilot project.

710 : I moved here from Vancouver two years ago.  The very worst thing about New West is that all the restaurants

close ridiculously early.  There is no where to eat late night.  I would love for a food truck to park outside every bar

especially late at night.

711 : Food trucks would give people more options and it's always good to have more options. Also, people are busy

these days and sometimes don't have the time to go to a restaurant, but instead need to grab a meal quickly. Food

trucks can serve this purpose and some of the trucks, for example Gypsy Trunk, Loving Hut, The Juice Truck, are

healthy fast food options.

716 : Please add more locations, like pier park

720 : I sincerely hope that the City of New Westminster allows them to operate all over as I think they would be a

big draw to the city.
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722 : I need food trucks for lunch. Let's make it happen

727 : They are roving kitchens. just as good or bad as any other location.

728 : Food trucks should be subjected to a focus group to allow potential customers to critique the food and prices

prior to being permitted to sell food to the public.

733 : Encourage the social aspects - getting people out of their shells a bit.

734 : in general, they miss the point of quick cheap street food, and create a littany of issues because of it. Meat on

a stick? maybe a napkin and of course the stick as garbage. Some frou-frou tandoori wrap with yougurt demi-

glazing? All sorts of garbage.

735 : Remember that they can be loud, due to their generators running. Keep them in areas where they will get

business without infringing on small restaurants.

736 : they would do well in the downtown beighbourhood

739 : Perhaps there should be a phased approach, starting with special events done regularly in fixed zones and

open up other venues depending on results. Follow successful experiences from other cities

747 : No

752 : Should be screened for originality, serve tasty food,  and should not cost too much. Oners need to have a

passon for food and not just out to make a buck.

759 : Love them!

766 : I think they are definitely a current trend and would add a great level of diversity to the food scene in New

West. The food truck festival was evidence of that although I do understand much of that traffic was not necessarily

all New West residents. I personally am dying for more food choice in New West, and on a late weekend night

there's almost nothing but crappy pizza shops.

772 : I think it's a great business and hope to see it expand in more cities throughought the lower mainland and

Fraser valley

814 : Food trucks in general are super expensive ways to eat. I think the biggest challenge in New West is the lack

of seating associated with food truck locations. In downtown Vancouver, the largest concentrations are near the Art

Gallery and Canada Place where there are ample outdoor stairs, etc for seating.

 

End of the report 12/1/2015 3:18:47 PM Eastern Standard Time
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ATTACHMENT B 

Total Municipal Fees for Food Trucks  



Municipality 
Food 

Vendor  
Fee 

Business 
Licence  

Fee 

Total Cost 
to Operate 

Langley City $1,315 $1,315

Victoria $1,200 $100 $1,300

Vancouver (DT core stationary) $1,128 $1,128

Surrey $750† $254 $1,004

Coquitlam $1,000   $1,000

Port Coquitlam $800 $800

White Rock $500 $150 $650

Port Moody $600 $600

Burnaby $323   $323

Vancouver (Roaming) $304 $304

North Vancouver City‡ $163 $163

Richmond $160 $160

West Vancouver $120 $120

Maple Ridge $110 $110

Abbotsford $100 $100

Delta $97 $97

†The cost for a food vendor fee to be included in the pilot test in Surrey. Other food trucks 
not part of the pilot (i.e., for special events) pay a business licence fee of $240. 
‡ Food trucks in The City of North Vancouver are only allowed to operate for six months, 
therefore the cost of a business license is for six months only. For the purpose of 
comparing an annual fee, the actual cost was multiplied by two. 



ATTACHMENT C 

Designated Food Truck Area Maps 



N

QUEENSBOROUGH FOOD TRUCK DESIGNATED AREA

1



N

DOWNTOWN FOOD TRUCK DESIGNATED AREA
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N

SAPPERTON FOOD TRUCK DESIGNATED AREA
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TIPPERARY PARKING LOT

 FOOD TRUCK DESIGNATED AREA

N

1319 THIRD AVENUE

 FOOD TRUCK DESIGNATED AREA

N
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TWELFTH STREET FOOD TRUCK DESIGNATED AREA

N
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UPTOWN FOOD TRUCK DESIGNATED AREA

N
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R E P O R T  
Development Services 

To: Land Use and Planning Committee Date: 12/7/2015 

From: Beverly Grieve 

Director of Development Services 

File: HER00529 

Report #: 431/2015 

Subject: 1407 Sixth Avenue Proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement and 

Heritage Designation Bylaws  - Consideration of First and Second 

Readings 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council:  

a. Consider first and second reading of Heritage Designation Bylaw Number

7806, 2015 and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on February 29, 2016

b. Consider first and second reading of Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw

Number 7807, 2015 and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on February

29, 2016.

SUMMARY 

An application has been received to enter into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement 

(HRA) for the house at 1407 Sixth Avenue. The HRA would allow the subdivision of the 

property, while retaining, restoring and Designating the existing 1890 house. The 

application has received support from the neighbours and the two adjacent residents’ 
associations. The proposal satisfies the objectives of the City’s Heritage policies. The 
proposal has been supported by the Community Heritage Commission and the Advisory 

Planning Commission and is recommended to go forward for a Public Hearing on the 
Heritage Designation and the Heritage Revitalization Agreement.   
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1.0  PROPOSAL 

 

The applicants propose to enter into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) in order 

to allow a subdivision of the property. In exchange, the applicants would agree to retain 

and restore the exterior of the 1890 house and to place long-term legal protection on the 
property through the HRA and through a Heritage Designation Bylaw.  

 

2.0  POLICY AND REGULATIONS 

 

2.1  Official Community Plan Designation 

 

The OCP land use designation for the subject site is (RL) Residential – Low Density. 

The plan describes this designation as: 

 

(RL) Residential – Low Density This area is intended to contain low density residential 

uses including single detached houses, houses with a secondary suite, duplexes, detached 

townhouses, low density multifamily uses, churches and may contain small scale local 

commercial uses such as home based businesses and corner stores.  

 

2.2  Heritage Policy Context 

 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City 

and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. There is recognition in 

the community that there should be a variety of heritage incentive tools that assist and 

encourage property owners to conserve their heritage buildings, and that the most 

effective legislative tool to achieve this is often the Heritage Revitalization Agreement 

(HRA). In exchange for long-term legal protection and exterior restoration, certain zoning 

relaxations, including an increase in density, are seen as incentives that offer property 

owners a financially viable means for conservation. Provisions for the local government 

to negotiate a Heritage Revitalization Agreement are set out in Section 966 of the Local 

Government Act.   

 

A heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected with a Heritage 

Designation Bylaw. A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that 

places long-term protection on the land title of a property and which is the primary form 
of regulation that can prohibit demolition. Any changes to a protected heritage property 

must first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate) through a Heritage 

Alteration Permit.  Provisions for the local government to place Heritage Designation 

Bylaws on properties are set out in Sections 967, 968 and 969 of the Local Government 

Act.   

 

Council adopted the “Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 
Canada” (“Standards & Guidelines”) in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects 
within the city.  HRA proposals are carefully evaluated against it by staff to confirm 

compliance.   
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After review, the proposed Heritage Designation and Heritage Revitalization Agreement  

satisfy the objectives of the City’s Heritage Policies. 
 

3.0  BACKGROUND 

 
3.1  Site Characteristics 

 

The subject property at 1407 Sixth Avenue is located in the West End neighbourhood on 

the north (uphill) side of Sixth Avenue between Fourteenth Street and Sixteenth Street.  

 

The immediate neighbourhood north of Sixth Avenue is zoned Neighbourhood 

Residential Dwelling Districts (NR-1) and developed with single detached dwellings, 

some with secondary suites. There is a wide range of lot sizes and floor space ratios on 

the properties around the subject site. The lots range in size from 4,059 square feet (377.1 

square metres) to 8,164 square feet (758.46 square metres). The floor space ratios on 

these lots range from 0.188 to 0.671.  

 

The properties on the south side of Sixth Avenue are zoned Duplex Dwelling Districts 

(RT-1) and developed with either duplex dwellings or houses with suites. The lot sizes 

range from 4,554 square feet (423.08 square metres) to 7052 square feet (655 square 
metres) with floor space ratios from 0.24 to 1.016. 

 

3.2  Proximity to Transit Service 

 

Transit Facility Frequency Distance (m) 

SkyTrain Station 3 minutes 1650 m 

Frequent Transit Network 10 minutes 17 m 

Transit Stop 30 – 60 minutes 17 m 

 

The site is considered to be within walking distance of the frequent transit network. 
 

3.3  Project Description 

 

The applicants propose to enter into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) in order 

to allow a subdivision of the property. In exchange, the applicants would agree to retain 

and restore the exterior of the 1890 house and to place long-term legal protection on the 

property through the HRA and through a Heritage Designation Bylaw.  

 

The historic house would be relocated forward on the lot and placed on a new foundation. 

This shifting forward of the house does not contravene the identified heritage value of the 

place. It allows the addition of new floor space to the rear of the house and the 

construction of a two-car garage at the rear of the property. The new addition to the 

historic house would be distinct from the original house in terms of massing, finishes and 

detailing in order to make it visually of its time.  The design of the addition would be 
contemporary and respectful of the historic portion of the house. The total area of the 

historic house would be 2,521 square feet (234.2 square metres). 
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The proposed new house would be designed with similar massing and finishes to the 

historic house, but would have contemporary details in order to make it distinguishable. 

The design would be in a style that is respectful of both the historic house and of the 

streetscape. The total area of the new house would be 2,665 square feet (247.6 square 

metres). Both the historic house and the new house would have a secondary suite.  
 

The lane in the 1400 block of Sixth Avenue ends one property to the west of the subject 

property at 1411 Sixth Avenue. A 10 foot (3.05 metre) lane dedication would be required 

at the rear of the subject property. 

 

The proposal provides the required off-street parking in a double garage for each site and 

a shared driveway area at the rear of the two lots, accessed by the new rear lane. Due to   

the 10 foot (3.05 metre) dedication provided the overall site area would be reduced to 

7,504 square feet (697.2 square metres). Given the lot size, the only option for a 

subdivision of this lot would be through an HRA and the existence of the historic house 

allows for the HRA option to be considered by Council. 

 

3.4  Project Statistics   

 

Current Zoning Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling Districts 

(NR-1) 

Proposed Zoning Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling Districts 

(NR-1)/ Heritage Revitalization Agreement  

OCP Land Use Designation Residential – Low Density 

Site Data Frontage: 66.01 feet (20.12 metres) 

Depth: 123.69 feet (37.70 metres) 

Site Area: 8,164 square feet (758 square metres) 

 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement: House to be retained 

 

 NR-1 Zone  

 

Proposed 

Site Area 6,000 square feet 

(557.4 square metres) 

3,639 square feet 

(338.1 square metres) 

Floor Space Ratio Above Grade 0.40 0.69 

Floor Space Ratio 0.40 0.69 

Garage Setback from Lane 12.0 feet (3.65 metres) 2.75 feet (0.84 metres) 

 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement: New House 

 

 NR-1 Zone  

 

Proposed 

 

Site Area 6,000 square feet 

(557.4 square metres) 

3,867 square feet 

(359.3 square metres) 

Max Floor Space Above Grade 0.40 0.67 

Floor Space Ratio 0.50 0.68 
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Upper Floor/ Floor-plate Ratio 80% 86% 

Height - Roof Midpoint 25.0 feet (7.62 metres) 26.76 feet (8.16 metres) 

Garage Setback from Lane 12.0 feet (3.65 metres) 2.75 feet (0.84 metres) 

 

A draft of Heritage Designation Bylaw 7806, 2015 is attached to this report as Appendix 

#6. A draft of Heritage Revitalization Bylaw Number 7807, 2015 is attached to this report 

as Appendix #7.  

 

4.0  DISCUSSION 

 

4.1  Resolution of Issues Raised in Preliminary Report 

 

In the July 13, 2015 Preliminary Report to Council staff identified two issues to be 

considered with the application: 1) The size of the new house and 2) The parking access. 

 
1. The proposed new house would have a floor space ratio of 0.70.  New houses built in 

the West End neighbourhood with the same massing would only be allowed a floor 

space ratio of 0.40 under the Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling Districts (NR-1) 

zone. This is an increase of 75% over a house that conforms to the existing zoning 

allowances. During the public consultation staff identified the floor space ratio of the 

new house to gauge the acceptance of the proposal with the local residents and the 

City’s advisory commissions.  
 

The grading adjacent to the new house has been raised to better conform to the 

massing required by the zone. The new house and the repositioned heritage house now 

fit nicely into the existing streetscape. The Heritage Advisory Commission, the Brow 

of the Hill Residents Association, the West End Residents’ Association, the Advisory 
Planning Commission and the public who attended the meetings supported the size of 

the house as proposed as it was in context with the adjacent dwellings.   

 
2.  Access to the site by the rear lane will be possible with the 10 foot (3.05 metre) 

lane dedication being provided. The Zoning Bylaw standard for establishing the 

setback for garages from lanes is to subtract the width of the lane from the turning 

radius of the standard auto. The New Westminster Zoning Bylaw identifies this radius 

as 22 feet. This is to ensure that autos can turn directly into the garage. In this case the 

lane will be 10 feet wide which would require a 12 foot setback for the garage from 

the lane. The applicants are proposing a reduced setback to the lane. They propose to 

turn the garages 90 degrees from the lane and provide easements across both 

properties to allow the garages to function. The project architects provided parking 

access studies which identified that although the access to the garages required a bit of 

maneuvering, the access was safe and would not deter the use of the garages by the 

residents. 
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5.0  PROJECT REVIEW PROCESS 

 

5.1  New Westminster Community Heritage Commission Review 

 

The project was considered by the Community Heritage Commission on August 5, 2015. 

The Commission expressed support for the project, commending the applicant for 

retaining the heritage house.  The minutes of the meeting are attached to this report as 

Appendix #4. 

 

5.2  Community Consultation 

 

Because of its location at the boundary between two residents’ associations the project 
was presented to the West End Residents' Association on September 22, 2015 and the 

Brow of the Hill Residents Association on October 1, 2015. Both associations supported 

the project. No correspondence has been received from either association. 

 

5.3  New Westminster Advisory Planning Commission 

 

The application was reviewed and supported by the Advisory Planning Commission at 

their meeting held October 20, 2015. The Advisory Planning Commission report is 

attached as Appendix #5.   

 

5.4  Timeline 

 

The following is the updated timeline for the application process: 

 

1. Preliminary Report to Council - July 13, 2015 
2. Neighbourhood Consultation 

a) West End Residents' Association - September 22, 2015 

b) Brow of the Hill Residents Association - October 1, 2015 

3. Committee / Commission Consultation  

a) Community Heritage Commission - August 5, 2015 

b) Advisory Planning Commission - August 18, 2015 and October 20, 2015 

4. HRA and Heritage Designation Bylaws to LUPC – December 7, 2015 – We are 

here 

5. HRA and Heritage Designation Bylaws to Council for consideration of First and 

Second Readings – January 11, 2016 

6. Heritage Bylaws to Council for Public Hearing and Council consideration of Third 

Reading – Recommended for February 29, 2016  

7. Completion of legal requirements, servicing agreements, payments and any other 

outstanding technical and/or adoption requirements 
8. Heritage Bylaws to Council for consideration of Adoption  
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6.0  ADOPTION AND SERVICING REQUIREMENTS 

 

There are no adoption requirements. Under the City of New Westminster Subdivision and 

Development Control Bylaw No. 7142, 2007 and amendments thereto, at the time of 

subdivision the developer will be required to satisfy all aspects of the bylaw including: 
 

 The dedication 10 feet at the rear of the property for lane purposes. 

 Provision of adequate water service connections for the proposed lots. 
 Provision of adequate storm sewer connections for the proposed lots complete with 

inspection chambers at property line. Onsite storm water management will be 

required to limit post development flows to pre-development flows.  

 Provision of an adequate sanitary sewer connections for the proposed lots.   All costs associated with the design and replacement of the existing overhead 
electrical, telephone and cablevision utilities with an underground system along 

the development frontage. 

 

OPTIONS 

 

There are two options for the Land Use and Planning Committee’s consideration, they 
are: 
 

1. That Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council: 

  

a.  Consider first and second reading of Heritage Designation Bylaw Number 

7806, 2015, and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on February 29, 2016  

 

b.  Consider first and second reading of Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw 

Number 7807, 2015 and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on February 

29, 2016. 

 

2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative 

feedback. 
 

Staff recommends option 1. 
 

ATTACHMENTS: 

 

Appendix 1: Location Map 

Appendix 2: Statement of Significance 

Appendix 3: Heritage Conservation Plan 

Appendix 4: Minutes of the Community Heritage Commission 

Appendix 5: Minutes of the Advisory Planning Commission 

Appendix 6: Draft Heritage Designation Bylaw Number 7806, 2015 

Appendix 7: Draft Heritage Revitalization Bylaw Number 7807, 2015 

Appendix 8: Project Plans 
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APPENDIX 1 

Location Map 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 2  

Statement of Significance 



Statement of Significance – Revised September 2015 
 
1407 Sixth Avenue 
 
PID: 013-535-684 
 
Description: 
 
The house is a 1 ½ storey (plus basement) single-family house, with a cross-gable roof 
and central front porch, located at 1407 Sixth Avenue in the West End neighbourhood of 
the city. The property slopes from the rear to the front and has some small-scale 
vegetation.  
 
Heritage Value: 
 
The house is valued for its historic significance, in particular for its age. Constructed in 
1890 with an addition in 1927, the house is the second oldest house in the West End 
neighbourhood. Further investigation may reveal that a substantial amount of original 
exterior wood siding is extant from both construction eras. The house is associated with 
its first owner or builder, John McNiven, who was a guard at the British Columbia 
Penitentiary.  
 
Character-defining Elements: 
  Location in the West End neighbourhood of New Westminster;  Siting on eastern portion of lot;  Massing showing two distinct architectural time periods; and  Original wood siding. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 3  

Heritage Conservation Plan 
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 Conservation   Plan
West End Residence, New Westminster BC

 West End Residence
 1497 Sixth Avenue 
 New Westminster, BC

 Introduction

The West End Residence is one of the oldest houses still existing 
(as of the writing of the Statement of Significance) in the West End 
neighbourhood of New Westminster.  It is an extremely modest 
house intriguing for what it reveals about housing expectations in 
its time.  A later addition, in the same manner as the original house, 
is approximately equal in size and very similar in terms of massing 
and detailing.

The proposed development project involves restoration of the original 
1890 building (the rear half of the building) as well as the later addi-
tion at the front.  A subtle architectural detail will express the reveal 
between the original siding and the later construction.  The original 
massing, roof forms, front porch and relationship to adjacent grade 
will be retained.  Exterior finishes, windows and trims will be restored 
according to the nationally recognized document Standards and 
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada.

The house will be relocated on the site.  It will be shifted slightly east 
on the site to accommodate parking and a modest addition to the 
rear of the original building.  The building will be placed on a new 
foundation with full basement.  This modest repositioning will not 
have a significant effect on the Heritage value of the property and a 
foundation with up-to-date waterproofing will contribute to the future 
longevity of the building.

A new addition, distinct from the original building in terms of mass-
ing, finishes and detailing will be constructed at the rear of the original 
building.  The new addition will not be visible from the street and will 
be rendered in a very modern architectural expression indicating its 
modern period of construction.

The original house and addition will be restored per the Conservation 
Plan criteria overleaf.  This Conservation Plan should form an integral 
part of the construction documents for the project.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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 Conservation Plan

The assessment of the condition of the West End Residence and the 
appropriate restoration, rehabilitation and refurbishment requirements 
of individual elements are detailed below.  These recommendations 
correspond to the “Canadian Standards and Guidelines for the 
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada”.  It is the intent of this 
report that the exterior of the house be restored to these standards.  
The Conservation Plan does not provide recommendations for interior 
restoration or conservation work.  

The exterior work is also subject to the requirements of:

 BC Building Bylaw 2012, and
 Homeowner Protection Act.

Both of these regulations contain provisions that allow for the 
conservation of Heritage buildings.  The following Conservation Plan 
specifications are written to incorporate the applicable requirements 
of these regulations. 

.1 Roofing

 the existing roofing is interlocking asphalt 
  shingle.  This roofing will be replaced with
  new, conventional three-tab shingle roofing.   

The original roofing material for both the addition and the 
earlier portion of the building was likely cedar shingles on 
strapping.  It is not practical to install new cedar shingles  

               because of  the longevity of currently available cedar 
shingles and fire safety concerns.  

New roofing is to be a traditional three-tab asphalt shingle 
in a monochromatic colour - dark grey, black or brown.  
Final colour selection is to be approved by the Heritage 
Consultant and New Westminster Heritage staff.

C O N S E R V A T I O N   
P L A N   
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Existing roofing is in poor condition and is to be replaced with 
new asphalt shingle roofing.

Restoration work will conform to Standards and Guidelines for 
the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada.
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.2 Fascia Boards and Soffits

  the majority of original fascia boards appear to be 
 in place and in varying condition however their visibility 
 is partially obscured by gutters.  The condition of 
 each board is to be reviewed once scaffolding is in place. 
 These boards are to be retained in place and any 
 deteriorated areas are to be repaired.  The barge board of 
 the porch roof has been spliced, probably to replace the 
 exposed end which may have been rotted.  This board 
 should be removed from eave to porch roof ridge and 
 replaced.  Any additional repairs are to be carried out in 
 consultation with the Heritage Consultant.

Original soffit material is in place and is in reasonably good 
condition.  The soffit material is to be retained.  It is to be 
repaired in place only where significant deterioration 
warrants it.  The soffits of the addition (the front half of the 
house) are narrow wood tongue and groove boards.  The 
soffits of the original rear half of the house appear to be 
single boards.  
  
No material is to be removed without the detailed review 
and express directions of the Heritage Consultant.

.3 Flashings

  at the time of construction of 1407 Sixth Avenue,  
 sheet metal flashings that have become such a 
 ubiquitous construction element today were little used in 
 local construction.  They can have a significant impact on 
 the appearance of a building.  Flashings should be used 
 only where necessary in the renewal of roofing and siding, 
 they should be as discreet as possible and should match 
 the colour of adjacent materials.  Exposed horizontal 
 flashing faces should have a maximum 1/2 inch vertical 
 dimension.  Wood window sills are not to receive 
 flashings.  Water table trims cut in a traditional profile 
 with a rabbet at the top edge to fit behind siding and a  
 sloping top surface at a minimum slope of 10% are to be 
 installed in lieu of flashings at the base of siding at   
 foundation.  Any installation of new flashings is 
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C O N S E R V A T I O N   
P L A N   

The wood soffits of the front addition.
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 to be reviewed by the Heritage Consultant prior to   
 commencement of any work.  

.4 Gutters and Rain Water Leaders

  current expectations regarding collection of  
 storm water and protection of landscape elements dictate 
 that gutters will be required at the perimeter of the main 
 and porch roofs.  
 
 All existing gutters and rain water leaders are to be 
 removed carefully avoiding damage to fascia boards and 
 soffits.  New gutters are to be installed.  These may be 
 standard, formed and painted K-shape aluminum gutters. 
 Rain water leaders are not to be the standard rectangular 
 profile aluminum type as seen in the photographs of the 
 existing condition.  Rather, 3” diameter painted 
 galvanized steel rain water leaders are to be installed.  
 Samples are to be submitted for review and approval by 
 the Heritage Consultant.  Gutter and rainwater leader 
 colour is to match that of the window trims.

.5 Windows

 a significant proportion of the existing windows 
are original.  These are wood windows of detailing typical 
to   the era.  They are not in good condition, however, we 
anticipate restoration of most of these windows will be 
possible. 

There are original windows of three distinct configurations:

 traditional double hung wood windows of equal 
top and bottom sash, Type 1,

 fixed wood sash windows with six divided lites, 
Type 2.  There are four of these windows in the front, east 
facade of the building, two in the entry porch and one in 
each of the rooms on either side of the entry, and 

 basement windows with two or three divided 
lites. 
  

05

Existing gutters and rain water leaders.

C O N S E R V A T I O N   
P L A N   

New and original windows currently in place.
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There are several relatively recently installed vinyl and 
aluminum windows.  These will be removed and replaced 
with wood windows of detailing to match the original 
windows.    

Restoration is to be undertaken while these windows 
remain in place unless noted otherwise.  Restoration is to 
include replacement of any broken panes of glass, 
replacement or touch up of exterior glazing putty as 
required, adjustments as needed to allow free movement of 
operable sash, installation of weather-stripping at operable 
sash, replacement of sash cords and sash weights for 
double-hung sash as required, cleaning and repair of 
original hardware with replacement only as directed by the 
Heritage Consultant, preparation and painting.  

New window trims and sills are to be installed to match 
period detailing only where existing elements are 
deteriorated beyond repair. 

The balance of the existing window openings and any new 
windows are to match the sash and frame detailing of the 
bay windows.  Exterior trims and sills are to match period 
detailing.  All new windows and window restoration work 
are to be provided by a pre-approved window fabricator.

There are a number of experienced trades in the Lower 
Mainland with the skills and knowledge to accomplish 
window restoration work.  The Heritage Consultant will 
provide a list to the General Contractor of pre-approved 
trades for this work.

Original windows will be analysed for evidence of original 
colours.  Windows will be repainted to match the original.

.6           Exterior Doors

 the existing exterior doors do not appear to be 
original.  A new exterior door facing the street and opening 
from the porch will be selected from period doors designed
and  fabricated  by the local heritage door and window 
company “Vintage Woodworks”.   Approved hardware is 
the “Rectangular” model as manufactured by ‘Rocky 

06

C O N S E R V A T I O N   
P L A N   

Type 2 windows in living and dining rooms and entry porch.

Rear exterior door does not appear to be original.
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Mountain Hardware’ or equivalent as approved by the 
Heritage Consultant.

.7           Porch

 the original front porch is to remain in place.  
Bracing and shoring will be required during building 
relocation.  

The added enclosing storm windows are to be removed 
and the porch stairs will be relocated from the side of the 
porch to the front as was more typical of houses of this era. 
 
Porch roof structure, soffits, barge boards and fascias, 
posts, and pony walls are to remain in place.  Porch 
flooring will be evaluated on site and is likely to have to be 
removed and replaced.  We recommend the porch 
floor construction allow free draining of rainwater into 
drainage gravel below the porch, the water to be collected 
into the storm water system.  This can be accomplished 
with spaced boards provided with a 2% slope to drain to 
the street face of the porch.  The boards are to be  3/4” by 
3” in dimension, smooth sanded, kiln dried clear Douglas 
Fir, placed perpendicular to the front facade of the house.  
The appearance of the porch floors will be slightly different 
from the original tightly spaced tongue and groove fir 
flooring that was the typical of the porch flooring of houses 
of this era, however, currently available materials will not 
have the life span expected for this application and free 
drainage will be crucial.

 the existing pony walls do not provide a guard
rail of sufficient height to meet current Building Bylaw 
regulations.  However, as this porch will serve only one 
dwelling unit we would propose measures to create an 
unobtrusive top rail at 36” above floor level with a glass 
infill panel filling the void between top of existing wall and 
the new rail.  The proposed top rail would be a metal pipe 
rail painted a dark colour compatible with the balance of 
the exterior colour scheme allowing it to recede from view.

 the condition of the porch framing will be re-
viewed on site.  Some selective demolition may be required
to assess the state of pony wall, porch roof and floor joist

C O N S E R V A T I O N   
P L A N   

Front porch is to be retained with new stairs entering from the 
front.
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Joint in siding between original building and addition.

condition.  Some re-framing may be required to replace rot
or otherwise deteriorated members.  No material is to be
removed prior to review and approval by the Heritage
Consultant.

 the steps to the porch will be removed in order to 
relocate the building.  New steps are to be built of pressure-
treated wood with 1 1/2” thick treads with 1” nosings and 
solid risers.  The side walls of the steps are to match the 
siding of the body of the house.

.8 Siding

 interlocking asphalt shingles have been applied 
as wall cladding over the original wood siding boards.  The 
asphalt shingles will be removed entirely as well as the  
shingle wall siding in the gable ends.  

Enough of the asphalt shingles have fallen away to reveal 
the original siding boards beneath.  These are of two 
different widths and profiles on the original building and 
on the addition.

A fine, steel strip will be inserted in the gap between 
original and addition siding to allow the joint to remain 
visible allowing the story of the two different phases of 
building to be legible from the exterior and making a virtue 
of an unconventional condition.  It is proposed that the 
siding will be painted.  

A water-table trim is to be provided at the base of the 
siding at top of foundation level.  

No material is to be removed prior to review and final 
direction from the Heritage Consultant.

Any existing siding is to be analyzed to determine 
original colours.  These will be matched.

.9 Foundation and Grade 

 the house will be moved east (forward on the 
site) from its existing foundation and will be placed over a 

C O N S E R V A T I O N   
P L A N   

Original siding has been covered with interlock asphalt shingle.
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new basement on new cast-in-place concrete founda-
tions.   

The frame walls below the main floor joists may be 
removed to simplify the relocation and to allow new 
walls of appropriate height to be built between the 
underside of the main floor joists and the top of the new 
foundations.  This will allow an appropriate clearance 
between wood structure and grade minimizing the 
potential for rot and deterioration in the future.  

.10 Chimneys 

 there is one existing brick chimney.  This is 
unreinforced masonry and it will be difficult to retain 
safely during the relocation of the buildings.  

The chimney does not serve an interior fireplace.  We 
recommend that this chimney be removed and that 
replacement not be required.
 

.11 Stone Retaining Wall

  the Statement of Significance for 1407 Sixth 
 Avenue on file with the BC Register of Historic Places 
 includes the stone retaining along the Sixth Avenue 
 property line as one of the Character-Defining elements 
 of the property.

 The retaining wall is an amalgam of original wall and 
 periodic reinforcements.  We recommend the wall be 
 rebuilt to meet current structural standards using 
 salvaged and similar new stone.  

C O N S E R V A T I O N   
P L A N   

The house will be placed on a new foundation maintaining the 
original relationship between main floor and grade.

One brick chimney is existing and will be removed.

Retaining wall at street property line.
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C O N S E R V A T I O N   
P L A N   

.12 Lighting and Signage 

 new lighting, signage, address numbers and 
accessory items such as mail boxes should be discrete, 
small and of minimalist contemporary design in high 
quality, lasting materials.  The Heritage Consultant will 
specify appropriate items.  

.13 Colours 

 original material on site will be tested for 
original exterior colours.  If this information is available 
the exterior colours will be matched with the originals.  If 
not, appropriate colours will be selected from the 
Historical Vancouver True Colours palette.  This colour 
palette applies to most areas of the Lower Mainland 
including New Westminster. 
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Heritage Conservation Maintenance Plan

As this project moves to construction and occupancy, it will be essential 
to include a Heritage Conservation Maintenance Plan as an integral 
part of the construction documents.  The objective of the maintenance 
manual is to identify building systems and elements crucial to the long 
term conservation of the house and to provide guidance for routine 
inspection and maintenance.

The conservation work is specified to be in conformance with the 
document “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic 
Places in Canada”.  It is intended that building maintenance also con-
form to the Standards and Guidelines document.  This document is 
available through Parks Canada or via the provincial Heritage Branch 
in Victoria, BC at 250-356-1432.  It is recommended that a copy of the 
Standards and Guidelines form a part of the maintenance documents 
permanently stored on site.

The maintenance manual adopts the definition of maintenance per 
the Standards and Guidelines:  “routine, cyclical, non-destructive 
actions necessary to slow the deterioration of a historic place.  It en-
tails periodic inspection; routine, cyclical, non-destructive cleaning; 
minor repair and refinishing operations; replacement of damaged or 
deteriorated materials that are impractical to save.”  Regular, non-
destructive cleaning and repair of original material is the guiding 
principle of this manual.

.1 Scope of Manual

The maintenance manual deals primarily with the exterior envelope 
of the building.  Avoidance of damage from water infiltration, sun 
exposure, and pest damage are the primary goals of maintenance.

.2 Building Elements

The manual identifies the exterior building envelope by individual 
component with a checklist for inspections.   The components are 
organized from the roof down to the foundation.  Specific recom-
mendations are made for the individual building materials and 
assemblies.

M A I N T E N A N C E   
P L A N   
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.3 Retention of the Original

All future repairs, replacements or alterations to the buildings must 
conform to the Standards and Guidelines.  The Standards and Guide-
lines mandate an approach of conservation rather than replacement 
wherever possible.  Retention of original materials and elements is 
crucial to the fundamental intent of heritage building conservation.

.4 Inspection Schedules, Checklists and Archive

The manual will include lists of building elements to review and what 
to look for according to monthly, yearly or longer periods.  A log of 
inspections should be maintained with the manual; architectural and 
structural drawings from the building conservation work; a copy 
of Standards and Guidelines; and an archive of photographs of the 
building. 

M A I N T E N A N C E   
P L A N   
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Architectural and Structural Drawings
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Photographs

 prior to construction,  October 2013
 during construction ... to ...
 at completion of construction ....



APPENDIX 4 
Minutes of the 

Community Heritage Commission 



  
 
3.1 1407 Sixth Avenue – HRA Application: Birmingham & Wood Architects 
 

Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, summarized the project as outlined in the report 
dated August 5, 2015. 

 
Sandra Moore, Architect, summarized the project as outlined in the report dated 
August 5, 2015. 
 
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Moore provided the following 
information: 

 • The new addition would be clad in glazing and wood siding, with tight joints to 
make it distinct from the rest of the structure;  • The house would retain the same grade relationship but would be moved forward 
onto a new foundation;   • Currently, there are no internal features that would be salvageable; and, • The existing stone wall has been compromised and may not meet current 
engineering requirements. 

 
Discussion ensued, and the Commission expressed support for the project, 
commending the  applicant for retaining the heritage house.  In addition, the 
Commission provided the following  suggestions:  

 • That the statement of significance could be updated as the project moves forward; • The stone wall probably would not survive demolition;  • The chimney is not a prominent feature and would not be noticeable if it were 
removed; and, • That double glazed windows could be utilized on the enclosed porch. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 5 

Minutes of the 
Advisory Planning Commission 



 
4.1 1407 Sixth Avenue HER00529  

  
Jim Hurst, Planner, and Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, outlined details of the 
application as summarized in the report dated October 20, 2015 regarding the 
proposed rezoning of 1407 Sixth Avenue from Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling 
Districts (NR-1) to Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling Districts (NR-1)/ Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement.  Mr. Hurst noted that the existing house would be restored 
in accordance with the Heritage Revitalization Agreement, and that the existing 
property would be subdivided to accommodate for the building of another home. 
 
Mr. Hurst advised that notification was sent to: 
 • the surrounding neighbourhood within 100 metres (119 notices); • All Residents’ Associations; • the Board of School Trustees;  • Superintendent of Schools; and, • the New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society.  
  
Sandra Moore, Birmingham & Wood: Architects and Planners, provided an on-
table presentation regarding the proposed changes at 1407 Sixth Avenue. 

 
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Moore noted the following 
information: • The goal of the heritage revitalization is to restore as much of the exterior 

of the home as possible, including the older wood frame windows; • The interior of the home is in poor condition and is not salvageable; • The current property would be subdivided into two lots to accommodate a 
new house on the new lot; • The additional home would have similar characteristics to the restored 
heritage home;  • A covenant would be registered for the garage to ensure that there is 
continued access to parking for both homes; • Each home would have its own secondary suite; and, • There is a space requirement between the garage and the lane; however, the 
distance from the house to the garage is not regulated.  
 

Evert Flannery, Resident, requested clarification regarding the lot size, house 
dimensions, and the laneway for the proposed rezoning of the home.  Mr. Flannery 
expressed concerns regarding the possible problems that may arise from the 
parking situation for the property.   
 
In response to Mr. Flannery’s concerns, Ms. Moore advised that the parking 
changes were evaluated by a traffic engineer.  Mr. Hurst further clarified that the 
proposed application would meet the parking regulations for the City. 

 



 
Bob Payton, Resident, expressed concerns regarding the volume of vehicle traffic 
in the laneway at the corner of 1420 and 1422 Nanaimo Street.  Mr. Payton 
suggested that this issue may increase with construction vehicles attending to the 
subject property.  Mr. Hurst clarified that parking in the laneway would not be 
permitted at any time, and that construction vehicles would be instructed to access 
the home off Sixth Avenue.   
 
Shelia Payton, Resident, enquired if there were any plans to widen the lane and 
take land from homeowners on the laneway.  Mr. Hurst advised that this was not 
in the City’s immediate plans.  
  
Amado Lopez, Resident, expressed his concerns with regard to the additional 
vehicle traffic that an extra house on the street could create. 
 
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted that the proposed rezoning provides 
a good compromise that would restore one of the oldest homes in New 
Westminster.  The Commission also noted that the rezoning would provide 
sustainable densification for the City. 
 
MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the proposed rezoning and Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 1407 
Sixth Avenue be recommended for approval. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 



APPENDIX 6  
Draft Heritage Designation  
Bylaw Number 7806, 2015 



 

THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER 

BYLAW NO. 7806, 2015 

A bylaw of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster to designate the principal building 
located at 1407 Sixth Avenue as protected heritage property. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

WHEREAS the Local Government Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c.323 provides Council with authority, by 
bylaw, to designate real property, in whole or in part, as protected heritage property, on terms 
and conditions it considers appropriate; 

AND WHEREAS the registered owners of the land located at 1407 Sixth Avenue have entered into a 
heritage revitalization agreement in relation to the principal building located on the Land as 
authorized by Heritage Revitalization Agreement (1407 Sixth Avenue) Bylaw No.7807, 2015 (the 
“Heritage Revitalization Agreement”), have requested that Council designate that building as 
protected heritage property, and have released the City from any obligation to compensate the 
registered owners for the effect of such designation; 

AND WHEREAS Council considers that the principal building located at 1407 Sixth Avenue has 
significant heritage value and character and is a prominent and valued heritage property in the 
City;  

AND WHEREAS Council considers that designation of the principal building located at 1407 Sixth 
Avenue as protected heritage property under the provisions of the Local Government Act is 
necessary and desirable for its conservation;  

NOW THEREFORE City Council of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster enacts as 
follows: 

1 TITLE 

1. This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as "Heritage Designation Bylaw (1407 Sixth 
Avenue) No. 7806, 2015." 

2 INTERPRETATION 

2. In this Bylaw, the terms “heritage value”, “heritage character” and “alter” have the 
corresponding meanings given to them in the Local Government Act. 

3 DESIGNATION 

3. The principal building located on that parcel of land having a civic address of 1407 Sixth 
Avenue, New Westminster, B.C. and legally described as Parcel Identifier: 013-535-684, Lot 
2 of Lot 9 Suburban Block 9 Plan 2620, shown marked on the sketch plan attached hereto 
as Schedule “A” (the “Building”) is hereby designated in its entirety as protected heritage 
property under section 967 of the Local Government Act of British Columbia.  
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4 PROHIBITION 

4. Except as expressly permitted by Section 5 or as authorized by a heritage alteration permit 
issued by the City, no person shall undertake any of the following actions, nor cause or 
permit any of the following actions to be undertaken in relation to the Building:  

(a) alter the exterior facade of the Building;  

(b) make a structural change to the Building; 

(c) move the Building; or 

(d) alter, excavate or build on that portion of land upon which the Building is located.  

5 EXEMPTIONS 

5. Despite Section 4, the following actions may be undertaken in relation to the Building 
without first obtaining a heritage alteration permit from the City: 

(a) non-structural renovations or alterations to the interior of the Building that do not 
alter the exterior appearance of the Building; and 

(b) normal repairs and maintenance that do not alter the exterior appearance of the 
Building. 

6. For the purpose of section 5, “normal repairs” means the repair or replacement of non-
structural elements, components or finishing materials of the Building with elements, 
components or finishing materials that are equivalent to those being replaced in terms of 
heritage character, material composition, colour, dimensions and quality. 

6 MAINTENANCE 

7. The Building shall be maintained in good repair in accordance with the City of New 
Westminster Heritage Site Minimum Maintenance Standards Bylaw No. 6498, 1998, as 
amended or replaced from time to time, and, in the event that Bylaw No. 6498 is repealed 
and not replaced, the Owners shall continue to maintain the Building to the standards that 
applied under Bylaw No. 6498 immediately prior to its repeal. 

7 HERITAGE ALTERATION PERMITS 

8. Where a heritage alteration permit is required under this Bylaw for a proposed action in 
relation to the Building, application shall be made to the City of New Westminster 
Development Services Department, Planning Division in the manner and on the form 
prescribed, and the applicant shall pay the fee imposed by the City for such permit. 

9. City Council, or its authorized delegate, is hereby authorized to: 
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(a) issue a heritage alteration permit for situations in which the proposed action would 
be consistent with the heritage protection provided for the Building under this 
Bylaw and the Heritage Revitalization Agreement; 

(b) withhold the issue of a heritage alteration permit for an action which would not be 
consistent with the heritage protection provided for the Building under this Bylaw 
or the Heritage Revitalization Agreement; 

(c) establish and impose terms, requirements and conditions on the issue of a heritage 
alteration permit that are considered to be consistent with the purpose of the 
heritage protection of the Building provided under this Bylaw and the Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement; and 

(d) determine whether the terms, requirements and conditions of a heritage alteration 
permit have been met. 

8 RECONSIDERATION BY COUNCIL 

10. An applicant or owner whose application for a heritage alteration permit for alteration of 
the Building has been considered by an authorized delegate may apply for a 
reconsideration of the matter by Council, and such reconsideration shall be without charge 
to the applicant or owner. 

 
GIVEN FIRST READING this  day of   2015. 

GIVEN SECOND READING  day of   2015. 

PUBLIC HEARING held this  day of   2015. 

GIVEN THIRD READING this  day of   2015. 

ADOPTED and the Seal of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster affixed this 

  day of    2015. 
 

________________________ 
MAYOR 

________________________ 
CITY CLERK 
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SCHEDULE A 
 

 

 

 

 

 

[insert sketch plan showing building] 
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APPENDIX 7 
Draft Heritage Revitalization  

Bylaw Number 7807, 2015 



 

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER 
 

HERITAGE REVITALIZATION AGREEMENT (1407 SIXTH AVENUE) BYLAW NO. 7807, 2015 
 

A Bylaw to enter into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement under 
Section 966 of the Local Government Act 

 
 
WHEREAS the City of New Westminster and the owners of the property located at 1407 Sixth 
Avenue in New Westminster wish to enter into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement in respect of 
the property; 
 
NOW THEREFORE, the Council of the City of New Westminster enacts as follows: 
 
Citation 
 
1. This Bylaw may be cited as “Heritage Revitalization Agreement (1407 Sixth Avenue) Bylaw 

No.7807, 2015”. 
 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
 
2. The City of New Westminster enters into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement with the 

registered owners of the property located at 1407 Sixth Avenue legally described as PID: 
013-535-684, Lot 2 of Lot 9 Suburban Block 9 Plan 2620. 

 
3. The Mayor and City Clerk are authorized on behalf of the City of New Westminster Council 

to sign and seal the Heritage Revitalization Agreement attached to this Bylaw as Schedule 
“A”. 
 

READ A FIRST TIME this ___ day of ______________, 2015. 
 
READ A SECOND TIME this ___ day of _____________, 2015. 
 
PUBLIC HEARING held this ___ day of _____________, 2015. 
 
READ A THIRD TIME this ___ day of ________________, 2015. 
 
ADOPTED this ___ day of ______________, 2015. 
 
              
Mayor       City Clerk 
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SCHEDULE “A” 

HERITAGE REVITALIZATION AGREEMENT (1407 SIXTH AVENUE) 

THIS AGREEMENT dated for reference the 30th day of September, 2015 is 

BETWEEN: 

SZE CHIA MICHELLE YUEH, 10271 Gilmore Crescent, Richmond, British 
Columbia, V6X 1X1, as to an undivided 50/100 interest 

and 

JATINDER KAUR MOHAR, 10271 Gilmore Crescent, Richmond, British 
Columbia, V6X 1X1, as to an undivided 50/100 interest 

(together, the “Owners”) 

AND: 

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER, City Hall, 511 Royal 
Avenue, New Westminster, BC  V3L 1H9 

(the “City”) 

WHEREAS: 

A. The Owners are the registered owners in fee simple of the land and all improvements 
located at 1407 Sixth Avenue, New Westminster, British Columbia, legally described as PID: 
013-535-684, Lot 2 of Lot 9 Suburban Block 9 Plan 2620 (the “Land”); 

B. There is one principal building situated on the Land, known as the West End Residence (the 
“Heritage House”), and the City and the Owners agree that the Heritage House has 
heritage value and should be conserved; 

C. The Owners intend to apply to the Approving Officer for the City for approval to subdivide 
the Land into two separate parcels, generally as shown on the site plan attached as 
Appendix 1 (the “Site Plan”); 

D. If the proposed subdivision of the Land is approved by the City’s Approving Officer, the 
Heritage House will be situated on that portion of the Land labeled on the Site Plan as “Lot 
2”; 

E. If the proposed subdivision of the Land is approved by the City’s Approving Officer, the 
Owners intend to construct a new residential building (the “New House”) on that portion 
of the Land labeled on the Site Plan as “Lot 1”; 
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F. Section 966 of the Local Government Act authorizes a local government to enter into a 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement with the owner of a heritage property, and to allow 
variations of, and supplements to, the provisions of a bylaw or a permit issued under Part 
26 or Part 27 of the Local Government Act; 

G. The Owners and the City have agreed to enter into this Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
setting out the terms and conditions by which the heritage value of the Heritage House is 
to be preserved and protected, in return for specified supplements and variances to City 
bylaws; 

THIS AGREEMENT is evidence that in consideration of the sum of ten dollars ($10.00) now paid by 
each party to the other and for other good and valuable consideration (the receipt of which each 
party hereby acknowledges) the Owners and the City each covenant with the other pursuant to 
Section 966 of the Local Government Act, as follows: 

1 Condition Precedent 

1. This Agreement shall be subject to the satisfaction of the following condition precedent on 
or before the date stipulated: 

(a) On or before January 30, 2017 the Approving Officer for the City will have approved 
a subdivision plan in respect of the Land generally as shown on the Site Plan and 
that subdivision plan will have been deposited in the Land Title Office and fee 
simple title will have been raised to each of the two new parcels shown on the plan. 

This condition precedent is for the Owners’ sole benefit and may be waived unilaterally by 
the Owners at the Owners’ election and, if the Owners do not give the City notice of their 
satisfaction or waiver of that condition precedent within the time provided, then this 
Agreement will be at an end and the specified supplements and variances to City bylaws 
referred to in section 15 below will not have any effect. 

Nothing in this Agreement commits the Approving Officer to approve the proposed 
subdivision of the Land. In this Agreement, the defined term “Land” shall include the two 
individual parcels into which the Land is subdivided, unless expressly stated otherwise. The 
date on which this condition precedent is satisfied or waived is referred to as the “Effective 
Date”.  

2 No Separate Sale of New Parcels 

2. The Owners shall, concurrently with the deposit of the subdivision plan described in section 
1(a) above, deposit in the Land Title Office a covenant under s.219 of the Land Title Act in 
favour of the City, by which the Owners covenant and agree not to transfer separately the 
parcels created by the subdivision plan until the Owners have complied with the 
requirements of this Agreement for the preservation, restoration, and rehabilitation of the 
Heritage House. 
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3. The City shall execute and deliver to the Owners a discharge of the covenant described in 
section 2 above on the request of the Owners if the Owners have complied with the 
requirements of this Agreement for the preservation, restoration, and rehabilitation of the 
Heritage House and wish to transfer the parcel containing the Heritage House separately 
from the other parcel charged by the covenant, and have provided the Certification of 
Compliance described in section 8(d) below in respect of the Heritage House. 

3 Conservation of Heritage House  

4. Promptly following the Effective Date, the Owners shall commence and complete the 
preservation, restoration, and rehabilitation of the Heritage House (the “Work”) in 
accordance with the “Conservation Plan – West End Residence” prepared by Birmingham & 
Wood, Architects and Planners, and dated May 30, 2015, a copy of which is attached as 
Appendix 2 (the “Conservation Plan”). 

5. Prior to commencement of the Work, the Owners shall obtain from the City all necessary 
permits and licenses, including a heritage alteration permit. 

6. The Work shall be done at the Owners’ sole expense in accordance with generally accepted 
engineering, architectural, and heritage conservation practices. If any conflict or ambiguity 
arises in the interpretation of Appendix 2, the parties agree that the conflict or ambiguity 
shall be resolved in accordance with the “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada”, published by Parks Canada in 2003. 

7. The Owners shall, at the Owners’ sole expense, engage a member of the Architectural 
Institute of British Columbia or the Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists 
of British Columbia (the “Registered Professional”) to oversee the Work and to perform the 
duties set out in section 8 of this Agreement. 

8. The Registered Professional shall:   

(a) prior to commencement of the Work, provide to the City an executed and sealed 
Confirmation of Commitment in the form attached as Appendix 3; 

(b) erect on the Land and keep erected throughout the course of the Work, a sign of 
sufficient size and visibility to effectively notify contractors and tradespersons 
entering onto the Land that the Work involves protected heritage property and is 
being carried out for heritage conservation purposes; 

(c) obtain the City’s approval for any changes to the Work, including any amended 
permits that may be required; 

(d) upon substantial completion of the Work, provide to the City an executed and 
sealed Certification of Compliance in the form attached as Appendix 4; and 

(e) notify the City within one business day if the Registered Professional’s engagement 
by the Owners is terminated for any reason. 
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4 Timing and Phasing of Restoration 

9. The Owners shall commence and complete all actions required for the completion of the 
Work, as set out in the Conservation Plans in Appendix 2, within three years following the 
Effective Date. 

5 Ongoing Maintenance 

10. Following completion of the Work, the Owners shall maintain the Heritage House in good 
repair in accordance with the Conservation Plan and the maintenance standards set out in 
City of New Westminster Heritage Properties Minimum Maintenance Standards Bylaw No. 
6498, 1998, as amended or replaced from time to time, and, in the event that Bylaw No. 
6498 is repealed and not replaced, the Owners shall continue to maintain the building to 
the standards that applied under Bylaw No. 6498 immediately prior to its repeal. If any 
conflict or ambiguity arises between the interpretation of the Conservation Plan and Bylaw 
No. 6498 (as amended or replaced), the parties agree that the conflict or ambiguity shall be 
resolved in accordance with the “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic 
Places in Canada”, published by Parks Canada in 2003. 

6 Damage to or Destruction of the Heritage House  

11. If the Heritage House is damaged, the Owners shall obtain a heritage alteration permit and 
any other necessary permits and licenses and, in a timely manner, shall restore and repair 
the Heritage House to the same condition and appearance that existed before the damage 
occurred. 

12. If, in the opinion of the City, the Heritage House is completely destroyed, the Owners shall 
construct a replica, using contemporary material if necessary, of the Heritage House that 
complies in all respects with the Conservation Plan in Appendix 2 and with City of New 
Westminster Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001, as varied by this Agreement, after having 
obtained a heritage alteration permit and any other necessary permits and licenses. 

13. The Owners shall use their best efforts to commence and complete any repairs to the 
Heritage House, or the construction of any replica building, with reasonable dispatch. 

7 Heritage Designation 

14. The Owners irrevocably agree to the designation of the Heritage House as a municipal 
heritage site, in accordance with Section 967 of the Local Government Act, and release the 
City from any obligation to compensate the Owners in any form for any reduction in the 
market value of the Land or the Heritage House that may result from the designation. 

8 Variations to City’s Zoning Bylaw 

15. City of New Westminster Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001, is varied and supplemented in its 
application to the Land in the manner and to the extent provided and attached as 
Appendix 5. 
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9 Construction of New House 

16. The Owners shall construct the New House in accordance with the design plans and 
specifications prepared by Birmingham and Wood, dated May 31, 2015, and attached 
hereto as Appendix 6 (the “Approved Plans”), full-size copies of which plans and 
specifications are on file at the New Westminster City Hall. The Owners agree that the City 
may, notwithstanding that such a permit may be issuable under the City’s zoning and 
building regulations and the B.C. Building Code, withhold a building permit applied for in 
respect of the New House if the building the Owners wish to construct is not in accordance 
with the Approved Plans. 

10 Interpretation 

17. In this Agreement, “Owners” shall mean all registered owners of the Land or subsequent 
registered owners of the Land, as the context requires or permits. 

11 Conformity with City Bylaws 

18. The Owners acknowledge and agree that, except as expressly varied by this Agreement, 
any development or use of the Land, including any construction, restoration and repairs of 
the Heritage House, must comply with all applicable bylaws of the City. 

12 No Application to Building Interiors 

19. Unless otherwise stated or set out in the Conservation Plan, the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement respecting the Heritage House apply only to the structure and exterior of 
the building, including without limitation the foundation, walls, roof, and all exterior doors, 
windows and architectural ornamentation. 

13 Future Alterations  

20. Following completion of the Work in accordance with this Agreement, the Owners shall not 
alter the heritage character or the exterior appearance of the Heritage House, except as 
permitted by a heritage alteration permit issued by the City. 

14 Statutory Authority Retained 

21. Nothing in this Agreement shall limit, impair, fetter, or derogate from the statutory powers 
of the City, all of which powers may be exercised by the City from time to time and at any 
time to the fullest extent that the City is enabled. 

15 Indemnity 

22. The Owners hereby release, indemnify and save the City, its officers, employees, elected 
officials, agents and assigns harmless from and against any and all actions, causes of action, 
losses, damages, costs, claims, debts and demands whatsoever by any person, arising out 
of or in any way due to the existence or effect of any of the restrictions or requirements in 
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this Agreement, or the breach or non-performance by the Owners of any term or provision 
of this Agreement, or by reason of any work or action of the Owners in performance of 
their obligations under this Agreement or by reason of any wrongful act or omission, 
default, or negligence of the Owners. 

23. In no case shall the City be liable or responsible in any way for:

(a) any personal injury, death or consequential damage of any nature whatsoever, 
howsoever caused, that be suffered or sustained by the Owners or by any other 
person who may be on the Land; or 

(b) any loss or damage of any nature whatsoever, howsoever caused to the Land, or 
any improvements or personal property thereon belonging to the Owners or to any 
other person, 

arising directly or indirectly from compliance with the restrictions and requirements in this 
Agreement, wrongful or negligent failure or omission to comply with the restrictions and 
requirements in this Agreement or refusal, omission or failure of the City to enforce or 
require compliance by the Owners with the restrictions or requirements in this Agreement 
or with any other term, condition, or provision of this Agreement. 

16 No Waiver 

24. No restrictions, requirements, or other provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed to
have been waived by the City unless a written waiver signed by an officer of the City has
first been obtained, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, no condoning,
excusing or overlooking by the City on previous occasions of any default, nor any previous
written waiver, shall be taken to operate as a waiver by the City of any subsequent default
or in any way defeat or affect the rights and remedies of the City.

17 Inspection 

25. Upon request by the City, the Owners shall advise or cause the Registered Professional to
advise the City’s Development Services Department, Planning Division, of the status of the
Work, and, without limiting the City’s power of inspection conferred by statute and in
addition to such powers, the City shall be entitled at all reasonable times and from time to
time to enter onto the Land for the purpose of ensuring that the Owners are fully
observing and performing all of the restrictions and requirements in this Agreement to be
observed and performed by the Owners.

18 Enforcement of Agreement 

26. The Owners acknowledge that it is an offence under Section 981(1)(c) of the Local
Government Act to alter the Land or the Heritage House in contravention of this
Agreement, punishable by a fine of up to $50,000.00 or imprisonment for a term of up to 2
years, or both.
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27. The Owners acknowledge that it is an offence under Section 981(1)(b) of the Local 
Government Act to fail to comply with the requirements and conditions of any heritage 
alteration permit issued to the Owners pursuant to this Agreement and Section 972 of the 
Local Government Act, punishable in the manner described in the preceding section. 

28. The Owners acknowledge that, if the Owners alter the Land or the Heritage House in 
contravention of this Agreement, the City may apply to the BC Supreme Court for: 

(a) an order that the Owners restore the Land or the Heritage House to its condition 
before the contravention; 

(b) an order that the Owners undertake compensatory conservation work on the Land 
or the Heritage House; 

(c) an order requiring the Owners to take other measures specified by the Court to 
ameliorate the effects of the contravention; and 

(d) an order authorizing the City to perform any and all such work at the expense of the 
Owners. 

29. The Owners acknowledge that if the City undertakes work to satisfy the terms, 
requirements or conditions of any heritage alteration permit issued to the Owners 
pursuant to this Agreement upon the Owners’ failure to do so, the City may add the cost of 
the work and any incidental expenses to the taxes payable with respect to the Land, or may 
recover the cost from any security that the Owners have provided to the City to guarantee 
the performance of the terms, requirements or conditions of the permit, or both. 

30. The Owners acknowledge that the City may file a notice on title to the Land in the land title 
office if the terms and conditions of this Agreement have been contravened. 

31. The City may notify the Owners in writing of any alleged breach of this Agreement and the 
Owners shall have the time specified in the notice to remedy the breach. In the event that 
the Owners fail to remedy the breach within the time specified, the City may enforce this 
Agreement by: 

(a) seeking an order for specific performance of the Agreement; 

(b) any other means specified in this Agreement; or 

(c) any means specified in the Community Charter or the Local Government Act,  

and the City’s resort to any remedy for a breach of this Agreement does not limit its right 
to resort to any other remedy available at law or in equity. 
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19 Headings 

32. The headings in this Agreement are inserted for convenience only and shall not affect the
interpretation of this Agreement or any of its provisions.

20 Appendices 

33. All appendices to this Agreement are incorporated into and form part of this Agreement.

21 Number and Gender 

34. Whenever the singular or masculine or neuter is used in this Agreement, the same shall be
construed to mean the plural or feminine or body corporate where the context so requires.

22 Joint and Several 

35. If at any time more than one person (as defined in the Interpretation Act (British Columbia)
owns the Land, each of those persons will be jointly and severally liable for all of the
obligations of the Owners under this Agreement.

23 Successors Bound 

36. All restrictions, rights and liabilities herein imposed upon or given to the respective parties
shall extend to and be binding upon their respective heirs, executors, administrators,
successors and assigns.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Owners and the City have executed this Agreement as of the date 
written above. 

Signed, Sealed and Delivered in the 
presence of: 

Name 

Address 

Occupation 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

SZE CHIA MICHELLE YUEH 

JATINDER KAUR MOHAR 
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CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW 
WESTMINSTER by its authorized signatories: 

Mayor: 

City Clerk: 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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APPENDIX 1 

SITE PLAN 
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APPENDIX 2 

CONSERVATION PLAN 
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APPENDIX 3 

CONFIRMATION OF COMMITMENT BY REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL 

Date: _________________ 

City of New Westminster 
511 Royal Avenue 
New Westminster, BC  
V3L 1H9 
Attention: Director of Development Services 

Re: Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 1407 Sixth Avenue 

The undersigned hereby undertakes to be responsible for field reviews of the construction carried 
out at the captioned address for compliance with the requirements of Appendix 2 of the Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement applicable to the property, which the undersigned acknowledges having 
received and reviewed, and undertakes to notify the City of New Westminster in writing as soon as 
possible if the undersigned’s contract for field review is terminated at any time during 
construction. This letter is not being provided in connection with Part 2 of the British Columbia 
Building Code, but in connection only with the requirements of the Heritage Revitalization 
Agreement. 

__________________________________ 
Registered Professional’s Name 

__________________________________ 
Address 

__________________________________ 
Telephone No.  Signature and Seal 
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APPENDIX 4 

CERTIFICATION OF REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL 

Date: _______________ 

City of New Westminster 
511 Royal Avenue 
New Westminster, BC 
V3L 1H9 
Attention: Director of Development Services 

Re: Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 1407 Sixth Avenue 

I hereby give assurance that I have fulfilled my obligations for field review as indicated in my letter 
to the City of New Westminster dated _________________ in relation to the captioned property, 
and that the architectural components of the work comply in all material respects with the 
requirements of Appendix 2 of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement referred to in that letter. 
This letter is not being provided in connection with Part 2 of the British Columbia Building Code, 
but in connection only with the requirements of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement. 

__________________________________ 
Registered Professional’s Name 

__________________________________ 
Address 

__________________________________ 
Telephone No.  Signature and Seal 
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APPENDIX 5 

VARIATIONS TO ZONING BYLAW NO. 6680, 2001 

PROPOSED LOT 2 
1407 Sixth Avenue  

(with Heritage House) 

PROPOSED LOT 1 
1409 Sixth Avenue 
(with New House) 

Minimum Site Area 3,639 sq ft (338.1 sq m) 3,867 sq ft (359.3 sq m) 

Maximum Floor Space Ratio 
Above Grade 

0.70 0.70 

Maximum Floor Space Ratio 0.70 0.70 

Maximum Upper Floor/Floor-
plate Ratio 

No Variance 86% 

Maximum Height – Roof 
Midpoint 

No Variance 26.76 feet (8.16 metres) 

Minimum Garage Setback from 
Lane 

2.75 feet (0.84 metres) 2.75 feet (0.84 metres) 
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APPENDIX 6 

APPROVED DESIGN PLANS FOR NEW HOUSE 
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R E P O R T  
Development Services 

To: Land Use and Planning Committee Date: 12/7/2015 

From: Beverly Grieve 

Director of Development Services 

File: HER00545 

Report #: 430/2015 

Subject: 335 Buchanan Avenue Proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement and 

Heritage Designation Bylaws - Consideration of First and Second 

Readings 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend Council consider 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw No. 7802, 2016 to rezone 335 Buchanan 

Avenue from Single Detached Dwelling District (RS-1) to Single Detached 

Dwelling District (RS-1)/Heritage Revitalization Agreement and Heritage 

Designation Bylaw No. 7803, 2016 to heritage designate the property, for First 

and Second Readings, and forward the bylaws to a Public Hearing on February 

29, 2016. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report provides information on a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) 

application that will see the owners of 335 Buchanan Avenue designate the property and 

replace some historically inappropriate windows and doors with appropriate ones in 

exchange for being able to add an upper floor to the house, increasing the floor space 

ratio of their house from 0.60 to 0.71. The Community Heritage Commission and 

Advisory Planning Commission have voted in support of the proposal. This report is to 

seek the Land Use and Planning Committee’s recommendation to Council for First and 
Second Readings. 

6
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1.0 PROPOSAL 

The applicants propose entering into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement in order to 

enable them to add floor space to their house in exchange for exterior restoration and 

long-term legal protection of the house. 

2.0 POLICY AND REGULATIONS 

2.1 Official Community Plan Land Use Designation 

(RL) Residential – Low Density: this area will contain low density residential uses

including single detached houses, houses with a secondary suite, duplexes, detached 

townhouses, low density multi-family uses, churches, and may contain small scale local 

commercial uses such as home based businesses and corner stores.  As a single detached 

dwelling the subject proposal complies with the OCP designation. 

2.2 Zoning Bylaw 

Single Detached Dwelling Districts (RS-1): The intent of this district is to allow single 

detached dwellings. The HRA would create a new “zoning layer” which would specify 
the aspects of the RS-1 zone that would be relaxed or varied. 

2.3 Heritage 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is an effective tool to support heritage 

conservation. In exchange for long-term legal protection and exterior restoration, zoning 

relaxations specific to that site and that are non-precedent-setting are incentives for 

property owners. An HRA does not change the zoning of the property, rather it adds a 

new layer which identifies how the underlying zoning is being changed. 

A heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected with a Heritage 

Designation Bylaw, a form of land use regulation that can prohibit demolition. Any 

changes to a protected heritage property must first receive approval from City Council. 

Council adopted the “Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 
Canada” (“Standards & Guidelines”) in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects 
within the city.   

3.0 BACKGROUND 

3.1 Site Characteristics and Context 

The 300-block of Buchanan Avenue contains only single detached dwelling properties. 

Other nearby land uses include several multi-family buildings, Buchanan Lodge long 

term care facility, Sapperton Park and the East Columbia Commercial District.  A map 

showing the area land uses is attached in Appendix 1. 
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The subject property slopes down approximately 14.5 ft./4.4 m. from back to front and 

does not have lane access. 

3.2 Project Description 

The applicants propose entering into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) in order 

to enable them to add an upper floor to their existing one-floor-plus-basement house that 

was constructed in 1937 in the Moderne style. There would be other relaxations related to 

existing conditions, which have been summarized in a table below. The house will not 

contain a secondary suite. In exchange for the additional floor space, the applicants would 

agree to retain and restore the exterior of the Nordenmark Residence and place long-term 

legal protection on the property through the HRA and a Heritage Designation Bylaw. A 

site plan, streetscape photo and elevation drawings are attached in Appendices 2, 3 and 4 

respectively. 

3.3 Project Statistics 

Site dimensions:  33 ft./10 m. wide by 104.4 ft./31.8 m deep 

Off-street parking:  No spaces currently provided. Proposal includes creating one space 

in an attached basement garage. 
Zoning: 

Current:  Single Detached Dwelling Districts (RS-1) 

Proposed:  Single Detached Dwelling Districts (RS-1)/Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement 

Following is a summary of the relaxations or variances for the proposed HRA. 

HRA Variances/Relaxations 

Existing RS-1 Zoning Bylaw Proposed 

Floor Space Ratio: 0.60 0.50 0.71 

Total Floor Space: 2,063 sq. ft./ 

191.6 sq. m. 

Maximum 1,723 sq. ft./ 

160 sq m 

2,443 sq. ft./ 

227 sq. m. 

Front Yard: 15.64 ft./4.77 m. Minimum 20.87 ft/ 6.36 m. As existing 

Left Side Yard: 1.80 ft./0.55 m. Minimum 4.00 ft./1.22 m. As existing 

Site Area: 3,446 sq. ft./ 

320 sq. m. 

Minimum 6,000 sq ft./ 

557.42 sq. m. 

As existing 

The proposed “as existing” aspects are considered legally non-conforming. The proposed

HRA zoning layer will make them conforming. 
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4.0 DISCUSSION 

4.1 Heritage Value 

The Nordenmark Residence was constructed in 1937 and is valued for its social and 
historic associations with the development of the Sapperton neighbourhood, and for its 

unique design and construction techniques.  

The Heritage Conservation Plan identifies that restoration work would include adding a 

skim coat over the stucco to recreate the original smooth finish, a new historically 

appropriate paint scheme, and the replacement of vinyl-frame windows and the front door 

with historically accurate replica wood-frame units. The Statement of Significance and 

the Heritage Conservation Plan are attached in Appendix 5. 

4.2 Sustainability 

Retaining existing livable housing is a fundamental aspect of sustainable development. 

The existing house would be retained and made larger. 

Proximity To Transit Services 

Transit Service Normal Walking Distance Project Distance 

SkyTrain Station 800 m./2,625 ft. 725 m./2,380 ft. 

Frequent Transit Network 400 m./1,312 ft. 2,560 m./1.6 miles 

The property is within normal walking distance of the SkyTrain but not the Frequent 

Transit Network. 

5.0 PROCESS 

5.1 Application Review Process 

Application made June 25, 2015 

Preliminary Report to Land Use Planning Committee September 14, 2015 

Applicant Public Open House September 22, 2015 

Applicant Presentation to McBride Sapperton Residents’ 
Association 

September 22, 2015 

Land Use Planning Committee Recommendation to 

Council 

September 28, 2015 

Applicant Presentation to the Community Heritage 

Commission for Formal Review 

October 7, 2015 

Applicant Presentation to Advisory Planning Commission 

for Formal Review 

October 20, 2015 

Report to Land Use Committee Re: Consideration of 

First and Second Readings of Heritage Bylaws 

December 7, 2015 
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Council Consideration of First and Second Readings of 

Heritage Bylaws 

January 11, 2016 

Public Hearing and Consideration of Third Reading of 

Heritage Bylaws 

February 29, 2016 

5.2 Community Heritage Commission 

The Community Heritage Commission reviewed the proposal at their October 7, 2015 

meeting and voted in support of it.  

5.3 Advisory Planning Commission 

The Advisory Planning Commission (APC) reviewed the proposal at their October 20, 

2015 meeting and voted in support of it. The APC report is attached in Appendix 6. 

OPTIONS 

The following options are presented for the Land Use Planning Committee’s 
consideration: 

1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend Council consider Heritage

Revitalization Agreement Bylaw No. 7802, 2016 to rezone 335 Buchanan Avenue

from Single Detached Dwelling District (RS-1) to Single Detached Dwelling

District (RS-1)/Heritage Revitalization Agreement and Heritage Designation

Bylaw No. 7803, 2016 to heritage designate the property, for First and Second

Readings, and forward the bylaws to a Public Hearing on February 29, 2016.

2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative

feedback.

Staff recommends Option 1. 

ATTACHMENTS: 

Attachment 1: Neighbourhood Land Use Map 

Attachment 2: Site Plan 

Attachment 3: Proposed Streetscape 

Attachment 4: Proposed Elevations 

Attachment 5: Statement of Significance 

Attachment 6: Heritage Conservation Plan 

Attachment 7: APC Minutes 

Attachment 8: Heritage Revitalization Bylaw 

Attachment 9: Heritage Designation Bylaw 
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David Guiney 

Senior Planning Analyst 

Jackie Teed 

Manager of Planning 

Beverly Grieve 

Director of Development Services 



Attachment 1

Neighbourhood Land Use Map 



Light Yellow is single family residential, Dark yellow is multi-family, Green is civic/institutional (e.g. parks, churchs, schools), Red is 

commercial, Purple is mixed use. 



Attachment 2 

Site Plan 





Attachment 3 

Proposed Streetscape 



333 Buchanan 335 Buchanan 337 Buchanan 



Attachment 4 

Proposed Elevations 





Attachment 5 

Statement of Significance





interwar years, brought on by an influx of settlers to the Fraser Valley and New Westminster 
who were often leaving the Prairies and other regions hard-hit by the Great Depression in 
search of better economic conditions. Swedish-born Folke Andrew Nordenmark (1911-1978) 
immigrated from Sweden to BC in 1928 as part of this interwar influx, to join his sisters who 
were already settled in Sapperton.

The Nordenmark Residence is associated with the local Scandinavian community in Sapperton 
which was inclined to settle here for the concentration of sawmills and waterfront industry on 
the Fraser River. The Sapperton Scandinavian community was centred around the Mt. Zion and 
Immanuel Lutheran Churches, the Order of Runeberg  Lodge and was involved in forming the 
current Scandinavian Centre in Burnaby. Historically, many Sapperton Scandinavians were 
employed by the nearby Fraser Mills or worked in other wood related industries such as veneer 
factories, floorlaying, carpentry, and construction of all types. During the World War II era five of 
the nine residences on this block alone were homes to Scandinavian families, including 341 
Buchanan which was built in 1939 by Carl & Svea Anderson, Nordenmark’s sister. Folke 
Nordenmark worked as a moulder and eventually as a construction engineer.

335 Buchanan Avenue is further valued for its association with the working-class character of 
the Sapperton neighbourhood and for the economic associations of the Nordenmark family 
working in key local industries. Folke Nordenmark started off his career in Canada as a 
moulder at the nearby New Westminster Foundry Co. and his son Ronnald worked both at the 
BC Distillery and Douglas College.

Aesthetically, this residence is unique for its custom design and construction by its first owner 
and builder, Folke Nordenmark. Originally a rectangular, one-storey box with a later basement 
addition - this modest building exhibits an early expression of Modern design traditions with its 
clean lines, asymmetrical composition, smooth stucco finish and lack of ornamentation - a 
contrasting architectural statement to the circa 1911 cottages that pre existed on the block.

The property is further valued for its long-term ownership by the original family (1937 - 1978) 
and for its continuous single-family residential use.  

Character Defining Elements 

▪ Location on Buchanan Avenue in the historic Sapperton neighbourhood

▪ Continuous use as a single-detached residence since 1937

▪ Siting on the eastern half of the property, facing the road

▪ Residential form, scale and massing as expressed by its one storey height with
basement, recessed entrance and asymmetrical plan

▪ Modern design features - flat roof with coping at the roofline, smooth stucco-clad

exterior, asymmetrical composition, asymmetrical window and door placements and

patterns, horizontal emphasis, pale colour palette, concrete front steps.

▪ Rustic stone chimney at the covered back patio 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Residents at 335 Buchanan Avenue 

1937-1978 Folke and Mary Nordenmark (children Ronnald, Lillian and Janet)

1979-82 W D Fitzsimmons

1984 no return

1986-88 Steve & Barb Woodside

1991-2 Diane Belisle

1994-8 address not listed

early 2000s Kevin Michaloski

2004 - 2011 Josephine Nui-Ngor Chiang

2011 - current Jacquie Arouse and Angus English

Resources 

New Westminster Public Library: 

Historic directories, Fire insurance maps, Municipal Voters Lists

New Westminster Archives: 

Archival photos

City of New Westminster: 

Building permit records

Sapperton Historical Overview - New Westminster Heritage Management Plan 1993

BC and National Archives:

Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages 

(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)

Government of Canada Censuses for BC

Library and Archives of Canada Swedish Immigration History  

http://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/discover/immigration/history-ethnic-cultural/Pages/

swedish.aspx 
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Publications: 

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: 

Glimpses of the City As It Was. Dundurn.

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors

1870-1960. Norton & Co. New York. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & 

McIntyre. 

Petri-Olavi Roinila, Mika. 1997. The Migration, Settlement and Ethnic Relations of Finland-

Swedes in Canada. University of Saskatchewan. 

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.

Interviews: 

Ronnald Nordenmark

Websites: 

Order of Runeberg New Westminster http://www.orderofruneberg.org/newwestminsterbc.html

Mt. Zion Lutheran Church History http://www.mtzionlutheran.ca

Scandinavian Centre in Burnaby http://scandinaviancentre.org
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Maps

Partial view of 1892 map of New Westminster showing the Sapperton neighbourhood and its proximity to 
the Asylum, Penitentiary, train lines, canneries and sawmills on the waterfront. Block 21, outlined in red, 
on which Buchanan and Blair Avenues will located in the future, be has not yet been subdivided or 
developed. credit: Vancouver Archives MAP 617

Partial view of plate 118 from Goad’s Atlas for New Westminster, 1913 Vol III. Almost all the blocks in 
Sapperton have now been subdivided and developed. Blair and Buchanan Avenues are clearly marked 
in block 21. Buchanan Avenue is named for real estate developer, Stanley Bentley Buchanan whose 
large estate took up most of block 22 which he would donate to the Salvation Army in 1947, to become 
the Buchanan Lodge rest home, in memory of his wife.
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Photos

front view of 335 Buchanan (centre) with neighbouring houses dating from 1916 (right) and 
1911 (left)

back view of 335 Buchanan showing the flat roof, aluminum coping at roofline, covered back 
patio and rustic stone outdoor chimney.
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view of south side showing stucco finish, asymmetrical window placements and 
coping at roofline.

view of north side.
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1950s photographs

left: Aerial of Royal 
Columbian Hospital in 1959. 
335 Buchanan circled in red.
(City of Vancouver Archives 
CVA 1399-144)

Archival Photos







Folke Andrew Nordenmark and family 

Folke Andrew Nordenmark (1911-1978), born in Ström, Sweden, arrived in Canada by ship with 

his mother Karin in 1928 at age 17. They were headed to settle in the Sapperton 

neighbourhood of New Westminster where his sister Annie Olsson (arrived 2 years earlier in 

1926) was already married and living. He had two other sisters in BC - Svea Charlotta 

Anderson, also in Sapperton, and Eva Victoria McSorley in Revelstoke. His first job was as a 

moulder at the New Westminster Foundry, at the foot of Braid Street, where many other 

Swedes were employed. He and his widowed mother lived at 339 Keary Street during their first 

few years in Sapperton.

At age 23 in April of 1933, Folke Nordenmark made a very unique bet (worth $1400) to cross 

Canada on foot from New Westminster to Halifax dragging a custom made 500 pound barrel. 

Nicknamed ‘The Continental Barrel Roller’ the voyage initially involved three other companions 

and was documented in local newspapers throughout the spring and summer of 1933. The 

travellers would sleep in the barrel at night. The terms of the bet allowed for the barrel to be 

shipped where it was impassible, but the travellers were to make their way on foot at all times. 

They were to obtain signatures of the mayor or police officers in various stops on the way to 

prove their route. His companions dropped out at Kamloops and Banff after which he 

continued on his own. Nordenmark crossed Alberta in June and Manitoba in July of 1933. In 

Winnipeg, Nordenmark, who had become quite the local celebrity, met his future wife Mary 

Kosak (1907-1992). By this time his barrel had been inscribed and signed by hundreds of 

names along the way.

According to his son Ronnald Nordenmark, Folke reached Ontario in the early fall of 1933 and 

in a moment of distraction let the barrel roll down a hill ending in its complete distruction. 

Instead of admitting this careless mistake, which was so frustrating to Nordenmark after the 

immense effort it took to maneuver the barrel through the much more mountainous rockies, he 

declared that he decided to forego completing the bet as missed his new found love in 

Winnipeg and couldn’t wait to go back and marry her. Folke and Mary were married in 

Winnipeg in 1934 and returned to live in Sapperton in 1936. Folke returned to his position as a 

moulder at the New Westminster Foundry and they resided on the 300 block of Hospital Street, 

just a block or so away from his sisters and the house they would build the next year on 

Buchanan Avenue. 

There were only a few undeveloped lots on the 300 block of Buchanan in the late 1930s but 

both Folke and his sister Svea Anderson were able to purchase two of them, the Nordenmarks 

built at 335 Buchanan in 1937 and the Andersons built 341 Buchanan two years later in 1939. 

In 1940, four of the nine residences on the block were home to either Swedish or Finnish 

families and by 1945 there were two more Scandinavian families on the block. According to a 

1997 paper written by Mika Petri-Olavi Roinila called The Migration, Settlement and Ethnic 

Relations of Finland-Swedes in Canada for the University of Saskatchewan, this cluster of 

Swedes and Finns in Sapperton was known internally as Lilla Munsala.

The Nordenmarks had three children at 335 Buchanan. Folke moved to the Mainland Foundry 

in the 1950s and later became a construction engineer, working for the BC Government Public 
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Nordenmark’s Continental Barrel Roller in the Winnipeg Free 
Press (Manitoba), July 29th 1933.
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Heritage Conservation Plan



Conservation Plan - Nordenmark Residence - 1937 

335 Buchanan Avenue, New Westminster BC 

Conservation Objectives

The Nordenmark Residence will continue on its original site, in its current location and 
with its single-detached residential use. A second-storey addition will be introduced on 
the back (west) portion of the house and an existing ground-level suite will be 
converted into a garage with an entrance on the front (east) as per the 1945 use of this 
level. The heritage house will retain its original location on Buchanan Avenue. 

Rehabilitation is the overall conservation objective for the building, as a significant 
addition is proposed to accommodate a sustainable, more liveable residential use.   

Restoration is the conservation objective for existing and/or missing original exterior 
elements which require basic maintenance and repair. 
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The building form on 335 Buchanan Avenue is integral to its 1937 Modern design but 
two contemporary alterations to the building’s original elements have significantly 
blurred its original aesthetic character:

1. The original flat/straight roofline has been embellished with a ‘mission style’ parapet

2. Most of the original wood windows, including a prominent triple picture window with
divided horizontal lights on the facade, have been replaced with vinyl windows

Several archival photographs of the house show the building before these alterations 
and will be used to restore the missing elements and original design of the facade.

The first two photographs are close-ups from aerials of the Royal Columbian Hospital 
area in the New Westminster Archives collection. The house at 335 Buchanan is 
marked with a red arrow:

The photograph on the left was 
taken in the early 1980s for the 
New Westminster Heritage 
Inventory and is also part of 
the New Westminster Archives 
collection. A partial view of 335 
Buchanan is visible on the right 
half of the photograph and 
clearly shows the flat roof 
before the ‘mission style’ 
parapet was introduced, 
probably in the early 2000s.
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For the restoration of the facade picture window, an archival photograph from the 
original family collection, provided by Ronnald Nordenmark, clearly shows wood 
sashes, a three part window assembly and divided lights. This early photograph also 
clearly shows a garage entrance on the front, dating from 1945, which will be restored 
as part of this project.

The Modern exterior aesthetic will further be restored by applying the following 

historically appropriate colour scheme, chosen from the Art Deco / Art Moderne 

Colors 1920 - 1940 from the California Paints Historic Colors of America palette. 
The new addition on the second storey will feature a separate colour from the first 
storey to easily distinguish it from the original building.

Body - first storey: 

Electric Grid

Body and coping - second storey (addition): 

Yarmouth Oyster & Gropius White 

Trim, windows, garage door and first storey coping: 

Spiral Staircase

Front door, front stair treads, second storey rail guard: 

Strong Punch
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Condition Assessment

Overall the building is generally in good condition 

a. Structure

The exterior building lines are true to the eye, there is no visual evidence of structural 
distortion or obvious failures. 

b. Foundations and Masonry

Concrete foundations appear sound and there is no evidence of moisture damage in 
the basement.

c. General Wood Elements

Inspection did not expose any areas of rot in wood elements.

d. Roofing
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A rendition of the restored first floor, with its second storey addition, both painted in the proposed  

historically appropriate colour scheme, as detailed above, based on authentic neutral and pastel shades 

from the 1930s and 40s. drawing credit: D3 Design



The existing flat tar roof will be completely removed and replaced by the second storey 
addition and a deck.

e. Windows and Doors

Original wood window sashes have been replaced with vinyl windows. Newer wood 
trim of historically appropriate proportions, has been added around the window frames 
and will be kept. Window and door frames are generally in good condition requiring 
only expected repair and repainting. Existing front door and facade windows are 
scheduled for replacement with historically appropriate wood products to be replicated 
from archival photographs. A flat panelled garage door will be restored on the facade 
basement level to replace non-original suite door and window.

Recommended Conservation Procedures

The following procedures are according to conservation standards for historic buildings 

as established by the Parks Canada, Historic Places Initiative (HPI) and listed in 
Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada.

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the 
existing materials, form and integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, 
while protecting its heritage value.

Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing 
the state of a historic place or of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular 
period in its history, while protecting its heritage value.

Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible 
contemporary use of an historic place or of an individual component, through repair, 
alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its heritage value.

a. Structure - Rehabilitation:

• Wood framing selectively repaired, upgraded and adapted for improved integrity,
Code compliance and to accommodate new use, only where exposed to complete
the work as defined on the Building Permit drawings 

• Basement level to be reconstructed to accommodate single garage and to provide
structural reinforcement for the second storey addition via foundation augmentation
and underpinning. 

• First storey roof floor to be partially rehabilitated and partially reconstructed. The
majority of the existing roof framing to be modified for the second storey addition.
New supplemental framing to be sistered onto existing framing where required.

b. Roof and Rainwater Works - Rehabilitation:
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• After second storey floor/roof reconstruction, install new flat roof on addition and
roof deck above first storey shingles to match existing roof style.

• Replace rainwater works with continuous aluminum gutters and downspouts in
body or trim colour 

c. Masonry and Foundation – Rehabilitation and Preservation:

• Reinforce concrete foundation from the interior using underpinning to provide
structural support for the second storey addition

• Install perimeter drainage

• Remove obsolete and deteriorated interior chimney entirely

• Retain exterior rustic chimney at the back

d. Cladding and Trimwork - Restoration:

• Existing/original stucco cladding to remain on building. A skim coat to restore the
original smooth finish, on top of the current textured finish on the original building
exterior is recommended.

• Repair or replace in kind deteriorated or damaged areas of stucco, and exterior
wood trims.

• Clad new addition in a smooth finish stucco.

• Install metal coping along roofline of both storeys replicating the proportions from
archival photographs

• Repair or replace in kind existing deteriorated or damaged window and door trim
and window sils. Epoxy consolidants (Rot-Fix or equal) are acceptable for in situ
repair of wood members;

• Do not replace more material than necessary to avoid discontinuity of appearance;

e. Front Entrance - Restoration:

• Retain original front stairs to porch.

• Rebuild front stair railing in historically appropriate Modern metal design.
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f. Windows and Doors - Restoration: 

Facade restoration:

• Replace two existing facade vinyl windows with new replica wood windows, based
on archival photographs of the building.

• Replace front door with new historically appropriate wooden door and replace its
newer trim with replica trim as per historically correct trim width and style on facade
windows

• Replace newer suite door and window on the facade basement level with a flat
panelled garage door in the original garage door opening from 1945. 

All other windows and doors, on north, south and west elevations, will be 
contemporary in style and materials (vinyl)

g. Finishes - Restoration:

• Test exterior paint for lead and follow WCB lead abatement procedures

• Use the historically authentic colour scheme as detailed on page 4 of this document

Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully 

considered for minimal affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-

Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the Statement of Significance.

Proposed changes to this house are primarily the introduction of the second storey 
addition. The changes are in keeping with the design traditions of the original house. 
The addition is set back from the front of the house and is not prominently visible from 
the principle street. 

The changes listed below are considered reasonable interventions given generally 
accepted conservation standards, rehabilitation needs for proposed uses and site 
conditions, technical and deterioration shortcomings, and the realities of achieving 
heritage retention through development incentives.

Proposed Alterations 

• Construct a historically common new upper floor maintaining the original flat roof,
rectangular form and design details. This addition involves the interior reinforcement
(not visible on the exterior) of a portion of the basement foundation and framed
walls.
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• No window or door openings will be changed on the existing house (main floor and
basement) except for 1. the replacement of the newer door and window with an
original garage opening on the facade and 2. the replacement of a window at the
back of the house with french doors.

Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building 
and land in good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance 
standards. All work should follow The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The local government determines an 
acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is maintained through the 
Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 
maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior.

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage 
resources, maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be 
kept in a reasonable condition so it continues to function properly without incurring 
major expenses to repair deterioration from neglect. To avoid compounding problems a 
continuity of informed supervision of assessments and repairs is essential.

A periodic Condition Survey by a Heritage Professional will enable the owner to 
anticipate and budget for upcoming repair or replacement work. The most frequent 
source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, rainwater works and 
destructive pests.

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below:

Maintenance Checklist 

a. Site

• Ensure site runoff drainage directed away from buildings.

• Maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 12 inch
wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.

• Do not permit vegetation (vines, etc.) to attached to the building. 

• Keep tree branches pruned so they don't overhang roofs.

• Ensure roots from large trees to not stress and deform building foundation, or
damage perimeter drainage piping.
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b. Foundation

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement,
deformation or cracking of foundation and if encountered seek advice from
Professional Engineer.

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily by flushing and/or
professional inspection every 3-5 years.

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls
or the slab-on-grade in the form of efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or
staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can indicate a moisture problem.

c. Masonry 

• Review structural integrity for deformation, leaning, cracked bricks and if
encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer as may be related to
foundation problem.

d. Wood Elements

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood
elements is critical in preventing water ingress into buildings. 

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration mechanisms, identify
source of problem and take corrective repair/replacement action: 

o wood in contact with ground or plantings;

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits;

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners;

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants,

etc.);

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings)

USE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PROCEDURES;

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation).

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs
for deterioration. Anticipate replacement in kind of these elements every 10-15
years.

• Inspect paint finishes every 3-5 years and expect full repainting every 7-10 years.
Look for:
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o bubbling, cracks, "alligatoring" or crazing, wrinkles, flaking, peeling or powdering;

o excessive fading of colours, especially dark tones;

• Note repainting shall be in historic colours approved for the HRA unless altered by

Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) issued by the Local Authority.

• Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking
every 3-5 years.

• Review metal flashings to ensure water runoff properly directed to the exterior and
that flashing joints are intact.

e. Windows and Doors

• Annually check integrity of window glazing putty for drying, cracking or loss.

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. Poor operation can be a sign
of building settlement distorting the frame, or sashes or doors may be warped.

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate annually.

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.

f. Roofing and Rainwater Works

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for: 

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips;  

o excessive biological growth (moss) and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent

trees; 
o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope, especially at chimney.

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.

• Plan for roof replacement at 18-22 years or longer.

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively
slope to downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure.

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed
away from building onto concrete splash pads.

g. General Cleaning
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• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric
soot, biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground.

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and
avoidable maintenance problems.

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and
low-pressure hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple
Green©.

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes,
seals, caulking and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and
lead to bigger problems.
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Attachment 7 

Excerpted Minutes from October 20, 2015 

Advisory Planning Commission Meeting 



R E P O R T 

ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION 

To: Land Use and Planning Committee Date: Dec 7, 2015 

From: Advisory Planning Commission File: HER00545 

Subject: 335 Buchanan Ave - Results of October 20, 2015 Meeting 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT Council receive for information the Advisory Planning Commission’s 

recommendations namely: 

MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT the Commission recommend support of the application of the Heritage 

Revitalization Agreement for 335 Buchanan Avenue. 

BACKGROUND 

David Guiney, Senior Planning Analyst, provided a brief summary of the report dated 

October 20, 2015 regarding the application to rezone the property at 335 Buchanan 

Avenue from Single Detached Dwelling Districts (RS-1) to Single Detached Dwelling 

Districts (RS-1) (Heritage Revitalization Agreement) in order to enable exterior 

restoration of the house, add an upper floor to the house, increase the floor space ratio 

and apply long-term legal protection to the property.  

Mr. Guiney advised that notification was sent to: 

-the surrounding neighbourhood within 100 metres (175 notices); 

-All Residents’ Associations; 

-the Board of School Trustees;  

-Superintendent of Schools; and,  

-the New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society.  

Kirsten Sutton, D3 Design, and Angus English and Jacqueline Arnouse, Applicants, 

provided an on-table PowerPoint Presentation regarding the proposed addition to 335 

Buchanan Avenue. 



In response to the Commission’s questions, Ms. Sutton provided the following 

information: 

• The increase in floor space ratio (0.60 to 0.71) for the home was clarified;• There would be very little change to the main level of the home;• The goal was to make the second floor look contemporary, while honouring

the original design; and,• The second level addition would have a good sized patio at the front that

would be set back from the original structure of the home.

EXISTING POLICY/PRACTICE  

The Advisory Planning Commission reviews applications for rezoning and makes 

recommendations in a report to the Land Use and Planning Committee for its 

consideration. This report is based on the Oct 20, 2015 minutes of the Advisory Planning 

Commission. 

This report has been prepared for the Advisory Planning Commission by: 

Julia Dykstra, 

Planning Assistant 
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Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw 



CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER 

HERITAGE REVITALIZATION AGREEMENT (335 BUCHANAN AVENUE) 

BYLAW NO. 7802, 2016 

A Bylaw to enter into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement under 

Section 966 of the Local Government Act

WHEREAS the City of New Westminster and the owners of the property located at 335 

Buchanan Avenue wish to enter into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement in respect of that 

property; 

NOW THEREFORE, the Council of the City of New Westminster enacts as follows: 

Citation 

This Bylaw may be cited as “Heritage Revitalization Agreement (335 Buchanan Avenue) Bylaw 

No. 7802, 2016”. 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement 

The City of New Westminster enters into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement with the 

registered owners of that property located at 335 Buchanan Avenue, New Westminster, 

British Columbia, legally described as PID: 008-578-656, Lot 69 of Lot 21 Suburban Block 

3 Plan 2620.  

The Mayor and City Clerk are authorized on behalf of the City of New Westminster Council to 

sign and seal the Heritage Revitalization Agreement attached to this bylaw as Schedule 

“A”. 

READ A FIRST TIME this ___ day of ______________, 2015. 

READ A SECOND TIME this ___ day of _____________, 2015. 

PUBLIC HEARING held this ___ day of _____________, 2015. 

READ A THIRD TIME this ___ day of ________________, 2015. 

ADOPTED this ___ day of ______________, 2015. 

Mayor City Clerk 



SCHEDULE “A” 

HERITAGE REVITALIZATION AGREEMENT (335 BUCHANAN AVENUE) 

THIS AGREEMENT dated for reference the 30th day of September, 2016 is 

BETWEEN: 

JACQUELINE MURIEL ARNOUSE, 335 Buchanan Avenue, New 

Westminster, British Columbia, V3L 3Z3, as to an undivided 99/100 

interest 

and 

ANGUS MCLEAN ENGLISH, 335 Buchanan Avenue, New Westminster, 

British Columbia, V3L 3Z3, as to an undivided 1/100 interest 

(together, the “Owners”) 

AND: 

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER, City Hall, 511 

Royal Avenue, New Westminster, British Columbia, V3L 1H9 

(the “City”) 

WHEREAS: 

The Owners are the registered owners in fee simple of the lands and all improvements located 

at 335 Buchanan Avenue, New Westminster, British Columbia, legally described as PID: 

008-578-656, Lot 69 of Lot 21 Suburban Block 3 Plan 2620 (the “Lands”); 

There is one principal building currently situated on the Lands, known as the Nordenmark 

Residence (the “Heritage Building”), which building is listed in the City’s Heritage 

Register and is shown on the site plan attached as Appendix 1. For certainty, the 

Heritage Building includes all attached accessory structures, including the stone 

fireplace and chimney located under the covered back deck; 

The City and the Owners agree that the Heritage Building has heritage value and should be 

conserved; 

Section 966 of the Local Government Act authorizes a local government to enter into a Heritage 

Revitalization Agreement with the owner of heritage property, and to allow variations 

of, and supplements to, the provisions of a bylaw or a permit issued under Part 26 or 

Part 27 of the Local Government Act; 

The Owners and the City have agreed to enter into this Heritage Revitalization Agreement 

setting out the terms and conditions by which the heritage value of the Heritage 



Building is to be preserved and protected, in return for specified supplements and 

variances to City bylaws; 

THIS AGREEMENT is evidence that in consideration of the sum of ten dollars ($10.00) now paid 

by each party to the other and for other good and valuable consideration (the receipt of which 

each party hereby acknowledges) the Owners and the City each covenant with the other 

pursuant to Section 966 of the Local Government Act, as follows: 

Conservation Work 

1. Upon execution of this Agreement, the Owners shall promptly commence the

preservation, rehabilitation, and restoration of the Heritage Building (the “Work”) in

accordance with the “Conservation Plan – Nordenmark Residence - 1937” prepared by

Elana Zysblat, a copy of which is attached as Appendix 2 (the “Conservation Plan”).

Prior to commencement of the Work, the Owners shall obtain from the City all necessary 

permits and licenses, including a heritage alteration permit. 

The Work shall be done at the Owners’ sole expense in accordance with generally accepted 

engineering, architectural, and heritage conservation practices. If any conflict or 

ambiguity arises in the interpretation of Appendix 2, the parties agree that the conflict 

or ambiguity shall be resolved in accordance with the Standards and Guidelines for the 

Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, published by Parks Canada in 2003. 

The Owners shall, at the Owners’ sole expense, engage a member of the Architectural Institute 

of British Columbia or the Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of 

British Columbia (the “Registered Professional”) to oversee the Work and to perform 

the duties set out in section 5 of this Agreement. 

The Registered Professional shall: 

prior to commencement of the Work, provide to the City an executed and sealed 

Confirmation of Commitment in the form attached as Appendix 3; 

erect on the Lands and keep erected throughout the course of the Work, a sign of 

sufficient size and visibility to effectively notify contractors and tradespersons 

entering onto the Lands that the Work involves protected heritage property and 

is being carried out for heritage conservation purposes; 

obtain the City’s approval for any changes to the Work, including any amended permits 

that may be required; 

upon substantial completion of the Work, provide to the City an executed and sealed 

Certification of Compliance in the form attached as Appendix 4; and 

notify the City within one business day if the Registered Professional’s engagement by 

the Owners is terminated for any reason. 



Timing and Phasing of Restoration 

The Owners shall commence and complete all actions required for the completion of the Work, 

as set out in the Conservation Plan in Appendix 2, within three years following the date 

of adoption of the Bylaw authorizing this Agreement. 

Ongoing Maintenance 

Following completion of the Work, the Owners shall maintain the Heritage Building in good 

repair in accordance with the maintenance requirements set out in the Conservation 

Plan and the maintenance standards set out in New Westminster Heritage Properties 

Minimum Maintenance Standards Bylaw No. 6498, 1998, as amended or replaced from 

time to time, and, in the event that Bylaw No. 6498 is repealed and not replaced, the 

Owners shall continue to maintain the Heritage Building to the standards that applied 

under Bylaw No. 6498 immediately prior to its repeal. 

Damage to or Destruction of Heritage Building 

If the Heritage Building is damaged, the Owners shall obtain a heritage alteration permit and 

any other necessary permits and licenses and, in a timely manner, shall restore and 

repair the Heritage Building to the same condition and appearance that existed before 

the damage occurred. 

If, in the opinion of the City, the Heritage Building is completely destroyed, the Owners shall 

construct a replica, using contemporary materials if necessary, of the Heritage Building 

that complies in all respects with the Conservation Plan in Appendix 2 and with City of 

New Westminster Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001, as varied by this Agreement, after 

having obtained a heritage alteration permit and any other necessary permits and 

licenses. 

The Owners shall use their best efforts to commence and complete any repairs to the Heritage 

Building, or the construction of any replica building, with reasonable dispatch. 

Heritage Designation 

The Owners irrevocably agree to the designation of the Heritage Building as protected heritage 

property, in accordance with Section 967 of the Local Government Act, and release the 

City from any obligation to compensate the Owners in any form for any reduction in the 

market value of the Lands that may result from the designation. 

Variances to City’s Zoning Bylaw 

2. City of New Westminster Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001, is varied and supplemented in

its application to the Lands in the manner and to the extent provided and attached as

Appendix 5.



Interpretation 

In this Agreement, “Owners” shall mean all registered owners of the Lands or subsequent 

registered owners of the Lands, as the context requires or permits. 

Conformity with City Bylaws 

The Owners acknowledge and agree that, except as expressly varied by this Agreement, any 

development or use of the Lands, including any preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, 

and repairs done with respect to the Heritage Building, must comply with all applicable 

bylaws of the City. 

2 No Application to Building Interiors 

3. Unless otherwise stated in this Agreement or in the Conservation Plan, the terms and

conditions of this Agreement respecting the Heritage Building apply only to the

structure and exterior of the building, including without limitation the foundation, walls,

roof, and all exterior doors, windows and architectural ornamentation.

3 Future Alterations 

4. Following completion of the Work in accordance with this Agreement, the Owners shall

not alter the heritage character or the exterior appearance of the Heritage Building,

except as permitted by a heritage alteration permit issued by the City.

Statutory Authority Retained 

Nothing in this Agreement shall limit, impair, fetter or derogate from the statutory powers of 

the City, all of which powers may be exercised by the City from time to time and at any 

time to the fullest extent that the City is enabled. 

Indemnity 

The Owners hereby release, indemnify, and save the City, its officers, employees, elected 

officials, agents and assigns harmless from and against any and all actions, causes of 

action, losses, damages, costs, claims, debts and demands whatsoever by any person, 

arising out of or in any way due to the existence or effect of any of the restrictions or 

requirements in this Agreement, or the breach or non-performance by the Owners of 

any term or provision of this Agreement, or by reason of any work or action of the 

Owners in performance of their obligations under this Agreement or by reason of any 

wrongful act or omission, default, or negligence of the Owners. 

In no case shall the City be liable or responsible in any way for: 

any personal injury, death or consequential damage of any nature whatsoever, 

howsoever caused, that be suffered or sustained by the Owners or by any other 

person who may be on the Lands; or 



any loss or damage of any nature whatsoever, howsoever caused to the Lands, or any 

improvements or personal property thereon belonging to the Owners or to any 

other person, 

arising directly or indirectly from compliance with the restrictions and requirements in 

this Agreement, wrongful or negligent failure or omission to comply with the restrictions 

and requirements in this Agreement or refusal, omission or failure of the City to enforce 

or require compliance by the Owners with the restrictions or requirements in this 

Agreement or with any other term, condition, or provision of this Agreement. 

No Waiver 

No restrictions, requirements, or other provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed to have 

been waived by the City unless a written waiver signed by an officer of the City has first 

been obtained, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, no condoning, 

excusing or overlooking by the City on previous occasions of any default, nor any 

previous written waiver, shall be taken to operate as a waiver by the City of any 

subsequent default or in any way defeat or affect the rights and remedies of the City. 

Inspection 

Upon request by the City, the Owners shall advise or cause the Registered Professional to 

advise the City’s Development Services Department, Planning Division, of the status of 

the Work, and, without limiting the City’s power of inspection conferred by statute and 

in addition to such powers, the City shall be entitled at all reasonable times and from 

time to time to enter onto the Lands for the purpose of ensuring that the Owners are 

fully observing and performing all of the restrictions and requirements in this 

Agreement to be observed and performed by the Owners. 

Enforcement of Agreement 

The Owners acknowledge that it is an offence under Section 981(1)(c) of the Local Government 

Act to alter the Lands or the Heritage Building in contravention of this Agreement, 

punishable by a fine of up to $50,000.00 or imprisonment for a term of up to 2 years, or 

both. 

The Owners acknowledge that it is an offence under Section 981(1)(b) of the Local Government 

Act to fail to comply with the requirements and conditions of any heritage alteration 

permit issued to the Owners pursuant to this Agreement and Section 972 of the Local 

Government Act, punishable in the manner described in the preceding section. 

The Owners acknowledge that, if the Owners alter the Lands or the Heritage Building in 

contravention of this Agreement, the City may apply to the British Columbia Supreme 

Court for: 

an order that the Owners restore the Lands or the Heritage Building, or both, to their 

condition before the contravention; 



an order that the Owners undertake compensatory conservation work on the Lands or 

the Heritage Building, or both; 

an order requiring the Owners to take other measures specified by the Court to 

ameliorate the effects of the contravention; and 

an order authorizing the City to perform any and all such work at the expense of the 

Owners. 

The Owners acknowledge that if the City undertakes work to satisfy the terms, requirements or 

conditions of any heritage alteration permit issued to the Owners pursuant to this 

Agreement upon the Owners’ failure to do so, the City may add the cost of the work and 

any incidental expenses to the taxes payable with respect to the Lands, or may recover 

the cost from any security that the Owners have provided to the City to guarantee the 

performance of the terms, requirements or conditions of the permit, or both. 

The Owners acknowledge that the City may file a notice on title to the Lands in the land title 

office if the terms and conditions of this Agreement have been contravened. 

The City may notify the Owners in writing of any alleged breach of this Agreement and the 

Owners shall have the time specified in the notice to remedy the breach. In the event 

that the Owners fail to remedy the breach within the time specified, the City may 

enforce this Agreement by: 

seeking an order for specific performance of the Agreement; 

any other means specified in this Agreement; or 

any means specified in the Community Charter or the Local Government Act, 

and the City’s resort to any remedy for a breach of this Agreement does not limit its 

right to resort to any other remedy available at law or in equity. 

Headings 

The headings in this Agreement are inserted for convenience only and shall not affect the 

interpretation of this Agreement or any of its provisions. 

Appendices 

All appendices to this Agreement are incorporated into and form part of this Agreement. 

Number and Gender 

Whenever the singular or masculine or neuter is used in this Agreement, the same shall be 

construed to mean the plural or feminine or body corporate where the context so 

requires. 



Successors Bound 

All restrictions, rights and liabilities herein imposed upon or given to the respective parties shall 

extend to and be binding upon their respective heirs, executors, administrators, 

successors and assigns. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Owners and the City have executed this Agreement as of the date 

written above. 

Signed, Sealed and Delivered in the 

presence of: 

Name 

Address 

Occupation 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

JACQUELINE MURIEL ARNOUSE 

ANGUS MCLEAN ENGLISH 

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW 

WESTMINSTER by its authorized signatories: 

Mayor: 

City Clerk: 

 ) 

 ) 

 ) 

 ) 

 ) 

 ) 

  ) 

 ) 

 ) 

  ) 



 APPENDIX 1 

SITE PLAN 



APPENDIX 2 

CONSERVATION PLAN 



APPENDIX 3 

CONFIRMATION OF COMMITMENT BY REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL 

Date: _________________ 

City of New Westminster 

511 Royal Avenue 

New Westminster, B.C. V3L 1H9 

Attention: Director of Development Services 

Re: Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 335 Buchanan Avenue 

The undersigned hereby undertakes to be responsible for field reviews of the construction 

carried out at the captioned address for compliance with the requirements of Appendix 2 of the 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement applicable to the property, which the undersigned 

acknowledges having received and reviewed, and undertakes to notify the City of New 

Westminster in writing as soon as possible if the undersigned’s contract for field review is 

terminated at any time during construction. This letter is not being provided in connection with 

Part 2 of the British Columbia Building Code, but in connection only with the requirements of 

the Heritage Revitalization Agreement. 

__________________________________ 

Registered Professional’s Name 

__________________________________ 

Address 

__________________________________ 

Telephone No.  Signature and Seal 



APPENDIX 4 

CERTIFICATION OF REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL 

Date: _______________ 

City of New Westminster 

511 Royal Avenue 

New Westminster, B.C. V3L 1H9 

Attention: Director of Development Services 

Re: Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 335 Buchanan Avenue 

I hereby give assurance that I have fulfilled my obligations for field review as indicated in my 

letter to the City of New Westminster dated _________________ in relation to the captioned 

property, and that the architectural components of the work comply in all material respects 

with the requirements of Appendix 2 of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement referred to in 

that letter. This letter is not being provided in connection with Part 2 of the British Columbia 

Building Code, but in connection only with the requirements of the Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement. 

__________________________________ 

Registered Professional’s Name 

__________________________________ 

Address 

__________________________________ 

Telephone No.  Signature and Seal 



APPENDIX 5 

VARIATIONS TO ZONING BYLAW NO. 6680, 2001 

(RS-1) Requirement/Allowance HRA Variance 

Density (Maximum FSR) 0.50 0.71 

Minimum Front Yard Setback 
20% of the depth 

of the site 

15.64 feet  

(4.77 metres) 

Minimum Left Side Yard 

Setback (South Side) 

10% of the width 

of the site 

1.80 feet  

(0.55 metres) 

Minimum Site Area 
6,000 square feet  

(557.40 square metres) 

3,446 square feet  

(320 square metres) 



Attachment 9 

Heritage Designation Bylaw 



THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER 

BYLAW NO. 7803, 2016 

A bylaw of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster to designate the principal building 

located at 335 Buchanan Avenue as protected heritage property. 

______________________________________________________________________________

__ 

WHEREAS the Local Government Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c.323 provides Council with authority, by 

bylaw, to designate real property, in whole or in part, as protected heritage property, on terms 

and conditions it considers appropriate; 

AND WHEREAS the registered owners of the land located at 335 Buchanan Avenue have 

entered into a heritage revitalization agreement in relation to the principal building located on 

the land as authorized by Heritage Revitalization Agreement (335 Buchanan Avenue) Bylaw No. 

7802, 2016 (the “Heritage Revitalization Agreement”), have requested that Council designate 

that building as protected heritage property, and have released the City from any obligation to 

compensate the registered owners for the effect of such designation; 

AND WHEREAS Council considers that the principal building located at 335 Buchanan Avenue 

has significant heritage value and character and is a prominent and valued heritage property in 

the City;  

AND WHEREAS Council considers that designation of the principal building located at 335 

Buchanan Avenue as protected heritage property under the provisions of the Local Government

Act is necessary and desirable for its conservation;  

NOW THEREFORE City Council of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster enacts as 

follows: 

1. TITLE

1.1. This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as "Heritage Designation Bylaw (335 Buchanan 

Avenue) No. 7803, 2016." 

2. INTERPRETATION

2.1. In this Bylaw, the terms “heritage value”, “heritage character” and “alter” have the 

corresponding meanings given to them in the Local Government Act. 

3. DESIGNATION

3.1. The principal building located on that parcel of land having a civic address of 335 

Buchanan Avenue, New Westminster, British Columbia, and legally described as PID: 

008-578-656, Lot 69 of Lot 21 Suburban Block 3 Plan 2620, shown marked on the sketch 

plan attached hereto as Schedule “A” (the “Building”) is hereby designated in its 



entirety as protected heritage property under section 967 of the Local Government Act

of British Columbia.  

4. PROHIBITION

4.1. Except as expressly permitted by Section 5 or as authorized by a heritage alteration 

permit issued by the City, no person shall undertake any of the following actions, nor 

cause or permit any of the following actions to be undertaken in relation to the 

Building:  

4.1.1. alter the exterior facade of the Building; 

4.1.2. make a structural change to the Building; 

4.1.3. move the Building; or 

4.1.4. alter, excavate or build on that portion of land upon which the Building is 

located. 

5. EXEMPTIONS

5.1. Despite Section 4, the following actions may be undertaken in relation to the Building 

without first obtaining a heritage alteration permit from the City: 

5.1.1. non-structural renovations or alterations to the interior of the Building that do 

not alter the exterior appearance of the Building; and 

5.1.2. normal repairs and maintenance that do not alter the exterior appearance of the 

Building. 

5.2. For the purpose of section 5, “normal repairs” means the repair or replacement of non-

structural elements, components or finishing materials of the Building with elements, 

components or finishing materials that are equivalent to those being replaced in terms 

of heritage character, material composition, colour, dimensions and quality. 

6. MAINTENANCE

6.1. The Building shall be maintained in good repair in accordance with the City of New 

Westminster Heritage Site Minimum Maintenance Standards Bylaw No. 6498, 1998, as 

amended or replaced from time to time, and, in the event that Bylaw No. 6498 is 

repealed and not replaced, the Owners shall continue to maintain the Building to the 

standards that applied under Bylaw No. 6498 immediately prior to its repeal. 

7. HERITAGE ALTERATION PERMITS

7.1. Where a heritage alteration permit is required under this Bylaw for a proposed action 

in relation to the Building, application shall be made to the City of New Westminster 



Development Services Department, Planning Division in the manner and on the form 

prescribed, and the applicant shall pay the fee imposed by the City for such permit. 

7.2. City Council, or its authorized delegate, is hereby authorized to: 

7.2.1. issue a heritage alteration permit for situations in which the proposed action 

would be consistent with the heritage protection provided for the Building under 

this Bylaw and the Heritage Revitalization Agreement; 

7.2.2. withhold the issue of a heritage alteration permit for an action which would not 

be consistent with the heritage protection provided for the Building under this 

Bylaw or the Heritage Revitalization Agreement; 

7.2.3. establish and impose terms, requirements and conditions on the issue of a 

heritage alteration permit that are considered to be consistent with the purpose of 

the heritage protection of the Building provided under this Bylaw and the Heritage 

Revitalization Agreement; and 

7.2.4. determine whether the terms, requirements and conditions of a heritage 

alteration permit have been met. 

8. RECONSIDERATION BY COUNCIL

8.1. An applicant or owner whose application for a heritage alteration permit for alteration 

of the Building has been considered by an authorized delegate may apply for a 

reconsideration of the matter by Council, and such reconsideration shall be without 

charge to the applicant or owner. 

GIVEN FIRST READING this day of 2016. 

GIVEN SECOND READING day of 2016. 

PUBLIC HEARING held this day of 2016. 

GIVEN THIRD READING this day of 2016. 

ADOPTED and the Seal of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster affixed this 

day of  2016. 

_________________________________ 

MAYOR 

_________________________________ 

CITY CLERK 



SCHEDULE A 

[insert sketch plan] 



R E P O R T  
Development Services 

To: Land Use and Planning Committee Date: 12/7/2015 

From: Beverly Grieve 

Director of Development Services 

File: REZ00123 

Report #: 434/2015 

Subject: 325 and 329 Ewen Avenue Proposed Zoning Amendment Bylaw - 

Preliminary Report 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT staff proceed with the processing of the Rezoning Application for 325 and 

329 Ewen Avenue as outlined in this report.   

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The City, on behalf of the property owners, is proposing to rezone 325 and 329 Ewen 

Avenue from Light Industrial Districts (M-1) to Queensborough Neighbourhood 

Residential Dwelling Districts (RQ-1).  In exchange for the City rezoning these 

properties, the property owners will be granting a statutory right-of-way towards the rear 

of the properties to accommodate future servicing for properties within the 

Queensborough Special Study Area, as outlined in the proposed Master Plan.  This will 

help ensure that sanitary sewer service can be provided to all properties in the Special 

Study Area, including those fronting Ewen Avenue, and that existing septic systems can 

be decommissioned.  The proposed rezoning would conform to the OCP land use 

designation for these parcels. 

1. PROPOSAL

The proposed rezoning would allow for servicing to be provided to the existing homes 

fronting Ewen Avenue, and would bring the subject properties into conformance with the 

OCP land use designation. 

7
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2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS 

 

2.1 Queensborough Community Plan 

 

The Queensborough Community Plan was adopted by Council on February 3, 2014.  As 
per the Queensborough Community Plan (QCP), the subject properties are designated 

Residential - Low Density (RL).  This area will include “low density residential uses 
including single detached houses, houses with a secondary suite, duplexes, detached 

townhouses, low density multifamily uses, places of worship, and may contain small scale 

local commercial uses such as home occupations and corner stores.” 

 

2.2  Zoning Bylaw 

 

The subject properties are currently zoned Light Industrial Districts (M-1).  This intent of 

this zone is to “allow for light industrial uses”.  Single detached dwellings are not 

permitted within the M-1 zone; hence the homes located on the property would be 

considered legally non-conforming uses.   

 

3. BACKGROUND 

 

3.1 Site Characteristics and Context 

 

The subject properties are both 10,890 square foot (1,012 sq.m.) parcels with existing 

homes located on them.  The properties are located on the north side of Ewen Avenue at 

the southern boundary of the Queensborough Special Study Area – See Appendix “A”.   

They are surrounded by M-1 parcels containing single-detached dwellings to the north, 

east, and west.  There are also a number of properties in the immediate area that are used 

for light industrial uses.  There is an Official Community Plan amendment application 

currently underway for the properties to the north that would amend the land use 

designation from Queensborough Comprehensive Development to Residential – Medium 

Density.   

 

The land uses to the south of the site, across Ewen Avenue, are industrial.  These 

operational industrial properties, including Griff Lumber, are also designated 
Queensborough Comprehensive Development and would go through a similar master 

plan process to the Queensborough Special Study Area before they are redeveloped. 

 

There is a railway located along the north side of Ewen Avenue (Southern Rail) which 

runs in front of both properties.  This railway presents challenges for safe driveway 

access and servicing since it runs along the front of these parcels between the road and 

front property line. 

 

As the subject properties are industrial-zoned, there are insurance implications with 

having a residential use on an industrial parcel.  There are also challenges in regards  to  
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redevelopment if a property owner wishes to construct a new home since the Local 

Government Act requires non-conforming uses to be removed if more than 75% of the 

structure is demolished. 

 

3.2 Project Description 

 

The City, on behalf of the property owners, is proposing to rezone 325 and 329 Ewen 

Avenue from Light Industrial Districts (M-1) to Queensborough Neighbourhood 

Residential Dwelling Districts (RQ-1).  In exchange for the City rezoning these 

properties, the property owners would grant a statutory right-of-way towards the rear of 

the properties (see Image 1, purple shaded area). The right-of-way is necessary to 

accommodate future servicing for properties within the Queensborough Special Study 

Area, as outlined in the proposed Master Plan, as the existing lane is not continuous due 

to the depth of the two subject properties. The City would also provide, free of charge, a 

servicing connection to the subject properties (from the edge of servicing pipes to the 

edge of the right of way boundary) in order to help connect these parcels to future 

services once they become available. 

 

Staff has discussed this proposal with the owners of both properties and they are 

agreeable to providing a statutory right-of-way to the City.  
 
Image 1: Lane Serving Ewen Avenue Properties  

 
 Subject Properties   Proposed Statutory Right of Way  
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4. DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Rationale for Rezoning 

 

Platform Properties, in collaboration with the City, is undertaking a master planning and 
OCP amendment process for the Special Study Area – see Appendix “B”.  There are two 

objectives in the draft master plan regarding the properties that front onto Ewen Avenue.  

 

The first objective is to create an ultimate design for water and sanitary sewer 

infrastructure that would serve all properties. Implementation will require services to be 

added to the lane north of Ewen Avenue. Adding a sanitary sewer main in in this location 

would provide service to all the properties fronting Ewen Avenue and allow for the 

existing septic systems to be decommissioned. The properties fronting Ewen Avenue 

each have a water connection but they cross under the train tracks which can causes 

logistical issues when maintenance or replacement is required. As a result, a watermain 

may also be added to the lane. The existing lane is not continuous because of the depth of 

the subject properties, 325 and 329 Ewen Avenue. As a result, achieving the ultimate 

design requires the services to cross these two private properties.  

 

The second objective is to provide lane access so that, as properties redevelop, access can 
be removed from Ewen Avenue. This will increase safety and provide for access to 

properties even when a train is passing. Removing the number of rail crossings would 

also reduce the need for trains to whistle. The owners of the subject properties have 

indicated concern about having a rear lane intersect through their properties . The 

placement of the existing houses does not account for a rear lane and their properties 

would be severed (i.e. they would still have property on the other side of the lane). This 

objective can be met without building a continuous lane that would cross 325 and 329 

Ewen Avenue. Rear access can be provided to all the properties, including the two subject 

properties, from two dead-end lanes (as shown in Image 1).  As part of their rezoning 

application for the Special Study Area, Platform would be required to dedicate the portion 

of the property located at 316 Blackley Street to facilitate the continuation of the rear 
lane.   

 

5. PROCESS 

 

Preliminary Report to Land Use Planning Committee December 7, 2015 

City to deliver notices to neighbours within a radius of 100 

m. and Queensborough Residents’ Association advising of 
Rezoning Application.   

December 10, 2015 

Advisory Planning Commission Presentation January 19, 2015 

Land Use Planning Committee Recommendation to Council February 2016 

Council Consideration of 1
st
 and 2

nd
 Reading of Bylaw February 2016 

Public Hearing and Council consideration of 3
rd

 Reading March 2016 
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Finalization of Statutory R/W agreement, letter of 
undertaking from the City to provide future servicing 

connections once sanitary sewer is available for the area, 

and Final Reading  

April/May 2016 

 

6. OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 

 

The following options are presented for the Land Use Planning Committee’s 
consideration: 

 
1. That staff proceed with the processing of a Rezoning Application for 325 and 329 

Ewen Avenue as outlined in this report.   

2. Provide staff with alternative feedback. 

 

Staff recommends Option 1. 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS: 

 

Appendix A - Location Map 325 and 329 Ewen Avenue 

Appendix B - Queensborough Special Study Area Draft Master Plan Concept 
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Appendix “A” 

Location Map – 325 and 329 Ewen Avenue 
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Appendix “B” 

Queensborough Special Study Area 

Draft Master Plan Concept 
 



Ewen Avenue

Duncan Street

Stanley Street

M
ercer Street

Queensborough Special Study Area - Draft Master Plan Concept
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